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* * * * *
The Legislative Council, which is composed of five Senators,
six Representatives, and the presiding officers of the two house s,
serves as a continuing research agency for the legislatu re th rough
t he maintenance of a trained staff. Between sessions, research
activities are concentrated on the study of relatively broad problems formally proposed by legislators, and the publication and
distribution of factual reports to aid in their solution.
During the sessions, the emphasis is on supplying legis lators ,
on indi vidual request, with personal memoranda, providing them with
information needed to handle their own legislative problems. Re ports
and memoranda both give pertinent data in the form of facts, f ig~r es ,
arguments, and alternatives.
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To Members of the Forty-second Colorado General Assembly:
As directed by the terms of House Joint Resolution No. 22 (1959),
the Legislative Council is submitting herewith its report and recommendations on occupational disease coverage in Colorado.
The committee appointed by the Legislative Council to complete
this study submitted its report September 22, 1960, at which time the
report was adopted by the Legislative Council for transmission to the
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LETTEll OF TRANSMITTAL
September 22, 1960

The Honorable Charles Conklin, Chairman
Colorado Legislative Council
State Capitol
Denver 2, Colorado
Dear Mr. Chairman:
Transmitted herewith is the report pf the Legislative Council
Committee on Occupational Diseases, appointed pursuant to House Joint
Resolution No. 22 (19~9). This report covers th~ committee's study of
the various ~apects of occupational disease coverage and its recommendations thereon. Jpcluded are the following subjects: comprehensive and schedule cpverage, medical benefit limitations, partial
disability coverage, SQlection and use of medical panels, rehabilitation programs, subsequent injury fund coverage, and time limits
relating to claim filing.
Respectfully submitted,

/s/

Senator Charles E. Bennett
Chairman
Connni ttee on Occupational Diseases

FOREWORD
This study was ma"8 under the provisions of H.J.R. ,22, passed at the first
session of the Forty-second General Assembly. This resoll.utioq. directed the
Colorado Legislative Council to appoint a sub-committee to make a thorough
study of state laws governing occupational diseases and hazards and of the
adequacy ,of occupatienat disease coverage provided by !these statutes. Further,
ithe resolutii.,oo .directed the committee to report its fin.dings and recommendations,
-which may 'be b1 the t:0n1 of proposed legislation, no lat-er than the convening
of the Forty-third ~ a l Assembly in 1961.
Tb.e Le:gistati-r,e Cowtcil committee appointed to make this study included:
SeJ11a.t'6l" Char1es E. Ilem:i.ett, Denver, Chairman; Representative Betty Kirk West,
Pueblo, Yi,ce Chairma11·; ltepresentative Robert Allen, Demrer; Representative
Rex Howett. ·Grand Junetlon; Representative Carl Magnus,on, Eaton; Senator
L. P. Strain, La Junta; and Senator J. WHliam Wells, Brighton. Harry O. Lawson,
Legislative Council settior research analyst, had the primary responsibility for
the staff work on this study.
·
Nine meetil'lgs were held by the Legislative COU:11ci1 :Committee on Oc·cupational
Diseases during the course of its study. Four of th,ese meetings were p,ublic
hearings at which the ,committee heard the views and recommendations of representatives of labor, itidustry, and private insurance carriers; state officials;
and medical. and legal experts. In addition, the committee studied occupational
disease coverage and e,cperience in other states; analyzed occupational disease
claims filed with the Industrial Commission; explored special problems relating
to siltcosis, other dust diseases, radiation hazards, and loss of hearing; and
examined the effect of pr.oposed cha11ges ,on workmen•.s .compensation and occupational
disease insurance rates.
Because of the interrelationship of workme11•s compensation and occupational
disease coverage. the committee found it necessary to consider the effect on both
acts of certain proposals for improvement in coverage, especially with respect to
medical benefit limitations, rehabilitation programs, and broadened subsequent
injury fund coverage. Along with these three subjects, the committee concentrated
its attention on scheduled and comprehensive coverage, partial disability coverage,
the selection and use of medical panels, and the statute of limitations applying
to claim filing.
The committee wishes to express its appreciation to those state officials;
labor, industry, and insurance company representatives; and others who provided
consultation and advice during the study. In particular, the committee would
like to thank the members of the Industrial Commission (Truman Hall, Chairman;
Frank Van Portfliet; and Ray H. Brannaman); Har.old Clark Thompson, Counsel,
State Compensation Insurance, Fund; Paul W. Jacoe, Senior Industrial Hygienist,
State Department of Health; Dr. George W. Zinke, Professor of Economics,
University of Colorado; and Robert Shurtleff, Manager, Mountain States Compensation Rating Bureau.
Lyle C. Kyle
Director
September 22, 1960
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COMM! TTEE RECOMME NOA TI ONS AND FINDINGS
The Legislative Council Committee on qccupational Diseases has
examined the many aspects of providing adequate coverage for workers
who suffer disabilities resulting from occupational diseases. The
v i ewpoints of management and labor were solicited by the Committee
a s were the opinions of legal and medical experts. Study was made
of th e experience in other states, and consideration was given to
the ro~ s i ble effect of various proposals for liberalizing occupat ional disease coverage on insurance rates and expenditures for
t nis purpose.
Oooosition to basic changes in the occupational disease act and
t he libera liz ation of occupational disease coverage results primarily
fr om three c oncerns on the part of representatives of business and
industry: l ) occupational disease insurance rates will increase
substantially ; 2) claims will be brought and allowed for diseases
which are not employment connected; and 3) employers and insurance
c a~ r i er & will be saddled with an inequitable and unmeasurable
l iaoili t y.
The Committee understands the apprehension and concern of
t hos e who pay the bill for workmen's compensation and occupational
disease coverage; however, the information compiled and analyzed
by the Committee during the course of its study indicates that the
unfavorable consequences expected a s a result of liberalized
occupational disease coverage are greatly exaggerated.
The Committee consulted the National Council on Compensation
Insurance (the insurance rate-ma king body for 24 states, including
Colorado) concerning the possible effect on insurance rates of
various proposals for liberalizing the occupational disease act.
The National Council stated that it is extremely difficult to
calculate the effect of proposals on insurance rates, because,
with the exce ption of increases in medical benefits, these
measures cannot be evaluated mathematically. The National Council
was of the opinion, however, that the proposed measures would not
be expected to produce an appreciable increase in total insurance
rates (workmen ' s compensation and occupational diseases combined). 1
Further, the National Council stated that in the absence of reliable
s tatiftical data, it is li ke ly that jnsur.ance carri~rs would not
reques t any immediate rate increases, waiting rather until there
i s sufficient experience upon which to determine the need for and
amount of r ate changes. Larger rate increases can be expected,
however, according to the National Council, for industries such
as mining with a high degree of disease hazard.

l.

Proposals included alternatives as to diseases covered , partial
disability be nefits, and extension of the statute of limitations,
in addition t o liberalization of medical benefits.
ix

Insurance Rate Increases
Ba$ed on the National Council's observations, the Committee
is of the opinion that except for certain hazardous classifications,
occupational disease insurance rate increai~s will not be very
signif~cant for most of the committee recommendations enumerated
below.
Perhaps too much emphasis has been placed on the effect
of prorosed changes on insurance rates, hecause the present occupational disease insurance rate for all but 22 of Colorado's 650
classifications is only $.01 per $100 of payroll. 3 (There would
only be an increase of one mill per $100 of payroll for every
10 rer cent rate increase that aoplied only to occupational diseases.)
The other 22 classifications include mining (except coal), abrasive
or sandblasting operations, foundries of various types, quarries,
tunneling, stone cutting and polishing, emery works, and similar
industrial processes with a high amount of silica and other toxic
dusts, with a rate range of from $.07 to $.QA per $100 of payroll.
Colorado emrloyers in most classifications received a decrease
in workmen's compensation and occuoational disease insurance
premiums as a result of the latest rate revision which went into
effect on July 1, 1q60. These revised rates reoresent an average
decrease of 2.7 oer cent from the rates in effect during the
preceding 12 months. However, this decrease did not ap~ly equally
to all industries and classifications. Ry industry group the
average changes in insurance rates were: manufacturing 10.1 oer
cent decrease; contracting 0.2 ner cent decrease; mining and ore
milling, 11.2 per cent increase; and all others, 2.8 oer cent
decrease. Within each industry groun the changes varied from the
average according to the kind and volume of experience.
Fraudulent Claims
There will always be thoze who will take advantage of the
loopholes in or liberal rrovisions of any law, so it would hardly
be surorising if claims were brought for diseases which were not
emnloyment related. It is the Committee's oni nion that such claims
would be few in number and would not constitute much of a problem.
It would be extremely shortsighted to restrict the orovision of
adequate occunational disease coverage for the vast majority, because

2.
3.

The only sizable increase would result from liberalization of
medical benefits, whir.his discussed later in this section
under the recommendation for such liberalization.
For rate making puroo~es all industriet or occurations are
classified. These classjfications .are made in several different
ways; e.g., a classification may include all.firms where worker~
are exposed to the same industrial process; 1t may cover an entire
industry; or it may apnly to an individual occupation, regardless of type of emnloyment.

X

of he fear of i'lbuse by a few . Furth~ 1 , wit h t he burde n of poof
tnor thr ,himant and the usr, o · m:"i.;c..:i l 11a ne l s a s re commended by
_t e C.omm _t t1 e, it i_s more 1.i 1°~ 1y t hat lrq i tima t e c. a i ms may be
rt'jcctec .for )rick of i,,uffic 1 u t tvid,, nce t han i t i 1;; t hat -fraudul0 nt
cL3 .i ms \Jould be honored.
Extent of Liabilit y
lt is true that the exte nt of liability is less certain under
a liberal occupational disease coverage act, especia lly i ~ there
are provisions for comnrehensive coverage and a s t a t ute of
l imitations which is flexible enouah to allow fo r latent diseases
and faulty diagnosis . On the other hand , l iabi l : ty c a nnot be
measured accurately unless all occupational d i spar e s and hazards
are known and identified . This is obviou sly rot ·o · ~ib le with the
continued development of new industrial ~rocesses. with the resulting
increase in the use of new toxic materia l s . Nitn l i ~i t ed occuoational
disease coverage, employers may have a known a nd meJc- urable liability~
but their employees have unknown risks , because they are protected
o, y fro~ those diseases enumerated i n the act. and the n only if
cer+ain condit Lons as to exrosure, d i sabil ity, and claim filing are
met. It is in the rublic interest no t to imrose a n unre asonable
~rden upon employers and insur ance carriers . Ry t he s ame token,
i · is also in the nublic interest to prov j de empl oyee s with adequate
~r0tectio~ from occupational diseases a nd hazards . The consequences
of t~e failure to provide cuch protection mi qb t be l ooked upon as
a ryub l ic liability, the extent of which is a l so diffi cult to
'.".leasure .

Recommendations
The Committee's r~commenda t ions place ertlha~ i ~ on nrevent i on
and rebabilitation , as well as protection f or ~orker~ d i c- abled
by occupational diseases . It is the Committ~e ' r te lief that the
~revision of ear l y and ~uff i cie nt medica l Jssistance , vocational
r e~raining, anJ Lehabilitation wi ll enable many d i sahlPd workers
to become usefu l , productive members of soc i ety agai n, who otherwise migh t remain totally incapacita t ed and a hurde n t o themselve ~
and society. The rehabi l itation o f J i r<lb l ed wo Tkers s hould effect
savings in the long run to societr , e~nloyers , and i nsura nce
carr j Jrs, which, in the Committee ' s ;rinion , offset the e xrected
i nc r t1se in insurance rates and expe·1 :itures res u lt i ng fr om
l ibe · 1 li zed coveraqe . Society benef "· ~ n two w;iy,:, : l ) the s e
wor~Pr~ do not become a public charqe after their bene fi t ~ run
out; and 2) 1hesc worker$ are ~~ J to contribute to ~ocin ty's
v,i:-1 1-heinq throuqh their produr't i ,._. efforts . f:noloyers ~nd
1 'cyw~ll n0t have ,., ccnt·nui n
i r-u1Jnce carriers b~ncfit, bo ;~
l i 1b ility for dicab lerl Pmnl oyeec v,to I ecome rchabilitatPd anci
grlinfully cmplnyed .

These recommendat i ons are also based on the Committee's
agreement that employee s should receive equal protect i on and treatment under coverage for both occupational diseases and workmen's
compensation and that the provisions for both shou ld be similar
insofar as possible.
In making this study and the resulting recommendations, the
Committee has not only considered possible increases in expenditures and insurance rates and administrative and technical problems,
but has focused attention on the needs of the worker who suffers
from an occupational disability and the l eg islative (public)
responsibility for providing standards which offer adequate
protection and a reasonable chance for recovery.
1. The Committee on Occupational Diseases recommends that
coverage be provided for all occupational diseases wjt h the b~rden
of proof on the claimant, rather than have coverage limited only to
those diseases enume rated in the a ct.
Findings; Thirty states, including those most highly
industrialized, provide comprehensive coverage for occupational
dis e a ses. There has been a recent trend toward adoption of
comprehensive coverage, with 11 states changing from schedu l e
coverage since 1948. Experience in these states has not indicated
either greatly increased expenditures or administrative difficulties
with comprehensive coverage.
Some 50 occupational diseases and hazard ~ are not covered
in the Colorado schedule, according to a report prepared for the
Committee by the Senior Industrial Hygienist, St ate Department of
Health. Some of the more serious omissions include: anthracosis
(coal dust), inorganic dust, organic dust (except silica and
asbestos), and poisoning by aluminum, barium, beryllium, carbon,
copper, cobalt, nickel, silver, thorium, tin, uranium, vanadium,
and zinc, or any of the compounds of these metals. Further, this
report indicated that some of the categor ie s included in the
schedule are not clear and there is some question as to what
diseases are actually covered.
If the schedule were expanded to include the omissions
listed above, the Color ado act would have the effec t of comprehensive coverage both as to expense involved and t o protection
offered for known diseases. However, a schedule a c t does not
provide protection for new d iseases resulting from technolog i cal
improvements. Experi ence has shown that there i s a conside r able
lag between the appeara nce of new diseases and leg isla tive
amendment of the schedu le, and it is unfair to off er nrotec t i on to
some wo r kers but deny it to others whose disabj lit i es a re
emrloyment-connected, just because the dirn a FP is not lis t ed in
the act.
Ry nlaci nq the burd e n of nronf unon t hr cla imant, t ~e
po~sibi Ji ty of c:l. ai_m ,. b f'in n a ll m· ed r o- or din ry d i sea rtr: -- no t
(~ ·1.,J oy:-n t- c: onn,r -4: r rl- - :5 q r c a tly cu r t.:i il,,cl .
f t j .- ,101 ., · · h;, t
1

>' i i

t

is often difficult t o d etermi ne the cuuse of an occuoational dis0ase ,
but this is also true with respect to some accident cases. Workmen' s
compensation coverage i s not limited becau~e of these difficu l t i es ,
and neither should occupational di sea se coverage be so l i mjted .
Colorado is increasingly bec oming an indu~trialized and
urbanized state. Many of Colorado 's new i ndur-tries are related to
the defense program and make use of highly tox~· and, in some
instances, radioactive materials. I t is necessary and appropria t e
that Colorado's occupational dis e a s e legislation provide adequJte
coverage not only for employees in t hese industries, many of whom
come from states where they had such protection, but for all
employees as well.
2. The Committee on Occupa t i ona l Diseases recommends that
medical benefits, unlimited bot h a s to time and amount, be provided
for disabilities resulting fro m accidental injuries and occupational
diseases.
Findings: Twenty-six state~ provide unlimited medical and
hospitalization benefits f or accide ntal injuries and occupa t ional
diseases. Colorado is one of 22 s tates which ~a~ either a t ime or
dollar limit, or both, on medical bene fits. Co l orado is also one
of several states which has further limi tation~ imposed on medi cal
treatment for silicosis and other dust diseases. Medica l -hospi talization benefits in Colorado are l imited : n amount to $ 1 ,50 0
and in time to six months. Howeve r, a n additional $500 may be
authorized by the Industrial Commi r~ i on, if it finds that there i s
a good chance that a, worker's condit ion may be mater i ally improved
by such additional expenditure. No medical services at a i l can be
provided in silicosis cases, unles s the Ind::· tria 1 Conmission f i nds
that ''there are substantial prosnects that t~ cord i +ion of t he
emoloyee will be materially improved by medic,-1' t~c,~+rnent ••• "
There is a limit of $2,000 placed on med i cal treatment, if such is
provided in silicosis cases ~
0

Considerable testimony wa s pr esented to the Committee concerning the need for raising the l im its on medical-hospitalization
benefits. It was pointed out that dollar and time limits a r e no t
realistic with respect to radia t i on and dust diseases and tre
complications which arise from the i ncreased use of toxic substJnces
in industrial processes. It wa s al~o stated that workers who
exhaust their medical benefit s without completing treatment and/or
making a recovery place an add itional burden upon the oublic in
two ways: 1) It is unlikely that they will again become product ive
members of society. 2) It is l i ke l y that additional medical care
and perhaps support will be provided at public expense.
Any liberalization in medical a nd hospitalization benefits
for occupational diseases should be arcompan i pd by a similar
increase in these benefits under wo" kmen' s c 0rr ··1ensation; it would
be difficult to justify an increa,e which would apply to occupatio na l
diseases alone. Elimination of t he oresent time and monetary
restrictions under both acts wou l d increase inr.urance rates more
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than any other pror o~a.L for liberaliz1ng benefits. Proposals f or
liberalizing med i cal benefit~ wpro t he one 6Pripr of recomme ndations
for which the Nat i on a l Counc i l was able to make statistica l
computa t ions. I t wa s the Nat ional Cou nci l' s opinion that a n
increase to $2 , 500 wo u l d resu l t in an over-all rate i ncrease of
approximately 1. 3 pe r cent; tha t 1 n incr e a se to $5 ,000 wou l d
result in an i ncrease of arrrox i mate l y 2.1 per cent; and that the
provision of unl i mi ted henPfits would result in an increase of
approximately 3.1 per cent in over-all rates. These rate est i mates
were predicated on the assumpt:on that t he l)beral i zation of medical
and hos ni tal benef i t would apnly to both workmen's comnensa t : on
and occupational d i·,ease c overage. ThP effect o f ·.he rate
increases ex pec ted t o re s u lt from thP alternative apnroaches to
liberalizing med i c a l and ho"r,ita l : zation benefits should be
considered i n re lat ion t o the rate rPvi~ i ons w~ i ch went into effe ct
on July 1, 1960 , and whirh are sumri.nized above. lndust:::-ia l
representa t ivec; a pnear t~ g before tlie omm~ttee did not comment on
the desira bi li t y of raj si·,q the 1·m1. tc; ori these benefits, '10r d id
they oppose spe c if ic al l y tuch an increase, desni t e the fact that
th i s is the mos t c xpensLve proposc1 l 1dvanced fo~ consideratio n.
The most exte nsivo rehal ~] i tati, n programs for workers
incapacitated by occup~tiona l i nju- i e~ or diseases are ge nerally
found in those sta t es w.i.•n unli,:tc>d ·1edical benefits. Tbe prov is ion of unlim i t e d m, d i• a~ b,.:n•·f :.ts a npears to have the effec t of
encouraging insuranc,• c, .rr · e T',, to bear the costs of the reha b i l itation program, e ithe r t,roua· ~n additional insurance rreMium, or
through expand ed f i na n ina of the subsequent ·,jury fund. One of
the big obsta c l es to a reh.,bi li t dtion program in Colorado is the
lack of funds t o rovir.~ maint~n1nce during t · e neriod of vocat i onal
retraining .
3. The Commi t'ee on Occina~1onal Diseases recommends tha t
partial disa bi lity t.ov••i:-aqi ,. : · ov .·ded for a 11 occupational
diseases with ce r ta i n l ir.1it it i.r ·.,; ap~lyinq to nartial loss of hea ring.

Finding s ; T~e ~orkmen's ccmpen atio, l a#s in all states
provide for paymen t of benefit· f Jr na iti al disability resu l t ing
from acc i denta l i n ju r :e~. Some of -he ~tates, however , do not
provide for pa r tial b('n,,f its for oct •. ,,1tional diseases -- narti cu l arly
for dust disea ~Ps . Colorado i s one of 12 states which do not
provide for any compen~ation f or nartial disability due to
occupationa l d is eases . T~irtrP: other· tates have provisions wht ch
either rest rict or prohibit omnens~t i on ror partial disabil ity
due to sil ico sis a nd othf'!r iu ~t lisca,e,;, 1lthough part~,?! dis ability is comre nsa t ed for other occunational diseases.
Employees a re e nti t led to the same protection under occupa t ional
disease coverage ar thPy re ceive under workmen's comnen~ation.
While the d i f f i cu lty in dr·termlni ng the extent of partia l disabili ty
is recogn i zed, t l,jr, diffj culty ~hould not lar emnloyees from
receiving equal nrotrction under hoth act . Often ·t is diffic u l t
to dete r mine t hr rxt~nt of partia l disilhility in acr~rlnnt case~ ,
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especial ly with respect to hack injuries; nevertheless, partial
disability compensation has been an accepterl component of workme n's
compensati on coverage since its inception.
Under the present provisions of t~e c;1orado act, no emp l oyee
can r eceive compensation for an occupdtional disease disability
if he is employable, even if that emoloyment is in an occupation
much les s skilled and financially rewarding than the one in wh ich
+he employee engaged prior to incurring the disease. This pr ov ision
·n effe ct oenalizes a disatled emr l oye~ for continuing to work
ie s pite his d~sability. An accirlen~~] injury and an occupati onal
dl sea te may result in the same 'isabil' ty, e.g., the loGs of the
use of an arm or leg: under workmen's comrentation an employee
would r eceive partial compensation, while under the occupat i ona l
diseas e statutes he receives nothing.
Und er the Colo·ado occupational disease act, no compensati on
for d' ·abili~y ot: ~- than total is orovided for ~ilicosis and
asbertosis . {Other dust diseases such as~ ~hracosis are not
covered.) Consequently, a silicotic is un~blP to receive a ny
ben fits or receive medical attention if he ls in the first or
se con~ stager of the di~rase. Tl ere is no provision fo1 mainte nan ce payments during a ~eriod of vocational ret· i~ing, so un l es s
a s il icot ic has fi~ancial resources, even t~is a•,~nJe is closed.
Tr e on l y r e~aining a l t~~native is to continuP. emnloyment in the
occu oati on which result-·d i~ the contracti r of r i licosis in the
firs t place. Even then a silicotic may not be l e to find
employ~ent, unless he signs an agreement to waive benefits for
the aggravation of his condition, which is most likely to occur
if he conti nues in the same or si~ilar hazardous employment.
Twenty-five states provide partia l disability coverage for sj licosis
and dust di ~eases in the same way as for all other occupational
disea ses , Jnd several states ~rovide limi ted partial disability
cover age.
Unl ike s i l i cosis and dust diseases, which J J D discernib le
in e a rly ~tages, there is usually no nhysical evidence of
radiation ab~orntion, and aside from the maintenance of accurate
exposure r ecords, no way to measure such absorotion. There is
considerable disagreement as to maximum radiation toJerances,
both f or 9ingl~ and prolonged expo•ure. Many of the diseasec
which may r esul t from exposur0 (r··ch as lung cancer and leuk~mia)
are not rrescntly distingui hab l e from the same diseases :.hi c.h
may re sult f rom· ther source•. After considerable exposure, a
work e r in a n :n~ustry worki -~ ~ith radioactive materials, may
find h i ms e l f in the same situation as a second stage silii otic.
Further emp l oyment in the s~me occupation would increase hie
e xposure above hi s long te,m tole-ance level, and the results would
be irrev ersiblP in the famP way a for third stage si l icosis.
Con sequently, there is a grC'at need to provide parti~l disabi lity
c nv praqe c ommensurate with the level of radiation abso·~t:o:
f r e m• l oyees v. h o work in or around radioact i ve materials. The
i ncri::as rd uc0 _£ radioacti ·c isotopes by inCJ try, the pre Pnce
of h i gh conrentrations of radon gas in radi.oactive metal m nes,
Jnd the u se of radioactive materials in the defense rroar1m all
ro i nt ur t~c :mportan r of adequate coverage.
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Other states providing part i al disability coverage have had
diff i cult y in evaluating claims for partial loss of hearing from
industr i al no ise. Determination of these claims is comnlicated by
the fact tha t a certain amount of hearing lpss is normally expected
as a person increases in age. Missou~i has attempted to overcome
the problems r e~ulting from claims for loss of hearing by adopt i ng
legislation which sets a schedule for the payment of both total
and partial d ir al ility from loss of hearin~ and prescrihes how
such hearing impairment is to be Measured.
The Missourl act
also sets sta ndardr for determini ng the extent of norma: ~earing
loss in the geneLcl population; this normal hearing lose ir then
comnared with tre loss resulting froM industrial exnosure ;n each
c ase, with thr• difference used as a measure of partia 1 di sabi l i ty.
4. Thn < ommittee on Occupational Diseases recommends that t he
statute of l im i t ations he changed to provide that a claim must be
filed wit hin one year of the date that a worker first had knowledge
of t he di seas e.
Find i ng s : Colorado's occupational disease act requires that
d i riab lcment, other than from silicosis or asbe~tor.ir,, must have
re s u l ted wi t hi n 120 days from the date of the employee's last
injur i ous ex pos u~e to such disease whi1P a .tually working for the
e~rloyer aga in rt whom compensation is cla 1 .r~d. Further, a c l a i m,
other than fo r ~i li cosls or asbestosis, must be filed within 60
days after d isahlernent, except for noisoning froM benzol and its
derivatives, for ~hich there is a GO-day limit. Disablement from
silicosis mu~t r e· u .~ within two years fro~ the date of the
employee's l a s t i· ·urious exnosure to such disease while actua lly
working f or the • "lnloyer against Yhom compensation is claime,: ,
During thi s t wo-year period, there must have been exnosure for at
least 60 da ys while working for one employer. The Colorado act
also requires t hat a worker claiming disability from silicosis or
asbestosis mu s~ have be0n exposed to harmful quantities of silicon
dioxide du s t or a~bestos du5t in this state for a total period of
not less t han five of the 10 years immediately preceding disablement .
Colorad o is one of only four states which require that
disablement must occur less than a year after the last exposure.
Sixteen s t a te s have the statute of limitations applying to the
· date of d isab l ement. Seven set the limit at one yea~; four at two
years; and one at 16 months. In a number of these states, further
exception is made for dust and/or radiation diseases. In fifteen
state s, the statu te of limitations begins with the date of the
worker's knowl edge or the disease or the manifestation of the
symptons . The pe~ i' Jin which claims must be filed in these
states v a ries from ~·x months to two years. Seven states have the
date of la ct ex~o·ure as the starting point for the statute of
limitations , witr four providing that the claim must be filed with i n
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The f u ll t ext of the Missouri legislation is contained in
Appendix E of this report.
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one year; two states, two years; and one state, three years.
states, a combination of the above factors is used.
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Colorado's statute of limitations does not provide adequate
coverage for diseases whic h may not appe ar until several years after
the last exposure. Included in this category are silicosis, other
dust diseases, and diseases resulting from radi ation exposure.
Medical experts appearing before the committee pointed out that
many industrial diseases, not only those caused by radi ation or
dust exposure, are latent in appearing and difficult to d i agnose;
e.g., blood diseases and exposure to various metals and their
compounds, especially beryllium. Recause of their complexity it
is very difficult to dia gnose many industrial disease s and to relate
them to employment conditions. The present statute of limitations
precludes a worker from bringing a claim even though he has an
occupational disease, if a proper diagnosis of his condition was
not made within the time limitations set forth.
For these reasons a statute of limitations based on the
date of the worker's knowledge of the diseas e or the manifestation
of s ymptoms is conside red more desirable. Severa l se ctions of
Chapter 87, Colorado Revised Statutes, relating to limitations on
actions, base the starting point for the statute of limitations on
awareness of the act committed and not on the time when the action
took place. The statute of limitations for occupatio nal disea~es
should be defined in the same way. Reports from the states which
base the statute of limitations on the date of worker' s knowledge
indicate that this provision ha s been satisfactory in providing
adequate coverage . By placing the burden of proof on the claimant,
employers and insurance carriers are protected agains t fraudulent
claims brought many years after alleged last expos ure.
5. The Committee on Occupational Diseases recommends the
development of a rehabilitation program to be coordinated with the
Department of Rehabilitation, with maintena nce a nd neces sary travel
during the period of retraining to be paid by insurance ca rriers
and self-insurers; this program to apply to worke rs di s ab led as a
result of both acc i dental injuries and occupationa l di seases, with
the further requirement that a worker so disab led must avail
himself of such training wit hi n a specified time pe riod or lose
further benefits unless he can show good caus e.

Findings: The provision of unlimited medica l benefits,
partial disability coverage, and an adequate re habilitat i on program
work together in achieving protection and rehabi lita tion of an
injured or di s abled wor ker. The provision of unlim i t ed med ical
care provides rrotection. Through partial d i s abili t y coverage it
is possible to provide medica l s ervices e arly, a s we ll as
rehabilitation and vocat i onal retraining, so that di sab l ed workers
can be assisted in becomi ng nroductive members of society be fore
they become tota lly d isa b led and heyond as sis tance. Ry requiring
disabled ernrloyees to pa rticirate in rehab i litat ion r r oqrams, if at
all possible, the s t a0c i G set for foll owing t hroug h on r e habilitation
0ffo rt ~. All t ha t ir ne e rlRrl to comn le te t his se~11 e nce i s the
nrovi s i on of an ade qua te rehahilj 1~t i on nro~r am .
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All s tates have adopted the provtsions of the Federal
Vocational Re habilitation Act, which nrovides federal assistance
to injured or handic~pned individuals~ Most of the 20 states
which have made some provisions for rehabilitation assistance in
their workmen' s compensation laws have. also· tied in these nrovisions with the state rehabilitation agencies that enforce the
federal law. Such laws usually provide for the referral of all
cases to the rehabilitation agency for assistance.
In Color ado, th~ n oartment of Rehabilitation provides funds
for the cost of r ntr in 19 drd in some instances maintenance
payments a r e nro·: i ded as w" . . 1. The top limit for maintenance is
$100 per l'!lOnH, but normal~i i.ilese payments are between $70 and
$80. Bef or e maintenance benefits are provided, a careful check is
made of the anpl:c -~t•s financial situation and resources.
Rehabili t ation prr g · ims are operated in a number of ways with
retrain ing in e ch · ,stance geared to the individual's needs. Thn
re sour ce s u sed irc~ude on-the-job training, technical schools , and
un iversity e xten~ion programs.
0
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Ve r y f ew r eterrals h,vc been made to the Denartment of
Reh ab i li tabo n by the In'u trial Commission. The most signi•icant reason f or t he ~ma ... l nuf'lbPr of referrals is the lack of
funds to provide or ar~ i tin the crovision of maintenance naymp~+s .
As the resu lt of the lnck of partial disability coverage for s i li c os i s
and the rra ctice of allowing first and second stage silicotics to
sign waivers, ml nPrs suffering from sil 1.cosis are not referred to
the rehabili tat i on department until it is too late to help t~em.
Rehabi litat ion programs in other states are usually financed
in one of t hree ways: 1) by levying a surcharge on workmen's
compensation and occupational disease insurance premiums; 2) by
requiring the prov'sion of rehabilitation as nart of the insurance
carrier's gene:11 liability; or 3) by setting aside a portion of
the subsequent i njury fund for this purpose. If rehabilitation
for injured and iisabled w~r~ers is tied in with the Department of
Rehabilitation to take adva ,. iqe of federal funds for retraining
purposes, addit ional fina "ing -would probably be limited to trave l
and maintena nce. This bu=Jen could be assumed by insurance car rie r s
without a oprec· able added expense, because the disabled worker
would be d rawi ng compensation anyway, except that under this plan
he would e i th,: ;vail ~ i ,,, lf of the rehabilitation progr,7 ~r
lose further be~efits. ~n e he was retrained and re-empli•·· _ ,
benef its would erase, ar ~hey would no longer be needed.
6. The _ommittee on Occuoational Diseases reco~mends the
adoption of a broad ti':~sequent injury fund to include all_ accidenta l
injuries and 0( cup.,ti nnal '"':.. -eases with such fund to be fl'. 0 nc.r.~d
as follows: 1) throuoh pJvment of $2,000 by insurers and ~P lfinsurer s f or ea ch death r "", 1, ting from an ace ident or occup ti' !"la 1
disease when th ~re is no beneficiary; and 2) through a surch~rn0
of one pe r ce nt on workmen's compensation and occupa!ional
di sease insuranre written or renewed during the prev1ou~ calendar
1
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year, wit h self- in~urers pa ying one per cent of the premi um wh ich
they would have paid had they been covered by an insurance c arrier.
Further, the Comm ittee r ecommends that t he waiver orovi' :on in the
Colorado act be r epealed in con1unct i on with tl1e a~option of
broadened subsequent i nj ury fund c overaqe.
Findings: Worker s s u f f ering f r om previous occupational injury
or disabilit y ofte n have trouble i n s ecuring employment. A number
of reasons are given by e mployers fo r not hiring these workers : 1)
possible increa se i n comoensa t ion i nsurance rates; 2) lack of
flexibility and di fficulty of t r an s fe r; 3) inability to pass preemployment phy si cal ; 4) i na bility to perform strenuous task s; and
5) exces~ive ret rai ning c os t G.
Probat ly the gr eatest con,e ~n tha t e mployers have is that a
previousl y d isabl ed worke r m:ght ~ustai n a nother injury, with the
combined d : sabilitie s resu lt i na in permanent total di:ahi l ity. In
such a si tua tion , emnl oye rs f ea r t hat +hey would be liab l e for the
total disa bjl ity rat her t han on ly for t,e injury occurring while
i ~ t e ~r emrloy.
Suhs equent injury f und legis l at ion has been developed in
workmen's compe nsation laws to hel p mee t some of these fea:s and
objections and to assis t the handica nped worker in securing
employment. Two impor ta nt e l eme nts are embodied i n the second
injury fund pri nciple; firs t, tha t the i njured worker who had a
previous physica l impairment s hould be raid full compensation to
which he would be entitled for the c ombined disability; and, second,
that the employe r s hou l d be liable on ly f or the compensatio1 which
is payable fo r the subsequent injur y. Subsequent injury funds or
equivalent arrangements have been ~s t abl is hed under al~ but five
workmen's comnensat ion acts. The trend in second i njury fund
legislation i ~ to br oaden t he covera~e rather than liMit t·e
anolication of the nrov is ion to wo rkers who have lost the use of
a· member of the body or the member itse lf . The laws of 15 states
cover any previous ~e r manent di sabi lity wj t hout limitation as to
type or cause.
Colorado is among the 30 states with narrow subsequent
injury fund coverage. Color ad o's f u nd aprlies only to a l imited
number of subsequen t accide ntal injuries. If an employee who has
previously suffered the l os s , or total lose of the use of one
hand, one arm, one f oot, one leq, or the vision of one eye JS
the result of an accidental injury, s uf f e rs a second loss of any
of these members , the loss of t he second member constitutr,s t ot al
permanent disa b i lity. The empl oyer i n ~~ose employment the
second or subsequent injury occu:,ed is l iable for compensati on
only for the sec ond inj ury . The di ffe:ence between ~he compensation for the seco nd in jury and total permanent disability
compensation, i s pa id out o f the suhsequent injury fund. The
subcequent injury f und is finance<l f r om payments of $1,750 by
incurance carr ie r ~ for every c ompensuble injury resulting in death
when there are no persons either wholly or partially dependent
upon the der ea ~Pd.
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Ve ry early in the hjstory of workmen's compensation legis l ation,
a number of sta te s enacted rrovisions permitting handicapped worke r s
to waive their ri ghts to bPnefits for an injury C3Used 0r contrihuter
to, by a praviou s di~ability. This was done because ot the
reluctance of empl oyers to hire or keep an employee whose physical
condition cre a ted an extra insurance ri~k. The develonment of
subsequent i nj ur y fund legislation ~hould have made waiver nrovisions
obsolete, and t o some extent it did. However, 25 states sti ll hav e
waiver prov1s 1on~. Ten of these ~tate~ permit waivers for accid e nt a l
injuries, whil e 21, jncluding Colorado, permit wajvers for occupa tional diseases qenerally or specifically for silicosis and asbes tos i
The la ck of bro?d ~ubr, quent injury fund coverage in Colorado,
especially for occupdtionPl diseases, makes it necessary for
employers to r equi rP wa i vcLs of p~eviously !i~ahled workers so that
they will not be ~adiled with t~e total lia~il-~y when only a
porti on of it re s ul tnd while jn their employ. This is esnecia lly
t rue with re s pect ·o miners vi•h first or second stage s1:icosis,
ber au se third .tage silicosis is virtually certain, which ~ou l d
ma ke t he last emp. oyer liable f,1 ·utal disability. B)· requiring
a wai ver hefore surh miners are h i r~d, the last emnloyer is no
longer liable.
Broadened sub &equ~,t injury fund legislation would benef:t
employer and emplovee :l · - e. With respect to the former, his
liability wou l d be arnlLed only to the injury or disability occurring while in h i ~ emnloy, PVen though this subsequent injury in
combinat ion vii t h :1 prr·:t,· 1s disablement results in total disabi li ty.
With re s pe ct t o t b, 1 •_t•r, he would no longer be required to sign
a waiver and would be assured of full orotection if a further injur y
or d isability o cu~~a~. There would be no need for
w~iver
nrovision, bec au~ e th• employer is nrotected as his l t a~ili t y wou ld
be limited.
7. The Co:nrnittPe on (cr.unatif')nill Di~t?ase~ recoi""l:nends the
aripointrne nt and use of rci ,cal nards in ac< !dental injury and
occupationa l disea~e ca•e with the following orovisions: 1) The
Industrial Commission sha l l have the authority to select threemember board s or panels, bu' the medical, -~erts selected shal l be
rerognized sne cia l ist,, on the type of iniurt or diseare for which
the panel has been ca}l(ld. ~) r-xrress stJt11tory rerm i s.-;ion shall
be given to l abor, manaqenent, the state medjcal soc:ety, and the
UniverGity of Colorado '1ed i cal School to suggest eliq:ible rhysicians
to the commis sion. 3) Medic1l panels shall not be mandatory in
every case, but a ranel may be c1lJ~d upon request of the co~mission
or either adv er se party. 4) Adv~ r se partieG shall have the right
to cross-exa mi ne medi.cal panel~. ~) The panels shall be 1:miten i n
authority to t he considPrJtion of medical questions and their
findings shal l be presonted in writing to ~h · commission. 6) Thes e
findings shal l not be hinding upon the comm1 $ion, but r,hall become
part of the re cor d, and as such shall he part of the case in any
appeal proceed ings. 7) The expenses for such medical panels shal l
be financed f r om the General Fund.
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Flnd: ngr: Medical oanel~ have been used successfully in a
number of other states for occupational disease and accidental
i njury cases. It i~ considere~ more equitable and benefic~~l for
both c la ima n ts and i nsurance carr Lers if a .panel of three snr-c; a 1 i s ts
ca n examine a case and r each a conclusion, than if an opinion is
rendered by one medic~l expert only. The use of medical pa nels ha s
proven high ly des irab l e in other states with resr,ect to the
determinati on of the prooortion of oartial disability. Tt ir. ve ry
d i fficult t o make such determinat i ons without exnert medical
astcistancc .
In some states the findings of the medical panel are b i nding
upon the wor kmen•~ compensation agency or commission. In most
states, however, the panel acts in an advisory capacity. There
are two major rea~ons wny medical panels should not have deri~io n
making power s: 1) final decision by a medical oanel would be an
improoeL de l egation of the authority which has been vested in t he
Indu s tr i al Com~ission by the General Assembly; and 2) many case s
a r~ rle id ed on the basis of fact and not on medic1l questions, a nd
doctor· a r e not trained to c:eterwine e~ i dence or credibility.
In s ome states, either the medical society or the state
medical schoo l a rro i nts the panels to he used or determines the
eligible l i st f roM which ~uch panels are selected by the workmen ' s
compensa tio n agenc) or com·.i~sion. Th i ~ nrocedure also repres e nt s
an improper sh i ft of authority from the public agency resnonsibl e
for administer i ng workmen's conoensation and occupational ii sea se
laws and de termining the validity of claims. A better method would
be to require, a~ in Utah, that the panel members selected must
be special ists on the disease or injury involved in the case f or
which the panel is ca l led, leaving the actual selection up to
the Indust ria l C·rM i ssion. However, the medical society, the
medical schoo l and labor and manageme nt groups should Jll have t he
opportunity to suggest medical exnert~ to the Indust~'al Commission
for inclusion on the list f rom whi ch pane l s will be se l Pcted.
0

It is not necessa ··1 to requi ·e a medical panel in every case,
if both adv erse narties dn-i tt>e c ·1mission ha"(' the author i ty to
request a pane l i n any ·a.,e. 7hi procedure .. ~' l insur, that fane ls
will be cal l ed in difficult and com• lex case , v ithout l:urden i rg
the comrni s~io n with extra exnense and procedures in rou·1ne cases .
8, The C ~itte~ ~n Occun~tionil Diseases recommends that
the so-called esca l ator clause u;)plying to compensation in silicos is
cases be eliminated.
Find i ngs: The Colorado act contains a so-called e~calato:
clause, which appl les t , comnensat i on for silicosis. This prov ;sion
limited c o~ppncat:on to fi~oo for total d i e, bility or death re~ u l ting
from silicor,i e or ash" ,t,!.'" i s a!O ,__f Ja nu=ny, 1046, when the act we nt
into effect. It wa~ furthe r nrovl~ed that thi s li~it was to ' nr r e a se
$50 in e'3 c h ~uhsequcnt month that total disa· _c-nen· or deat h r r r urs,
with this inc r en~e to continue until the maximum henefit fo; · ilicosis
or asbesto~i c ·s equa l to that for other occupational disease~.
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Consequently, the maximum bene~it for total di· hility or dea t h
from silicosis or a sbes t os i s a s of Sent ember, 1960, is $9,3nO as
compared with $1? ,598 . 25 for a l l ot her occurat i onal d i sea ees . Even
if a silicotic s ho uld be a llowed compensa t i on, he wou l d stil l r ece ive
more than $3,000 less t ha n wor ke r s who,se d isablement was cau sed by
any of the other cove r ed d!sea ses . Whi le there was a dif fe r e nce of
opinion among t he membe r r. of t he I ndu str i al Commission on othe r
occupational diseas e pr ov j s i ons , t~e re was agree~ent that the
escalator clause shou ld b e lim i na t ed and that s i licos i s a , d
asbestosis victims should le co~pe nsated to the same extent a s
those disabled f r om ot he r occupa t i o nal d iseases.
9. The CoMmi ttee on Occunationa l Di seases recommends tha t
workmen's comne ns at i on and occuration a l disea~e legislation he
combined insof ar as noss ' hl~, wi t h one def i nition of d i sahil ity
applying to bo t h ac c ide nt1 l 1niur ies anct occupationa l direase s .

Findings: Th e Comm: t t ee•~ recomme~dations have been based on
the a ssumption t ha t e mn l oyee5 s hou l d r e eive equal ~rotection under
wo r kmen 's compe nsa t ion and occu r a t i ona l disease statu•e~. Ma ny
pr ov i$ ions of bot h a c t s a l r e ad y are s i milar. Both an~lv to the
same e mployers and have simila r t otal disability, death, and f une ral
benefits.
While there i s a d ifference in t he statute of limitat i ons ,
it is more restrict ive for occunationri l ('.iseasE.s (rnther tha n
less restrictive as r e c onm nded abov e hy the Commi ttPe, beca us e
of the latent nature of i; ome occuoat.:.onal disease~ an1i t he
difficulty in diag nos is ) . The occupational disease act r a ls o
more restrictive a s t o e l i gib i l i ty for tota l d i sahi l ity romnensation.
To be totally d isa b l ed from an occupational disease, , c l aima nt
must be incapab l e of perf orm i ng any wo r k f or remuner~t i on or
profit. No su c h l i mita t i on is contained in the workmen's
compensation a ct . Th s t atu tory ~rov ision anplying to the
conditions which mu st ex i st f or a n o•cu pa ti onal di~ease to be
compensable are qu i te exte nsive . I n contrast, the workmen ' s
compensation a ct r e qui r es on ly t~a t the injury or death be or oximately
caus ed by accid e nt aris i ng out of and in t~e cour se of employme nt
and not be self-infl icted. These tifferences should be Pl i mina ted
and one definitio n , a s in the state of 'disconsin, should appl y.
Wisconsin d efin e s i nj ury as '~e nta l or physical harm to an employee
caused by acciden t or disease •.• sustained in performing se rvice
growing out of or inc id ental to employment , where not inte nt ionally
self-inflicted."
0

The interre l a tionship of v.nrkmen's compensat!on and occupa tional
disease coverage wi th respec t t o medical benef'.t~. rehabil i t a tion,
and subsequent injury f und s has a lready been :n : · · •pd and i s an
additional reason wh y the two dCt!' d10uld be , ombi. ed with certain
srecial exceptions , s uch as the sc hedule of pa: t i a, disabi lity
payments for accident s a nd t he sta t ute of limi t ations f or
occupational dis ca~ es . Combi nat i on of the two acts would also
relieve the Indu s tri a l Commi ssion of the necessity of dete r mi ni ng in
certain ca se s wh 0the r it is a n accid~nt or occupat1onal d i sease .
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At prese nt with limited occupationa 1 ~ ~ease coverage, such dete r minat i on may decide not only under w~ic1 set of laws a peDron shal l
r eceive be ne f~ts, but also whether h~ shall receive an~ benefits
at all.
10. Th 0 Committee on Occunational 0iseases recommends that
the Ge ne r al Assembly pass a joint resolution requesti1g the
I ndu strial Com~ission, Aurcau of Mines, and the Occup .t i onal Healt h
Sec t i on of the State Department of Health to explore •le- technica l
and admi nistrative nroblems involved in ~etting up a radiation
expo s ure record system and to report th~ i r findings for legislative
considera tion.

Findings: Determination of causality in diseases resulting
from rad i ation exposure is not as difficult when there has been a
known overexposure on a single occasion, which ls followed- by
disabl ing effects. ThP ;roblem ari~es when there haf been continuous
exro~ure over 1 long pe~1od of time, followed at a much later
d ate ( perhaps years later) ty the annearance of a disease such as
l cu i c ,Tl i a or bone or 1u ng ca r· r rn • 1 "1 e> c au s es of the s e di sea s E.' - have
not he en fully iden"ified a!l yet, ar,l while it ic•cognized tha t
thesL and re l ated d~ ;eases can result from radiil i o~ exposure, they
may •l so have othe1 causes. The~e has been conrern that the
extens i on of the statute of limitations to allow coverage for thes e
di(:eases whe they become manife t ni.ght place an inequitable burde n
uron emrloyerG and inrurance carriers because of the difficulty in
deternin i ng causality. However, with the burden of oroof r 1 1 red
upon t he c laimant, the difficulty re determining causality w·uld
make it hard to establish valid claim~. While it is exr" 1 ea tha t
f urthe r re$erach will nrovide somr ~n~wer~ or at least~ m· aq·c me~t
among the experts, it is imrossihle to dra:·t legislation wh .. ch v,ou l ci
anticipa t e these results, but these difficultie>s do not nreclude
current len i· :ative consideration. Worker& in uranium mines and
in industr i e s using radioac•, .:. ·•,, material are constantly suhjected
to radiation exposure, and • , . •· e is a leg is lat ive resoons ibi 1 · ty
to provid e adequate protect~::. for these neople.
The approach to this rroblem which has the most merit in the
committee's opjnion, is the proposal that accurate employment and
exposure record~ be kept of those working with or in proximity to
radioactive materials. If a disea~e later appears, which could
have bee n c a us~d bv radiation exposure, such records would consti t u te
prima facie rvic:ence of ca,. ,1 i.ty. :hi.s proposal is simtlar to
t~ e one e mbodied i n the Br: ♦ i~~ Parliamen~ ~ct of 1959, which
provided tha t any person exr~sed to radi in due to emp _oy~ent ma y
register , and if he becomes victim of an ttiibutable disease,
it is ~re s umed to be the result of exoosure.
The que s t=on arises, however, as to whether these records
are to be mai ntained by rn employer or by a state agency or bot h.
The two mos t 1rnrorriate Gt ate agencies for this responsibi l ity
are the Tnrlu·trial Cammi· •n1 anrl the .State Derartment o: Health .
In any lec3:s l ation providing for the mainte ,.nee of such -e, ords ,
~ome power of surcrvision and enforcement s· J rJ he given the
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responsib le public aqency. OthPrwise many ~mall m1ne and mi ll i ng
operators might not comrly with the law. fhere are a large number
of uranium mines on t~e Coln11do Pla t eau, emrloying an average of
three to four mi ne r s; ariy .i in"' wi t h J O em· lovees is cons i dered
large. Many of the5e mine have radon o · present i1 quan t i tie s
far exceeding nor mal to l erance limits, so that le~i~lation to
provide sati s fa ctor y coverage for radiation diseace ~hould be
carefully constr uc t ed so ac to eliminate any pos~ibility that t he
employees of these small minPb wou l d be ~xcluded.
Because of t he man1 nrob Pms i nvolved i n establi~hing an
accurate exposure record s·:~te~, the c. 'l'Tli t tee i~ unable to ma ke
any specific r ecommendat i on at th:s tim. Rather, it is sugges t e d
that the appropr i ate state aqer.c i es b,· <Ji'. en the responsib.:. 1 i ty of
studying these problems more t ~oroughly, with the objective of
making recommendat i ons for legislative consideration.

Other Con~'a1 rations
Increa sed Compens a t io n, Compulsory Coverage
Recommendat i on s wPre made to the Committee that compen~ation be
increased, coverage be made compu l sory rather than elective, and that
such coverage app l y to ,!ll employers rather than just t hose with
four or more employees. Colorado'", workmen's comr, nsation and
occupational disease acts state tnat com~e-sation sl-tould ,qual
two-th i rds of average weekly wages (··ihich is simj lar to thP la·.-,s
of most othe r sta tes). Like most other states, Colorado 's maxinum
weekly compensa tion limi t has laaqed behind rising wages anrl i nfl at ion,
so that current ly tni. ljmit is only 46 per cent of the average
weekly wage.
There wa s a greement among Committee members ·hat th~~e
recommendations were worthy 01 consideration, but t~e ~om·ittee had
concentrated on other provision-5 ot the occu,ationa.,,_ ai ,e1s, a c t
as being mor e important; thPrefore, the c·ommittee decirlerl that no
recommenda t io ns s hou lrl bP made on compensation l i mits, corn ru l sory
coverage, or ext ension of coverage to all employees, but that
further con s i dera tior s: ,ou ld be given the5e recommenda t Lons a nd
tha t its (the ComMi ttee's) failure to act should not h, cJnsidered
as opposition to t hece proposals.
Relationship of State and FedLra l Government Re:

Atomic Installa tions

The Cammi ttee' · study of · -..-i · at ion hazards and occupational
disease covera oe rai,.ed an an l · ion«'::. n~o'.·lcn which v, ::i outside t he
scope of the s tu dy a , defined h'f Louse Jo ~nt keso luti n .'2 ( lQ')t"')).
Accordingly , t he Committee wi ,hes to ;-,oin· ut the nf' .I r r furU"'r
study of the relationship of the state with ferleral ins·rllatior~
and sub-contractor= u~inq rad3oactive materia l . M0re Gprr1fically,
can t re s~ 'l"st a ll ,d ior r: and sub-contrac:tor r. hp required to m0et
s tate c, a fe ty f ' t 1 r r1s under the f.tate ' & rolic:e rin"Jer to nro-t0r t the
·. , l \.

health, welfare, and safety of its citizens? This sub ject is worthy
of further consideration, because of the increase in us e of radioactive materials in the state and the efforts of the Atomic Energy
Commis$ion to shift the burden for maintaining and enfor cing proper
safety standards back to the states.
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OCCUPA'rIO!-lAL DISEAS~ LEGISLATION
All 50 states, Puerto Rico, and the District of Columbia have workmen's
compensation legislation. All of theso jurisdictions, with the exception of
Mississippi artc\ Wyoming, also have legislation providing some kind of coverage
for occtiJJational diseases. There arc two major objectives embodied in workmen's
compensation legislation (also applicable to occupational. disease legislation) t
first, to provide weekly benefits in lieu of wages lost because of disability
from a work injury; and second, to cure or relieve a worker of the effects of
such injury and to restore his work ability as promptly as possible.
Workmen's Compensation Leuislation
Workmen's compensation coverage was the first type of social legislation
applying to employment conditions to he developed extensively in the United
States. llefbre such legislation was passed, if an injured worker sued his
employer for damages he had to prove that the employer was negligent. Under
workmen's compensation and occupational disease coverage legislation, the
question of fault or blame is not raised, because the expense for work injuries
is considered part of the cost of production. The first workmen's compensation
legislation was enacted in New York in 1910. In the following year 10 more
state legislatures adopted workmen's compensation acts, and by 1920 there were
42 states artd three territories with workmen's compensation coverage, including
Colorado, which passed such legislation in 1919. Mississippi, in 1948, was the
last state to adopt a workmen's compensation act.
Workmen's compensation coverage is usually thought of as applying to injuries rest.tlting from a specific accident or event occurring in the course of
employment. Occupational disease coverage applies to those injuries and disabilities which result from employment-related prolonged exposure to toxic
materials such as silicon dust, chemical compounds, gases, and radioactive
substances.
Occupational Disease Legislation
The earliest of the workmen's compensation laws dicl not expressly cover
occupational diseases; in fact, most of these laws specifically excluded
occupational disease coverai;e. A few covered injuries or personal injuries
without an,y specific exclusions, and these terms were interpreted to include
occupational diseases. A Massachusetts court in 1912 held that the term
"personal injury" was broad enough to include occupational diseases·, marking
the beginninr,s of coverage of such diseases .1
·

1.

Occupational Disease Problems Under State Workmen's Compensation~'
U. s. Department of Labor, nureau of Labor Standards, August 1960, p. 2.

Coverage of occupational diseases developed much more slowly than coverage
.of accidental injuries. Even though 42 states, three territories, and federal
employees had workmen's compensation coverage by 1920, only seven of these laws
(California, Connecticut, Hawaii, .Massachusetts, Nqrth Dakota, Wisconsin, and
the Federal Employees Compensation Act) had provided compensation for all occupational diseases. During the next few years, although occupational disease
laws were enacted in Illinois, Minnesota, New Jersey, New York, Ohio, and Puerto
Rico, these laws were of the schedule type, covering only those diseases specifically listed in the law. 2 At the present time, 30 of the states and one
territory which have occupational disease le~islation have "blanket coverage,"
i.e., coverage of all occupational diseases.
Silicosis has the unique position
of being the only occupational disease covered under all state laws.
Some states have integrated occupational disease coverage and workmen's
compensation coverage, and the same legislation applies generally to both.
Many states have enacted separate occupational disease legislation, which is
generally comparable to the coverage provided under workmen's compensation.
Other states, most notably those with coverage of specified diseases only, have
separate occupational disease acts, which are more limited and restrictive than
· their workmen's compensation legislation. To satisfy most state requirements
as to compensable occupational diseases, regardless of the type of legislation,
the following conditions should be met:

2.
3.

4.

1)

The disease must have its inception in the employment •.

2)

The hazard must distinguish the occupation from the usual run of
industry.

3)

The hazard must have identifying characteristics.

4)

A causal or generally recognized relationship must exist between the
hazard and the disease.

5)

The compensability of the disease must be determined by an administrative agency.4

Ibid.
Alaska, Arkansas, California, Connecticut, Delaware, l4"'torida, Hawaii,
Illinois, Indiana, Kentucky, Maryland, Massachusetts, Michigan, Minnesota,
Missouri, Nebraska, ,Nevada, New Jersey, New York, North Dakota, Ohio,
Oregon, Pennsylvania, Puerto Rico, Rhode Island, South Carolina, Utah,
Virginia, Washington, West Virginia, and Wisconsin.
·
State Compensatory Provisions for Occupational Disease, Margis and Davenport,
U.S. Department of the Interior, Bureau of Mines, Information Circular 7650,
p. 4 as quoted in "Worker Protection Under Occupational Disease Disability
Statutes," Don W. Sears and Rock M. Groves,~ Mountain Law Review, Vol. 31,
No. 4, Juno, 1959, p. 2.
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Colorado Occupational Disease Disability Act
Although Colorado enacted workmen's compensat:i,on coverage in 1919, occupational disease coverage was not provided b~• law until 1945. The 1945 act
applied 'only to 21 specified diseases (schedule coverage). Colorado legislation.
still applies to specified diseases, although several diseases have been added
to the schedule through later legislation.
Disablement from occupational disease is defined in the Colorado act as
follows: " 'Disablement' means the event of becoming physically incapacitated
by reason of an occupational disease as defined in this article from performing
any work for remuneration or profit. 'Disability,' 'disabled,' •total disability,'
'totally disabled,' or 'total disablement' shall be synonymous with 'disablement. 111 5
Injurious exposure.is defined as follows: "'Injurious exposure' and
'harmful quantities' where used in this act shall be construed as synonymous
terms and shall mean that an.v concentrati.on of toxic material which would,
independently of any other cause whatsoever, including the previous physical
coridition of the claimant, produce or cause the disease fgr which claim is made. 11 6
An employer or his insurance carrier is not liable for compensation or other
benefits under the provisions of the act unless the following conditions are shown
to exist: "There is a direct causal connection between the conditions under which
the work was performed and the occupational. disease, and the disease can be seen
to have followed as a natural incident of the work and as a result of the exposure
occasioned by the nature of the employment and can be fairly traced to the employment as a proximate. ca,use _and does not come from· a hazard to 'Which workmen would
have been equally exposed outside of the employment. The disease must be incidental. to the character of the business and not independent of the relation of
employer and employee. The disease need not have been foreseen or expected but
after its contraction must appear to have had its origin in a risk connected with
the employment an~ to have flowed from that source as a natural consequence. The
burden of proof shall be upon the claimant to establish each and every such fact
by competent medical evidence. 11 7
Si1nilari ties De tween Workmen's Compensation and Occupational Disease Coverage
Application to Employers. Both acts apply to the same employers. All
public employers (the state and political subdivisions) and all other employers
with four or more employees are subject to the provisions of the workmen's
compensation and occupational disease acts. Employers of private domestic
servants or farm and ranch labor are specifically excluded, regardless of the
number of employees. Employers who are not subject to this legislation may
elect to be covered by both acts. Colorado is one of 25 states which has
elective coverage rather than compulsory coverage for employers subject to

5.
6.
7.

81-lB-4 (2) Colorado Revised Statutes, 1953.
81-18-4 (7) Colorado Revised Statutes,1953.
81-18-10 (1) Colorado Revised Statutes, 1953.
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workmen's compensation and occupational disease lct(islation. A private employer
with four or more employees may elect not to accept coverage; but if he refuses
such coverage, he is deprived of the three standard common law defenses8 in any
court action brought by one of his employees for recovery for an accidental injury
or occupational disease. The denial of these defenses makes it much more diffi•
cult for an employer to win a court action, and therefore has the effect, at
least in theory, of discouraging employers subject to the provisions of the two
acts from rejecting coverage. Aey employee of a cove:,red employer ma,y also elect
not to accept coverage. nut if he does, the employer may use the three common
law defenses in any court action brought by the employee for recovery for injury
or occupational disease. In other words, workmen's compensation and occupational
disease legislation is designed as the exclusive remedy for employment-connected
injuries and diseases, and the statutory provisions relating to the common law
defenses are included to achieve this end.
Benefits. Benefits under both acts are similar with respect to the
following: 1) total disabili tv and death benefits; 2) funeral ~nd burial
benefits; and 3) medical and hospitalization benefits. The maximum benefit
for death and total disahility is $12,598.25, with the m~ximum weekly payment
$40.25. Five hundred dollars in burial benefits is provided, and there is a
$1,500 monetary limit and a six months time limit on medical and hospital benefits, except that under the occupational disease act an additional $500 may be
allowed if the Industrial Commission finds that there are substantial prospects
that the employee's condition will be improved materially by such expenditure.

Differences Between Workmen's Compensation and Occupational Disease Coverage
Occupational disease coverage is more limited in certain important respects
than is workmen's compensation. Benefits for both tem~orary and permanent
partial disability are provided in workmen's compensation coverage but are not
provided in occupational disease legislation.
Statute of Limitations. Claims for accidental injuries must be filed
within one year after the injury or the death resulting therefrom. The commission
may extend this period an additional year if it finds that a reasonable excuse
exists for having failed to file the claim within the one year limit and that the
employer's rights have not been prejudiced thereby; however, any disability beginning more than five years after the date of accident shall be 90Ri!usively
presumed not to be due to the accident. !R EBRtfi~t; the 8EEH~itl8
~l~ei~S
act requires that disablement, other than from silicosis or asbestosis, 9 must
have resulted within 120 days from the date of the employee's last injurious
exposure to such disease while actually working for the employer against whom

a.

(l)

The employee assumed the risk of the hazard complained of as due to the
2
1
iint'~fn8FGifii~JeSRF,
ih18tfdtFi8fiiRi~usff} i¥h:hi~j;~ ~~
~s
caused, in whole or in part, by the want of ordinary care of the injured employee where such want of care was not wilful. ffi@f to th@ PA§§Aft@ @f WOfi~
men's compensation legislation, these defenses were used successfutly by employers in denying liability in court cases brought by injured employees.
Provisions and limitations applying specifically to asbestosis and silicosis
will be covered in tater sections of this report.

,wi

!) •

~:~ih

8f
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compensation is claimed. Further, a claim, other than for silicosis and
asbestosis, must be filed within 60 days after disablement, except for poisoning
from benzol and its derivatives, for which there is a 90-day limit.
The occupational disease act is more restrictive as to eligibility for total
disability compensation. As indicated above, to be totally disabled from an occupational disease, a claimant must be incapable of performing any work for remuneration or profit. No such limitation is contained in the \'Torkmen' s compensation
act. The statutory provision applying to the conditions which must exist for an
occupational disease to be compensable are quite extensive. The workmen's compensation act requires only that the injury or death be proximately caused by
accident arising out of and in the course of employment and not be self-inflicted.
Colorado's suhsequent injury fund applies only to accidental injuries. Two
important elements are embodied in the subsequent injury fund principle: first,
that the injured worker who had a previous employment-connected physical impairment should be paid full compensation to which he would be entitled for the
cor1bined disability; and second, that the employer should be liable only for the
compensation which is pa,vable for the subsequent injury. The difference in compensation is made up from the subsequent injury fund, which may be financed in
a nwnber of ways. The usual method, which is followed in Colorado is through
pa~'1!lent of a lump sum into the fund by employers and insurance carriers for each
employment-connected death of a covered employee who leaves no beneficiary.
Changes in Colorado Occupational Disease Lef,islation
Changes in the occupational disease act have been primarily of two kinds:
1) the addition of diseases to the schedule coverage list; and 2) increases
in compensation, death benefits, and medical benefits comparable to increases
also provided in the workmen's compensation act. Follouing is a brief resume
of amendments to the occupational disease statutes:
1951. Haximwn compensation for total disability was increased from
$4,375to $8,764, with a similar increase in death benefits. Three diseases
were added to the schedule: poisoning or disease caused by exposure to radioactive materials, substances, or machines, or fissionable materials; anthrax;
and dermatitis when due to infection or inflammation of the skin due to oils,
cutting compounds, lubricants, solvents, s~rnthetic cleaning compounds, and
detergents.
1953. Burial and funeral benefits were increased from $125 to $150, and
medicar:Fi"ospitalization maximum benefits were increased from $500 to $1,000.
Maximum death benefits and compensation for total disability were increased
from $8,764 to $9,311.75. The section which required a disabili t~, P,eriod of
60 days before compensation pa;yments could be rra.de was repealed, as was a
provision which prohibited an,v payment for the first 30 da;ys of disability.
The ~rovision barring an,_y other remedy for occupational disease disability
for covered employers and emi1loyecs was liml ted only to ~ovcred diseases.
This chan[{e was designed to make it possible for emplo~•ees to bring court
action for disability resulting from occupational diseases not included in
the schedule.
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1955. Burial expenses were increased from $150 to $350. Maximum death
benef~and compensation for total disability were increased from $9,311.75
to $9,859.50.
1957. nursitis, synovitis, ancl teenosynovitis were added to the schedule.
Maximumdeath benefits and compensation for total disability were increased
from $9,859.50 to $11,466. Medical-hospitalization benefits were increased from
a maximum of $1,000 to $1,500, and funeral expenses were increased from $350
to $500.
1959. The maximum death benefits and compensation for total disability
were Increased from $11,466 to $12,590.25. The Industrial Cow.mission was
authorized to provide additional medical-hospitalization benefits to a maximum
of $500, if it finds that there are substantial prospects that the condition
of the employee will be materially improved (above the $1,500 maximum provided
in 1~57).
Concern Over Occupational Disease Coverage Limitations
Legislation to broaaen occupational disease coverage has been introduced
during several legislative sessions since the initial passaGe of the act in
1945. Generall;r, this proposed lct:islation ,rent much further in liberalizing
the act than those changes (listed above), which ,-rere approved bj' the General
Assel"'bly. R.eplacer:1ent of schcllulcd coverage ,ri th comprehensive coverage,
covera1~e for partial disabilit~,, and liberalization of the statute of limitations
have been among the chief objectives of these legislative proposals. Although
liberalization of occupational disease covera~e has been a matter of concern at
every regular legislative session in the past ten years, onlj• once before has
there been an interim legislative study on this subject.
1951 Interim Legislative Session
The 38th General Assembly (1951) passed a House Joint Resolution authorizing
an interim committee for the stu~y of industrial diseases, and this committee was
directed to report back to the 39th General Assembly in 1953. The committee was
composed of three members of the House, three members of the Senate, and two
persons appointed b~r the governor. The committee membership included:·
Dr. Ralph M. Stuck, representative from Englewood; Representative W. J. Brown,
Eaton; Representative Frank Durk, Denver; Senator William Carlson, Greeley;
· Senator Peter Culig, Pueblo; Dr. Edward Elliff, senator from Sterling; C. H. Groves,
assistant secretary, Colorado Fuel and Iron Corporation; and Dr. Robert F. Bell,
acting head, Division of Industrial Medicine, University of Colorado Medical Center.
The latter two mem½ers were named by Governor Thornton.
This committee held five meetings between March and December 1952. As a
result of its deliberations, four legislative measures concerning occupational
disease coverage were reco~~1cnded, and all four were passed by the General
Assembly. (See summary above of Hl53 changes in the occupational disease act.)
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In its brief report to the Colorado General Assembl;;r, the committee stated
that it recommended that certain amendments be made to the Colorado Occupational
Disease Disabili t;y Act, and that these amendments, and only these amendments,
be adopted °IJy the General Assembly _10 While no mention uas made of an._y study
or consideration given by the committee to blanket coverage, partial disability
benefits, liberalization of the statute of limitations, and other matters relating to a broadening of thE! act, the above statement implies that some of
these subjects were considered, at least to the extent that the committee saw
fit to recommend ar,ainst General Assembly approval of any changes in the occupational disease act other than those it had proposed.
Liberalization of occupational disease coverage, as might be expected, has
received the continuous endorsement of organized labor, especially with respect
to the provision of cor,prehens:i.ve coverage. Representatives of industrial and
business concerns and associations have been strongly opposed to the provision
of blanket coverage and have usually opposed liheralization of the act generally,
except for occasional changes in disability, death, funeral, and medical benefit
limits and the addition of certain diseases to the schedule. These opposing
points of view are covered in detail in Chapter III of this report with respect
to various proposals for liberalizing occupational disease coverage. They are
mentioned here to point up the uide area of disagreement between the two groups
most directly concerned with occupational disease legislation.
Current Legislative Concern With Occupational Disease Coverage
There are many other reasons for legislative concern over the adequacy of
Colorado's occupational disease coverage besides the controversy between labor
and industr3r. Colorado is among those states with the most restrictive occupational disease legislation. With respect to some provisions, Colorado's
r.iore restrictive legislation is similar to that of a majority of the states.
With respect to most other provisions, however, Colorado is grouped with a
minority of the states.
Colorado is one of 18 states which have schedule coverage instead of
comprehensive coverage. It is one of 22 states with either time or money
limits or both on medical benefits; 26 states have unlimi tcd 1:1.edical coverage.
Colorado is one of 12 states which do not provide for an._y compensation for
partial disability. It is one of four states which require that an occupational
dis.ease claim be filed within a period of less than a year after the time of
disablement. It is one of 21 states which permit workers to sign waivers to
obtain emplo:yment,11 and is one of 12 states in which this provision applies to
all occupational diseases.

10-.

11.

Colorado 39th General Assembly, House Journal, pp. 50-51.
Early in the history of workmen 'scompensation legislation, a number of
states enacted provisions permitting handicapped workers to waive their
rights to benefits if they were injured on the job. This was done because
of employers I reluctance to hire or keep an employee ,;hose physical condition mir,ht result in an extra insurance risk.
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Approximately half of the states, including Colorado, have special restrictions applying to dust diseases, most specifically, silicosis and asbestosis.
Colorado is among the 30 states which have narrow subsequent injury fund coverage.
It is also one of 28 states which do not provide for maintenance assistance during
vocational rehabilitation.
·
There is concern as well because of the differences between workmen's
compensation coverage and occupational disease coverage, with the fomer being
more liberal in application. Other reasons why a re-examination of occupational
disease coverage is appropriate at this time include:

1) the development of new industrial processes with the accompan,ying
introduction of new toxic materials;
2) the increased industrial production and use of radioactive materials;
3) the industrial growth and urb,anization of Colorado during the past
decade; and
4) the rapidly r1s1ng costs of medical treatment and the complexity of
many employment-connected diseases, which may be latent in appearing
and difficult to diagnose.
Analysis of Occupational Disease Claims Filed With the Industrial
Commission From July 1, 1958 Through December 31, 1959
Four hundred twenty-three occupational disease claims were filed with the
Industrial Commission from July 1, 1958 through December 31, 1959. An analysis
of these claims was made with the cooperation of the Industrial Commission,
and the three accompanying tables were prepared based on this analysis. Table I
shows the total number of claims filed by disease, according to the action taken
by the insurer involved. Table II shows (by disease) the type of benefits paid
in all cases in which liability was admitted by the insurer. Table III shows
the disposition of all cases in which liability was not admitted by the insurer.
Procedure for Occupational Disease Claims
A brief explanation of the procedures followed in the filing and processing
of occupational disease claims will serve as a background for the discussion of
the information contained in the three ·tables.
The first action taken is the notification of disease contact filed with
the Industrial Commission by the employer; these notifications are made on
forms provided by the Industrial Commission and indicate that either an injury
or an occupational disease is involved. The commission then mails claim forms
to the employee named on the notification form. The claim must be filed with
the commf~sion within 60 days after initial contact with.or disablement by the
disease.
If a claim is filed with the commission, a referee then sets a

12.

Except for poisoning from benzol and its derivatives for which the limit is
90 da;ys and silicosis and asbestosis in which cases disablement must result
within two years of the last injurious exposure.
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hearing date for the claim and serves a hearing notice upon both the employee
and the insurer, Unless liability is admitted by the insurer prior to the
hearing date, the hearing is conducted by the referee to determine: 1) if
there is a valid occupational disease claim involved; and 2) the type and
amount of compensation and/or medical benefits to be awarded.
Diseases For Which Claims Filed and Denial of Liability
Slightly more than 60 per cent (or 255) of the 423 claims filed during the
18-month period were for dermatitis. No other disease accounted for as much as
seven per cent of the claims filed. There were 29 claims for disability resulting from lead poisoning (slightly less than seven per cent of the total),
24 claims for bursitis (5.5 per cent of the total), and 17 claims for silicosis
(four per cent of the total). Many diseases covered by the.Colorado schedule,
if represented at all, show only one or two claims filed. This information is
contained in Table I, as is an analysis of initial admission of liability by
insurance carriers.
Liability was denied initially in 295 claims or almost 70 per cent of the
423 filed. Liability ,-,as denied in 175 of the 255 dermatitis claims, 22 of the 29
lead poison disability claims, 15 of the 24 bursitis claims, 13 of the 17 silicosis
claims, and in 70 of the other 93 claims filed. General liability (medical benefits and compensation) was admitted initially in 53 cases, and limited liability
(medical benefits only) was admitted initially in 75 cases.
Medical benefits were paid in all 138 cases in which liability was admitted
by the insurer. (The number of claims in which liability was admitted in Table I
is 10 less than in Table II, because liability was originally denied in these
ten cases as indicated in Table I but was later admitted before a claim was filed.)
Temporary compensation was paid in 60 of these cases and permanent compensation
in only three.
Industrial Commission Hearings
After liability was originally denied, only 55 of the 285 claimants followed
through by filing a claim form as shown in Table III. This number represented
only 19 per cent of the claims originally denied. Hearings were held on 43 of
these 55 claims, w:i.th 16 claims or 37 per cent denied by the referee. In those
27 claims in which the referee decided for the claimant, medical benefits were
awarded in 22, temporary compensation in 12, and permanent compensation in four.
· Silicosis Cases
There were 17 silicosis cases filed from July 1, 1958 to December 31, 1959.
Three of these cases were fatalities, which involved dependents' claims for compensation. llearint~s were held on 12 cases, with compensation denied by ~he
referee in two. Medical benefits were allowed in eight cases and permanent compensation in four cas'es. In one case in which compensation was denied, the
referee found that the claimant was only "partially disabled" and was not eligible
for benefits under the law. In the other case compensation was denied because the
referee found the claim was not filed within the statutory time limit after contraction of the disease. Permanent compensation was allowed by the referee in
two of the three fatal cases, hut disallowed in one case, because silicosis was
not found to he the cause of death.
- 9 -

TABLE I
OCCUPATIONAL DISEASE CLAIMS FILED WITH
THE INDUSTRIAL COMMISSION
July 1, 1958 through December 31, 1959

Disease
Dermatitis
Lead Poison
Bursitis
Silicosis
Teenosynovitis
Cement Poison
Phosphate Poison
Tendoni tis
Pneumonia
Vanadium Poison
Hepatitis
Anthrax
-Chemical Fibrosis
Poison Ivy
Emphysema
Acne
Nephritis
Blood Poison
Nyalgia
Epicondyli tis
Brusilliosis
Sulfate Poison
H.E.F. Toxic Poison
Sodium Saliofiuoride
Poison
Chrome Poison
Carbon Hqnoxide
M,yositis
Tetchlorodane Poison
Chlorine Poison
Trichloroetheline
Poison
Tuberculosis
Arsenic Poison
Hydroxide Poison
Isoyanate Poison
Paronchia
Other3
Total
1.
2.
3.
4.

Total
Claims
255
29
24

17
9
6
5
3
3
3

Admission of
Gener41.
Liabilityl
No.
%
23

1

9.0
17.2
12.5
17.6
11.1
16.6
60.0'
33.3

2

66.7

5
3
3

1
1
3

Admission of
Limited
Liability2
No.
%
57

22.4
6.9
25.0

2

6
1

5.8

Liability
Denied
No.
%
175
22

15
13
8
5

1

I

20.Q

1
2
3

68.6
75.7,
62.5
76.5
88.8

03.3
20.0
66.7
100.0

1

33.3

2

100.0

1

50.0

2

2

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

1

100.0
100.0

2
2
2

1
1

50.0
50.0

50.0

2

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
39
423

100.0

1

100.0

1

100.0

1

100.0

1

1
1

1

1

100.0
100.0
100.0

1
1
1

100.0
100.0
100.0

1

100.0

1
1
1

100.0
100.0
100.0

1

100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
79.5
69.7

100.0

100.0

100.0

4

10.3

4

10.3

1
1
1
31

53,

12.5

75

17.7

295

-

General liability includes admissions of liability for all claims--medical
and disability benefits.
Limited liability includes admissions of liability for medical expenses only.
Includes cases not clearly indicated and cases where no occupational disease
was listed.
Liability admitted as accidental injury (one exposure) rather than as
occupational disease.
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TABLE II
OCCUPATIONAL DISEASE CLAIMS, LIABILITY ADMITTED
FILED WITH THE INDUSTRIAL COMMISSION
July 1, 1958 through December 31, 1959

Disease
Dermatitis
Bursitis
Silicosis
Lead Poison
Phosphate Poison
Teenosynovitis
Poison Ivy
Anthrax
Vanadium Poison
Nephritis
Brusilliosis
Tendonitis
Chrome Poison
Tetchlorodane Poison
Arsenic Poison
Chemical Fibrosis
Cement Poison
Other
Total

1.
2.

Total
Claims
No.

Medical
Benefits1
No.
%

Temporary
Compensation
No.
~

84
10
5
8
4
4
2
2
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
9

84
10
5
8
4
4
2
2
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
9

100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0

28
3
2
6
3

138

138

100.0

3

33.3
33.3
40.0
75.0
75.0
75.0

1
2
1
1
1

50.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0

1
1
1

100.0
100.0
100.0

6

66.7

60

36.2

Permanent
Compensation
No.
%

3

60.0

3

2.2

Medical expenses were paid on all cases where liability was admitted.
Compensated as accidental injury.
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TABLE III
OCCUPATIONAL DISEASE CLAIMS, LIABILITY DENIED
FILED WITH THE INDUSTRIAL COMMISSION
July 1, 1958 through December 31, 1959
Refer.ea Decision

Disease

Dermatitis
Lead Poison
Bursitis
Silicosis
Teenosynovitis
Cement Poison
Pneumonia
Tendonitis
Hepatitis
Emphysema
Acne
Nyalgia
Sulfate Poison
H.E.F. Toxic
Poison
Sodium Saliofluoride Poison
Carbon Monoxide
Jtrositis
Tuberculosis
Chlorine Poison
Trichloretheline
Poison
Hydroxide Poison
Isoyanata Poison
Phosphate Poison
Paronchia
Chemical Fibrosis
Blood Poison
Vanadium Poison
Epicondyli tis
Other
Total

1.

Claim
Filed1

Denied
No.

No.

171
21
14
12
5
5
3
2
2
2
1
1
1

16
1
3
12
3
1
1
1
2
2
1
1

"

9.4

Hearing!
No.

"

4.7

21.4
100.0
60.0
20.0
33.3
50.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0

8
1
2
12
2
1
1
1
1
2
1
1

14.3
100.0
40.0
20.0
33.3
50.0
50.0
100.0
100.0
100.0

1
1
1
1

100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0

1
1
1
1

100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0

1
1

100.0
100.0

1
1

100.0
100.0

1
1

100.0
100.0

1

100.0

4.8

Temp.
Medical
Benefits Comp.
No.
No.

Denied
No.
3

5
1
2

3
1

2

6

2

1
2

1

.-1·

1

1

4.8

Perm.
Comp.
No.

-

4

1
1
1
1
2
1

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
30

-285

1
1
1

1
1

1
1

2

-1

22

12

1
,,,,

3

10.0

3

10.0

-1

55

19.3

43

15.1

16

Percentage figures are based on the percent of claims filed and hearings held
of the total cases where liability was denied.
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4

Summary of Claim Analysis

It is difficult to draw definite conclusions from this analysis, because
of the lack of sufficient background information-in many instances; however,
some general observations can be made:
1)

Very few occupational disease claims are brought initially when compared
with the size of the state's work force and the number of workmen's
compensation claims filed during the same period (approximately 90,000).

2)

The greatest proportion of claims appear to have been brought for the
purpose of obtaining medical benefits rather than compensation, possibly
because disability in most instances was not total, even temporarily.

3)

Only a small proportion of claimants follow through after liability
is initially denied by the insurance carrier. Two observations may
be made, both of which may be valid in varying degrees1 First, some
of these claims may have been spurious or so difficult to prove that
it was felt nothing could be gained by having these cases decided at
a hearing. Second, some employees may not be acquainted with the
provisions of the act with respect to their rights and the proper
procedure to follow after the original denial of liability.

4)

For one reason or another benefits were paid in only 165 or 39 per cent
of the 423 cases filed during the 18-month period included in the
analysis. However, in 230 or 54 per cent of these cases, the claimant
never took any further action after the initial filing, so that some
sort of award was made in 85 per cent of the claims in which liability
was originally admitted or in which further action was taken by the
claimant after original denial of liability.
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II
OCCUPATIONAL DISEASE INSURANCE RATES AND EXPENDITURES
It has been pointed out that workmen's compensation and occupational
disease legislation is designed as the exclusive remedy for employmentconnected injuries and disabilities and that such legislation is based on
the theory that the expenses for these injuries and disabilities are a cost
of production. None except the largest employers subject to worlonen's compensation and occupational disease legislation has the resources to cover
possible liabilities, i.e., to self-insure. Therefore, the general practice
is for employers to purchase insurance which will protect them against the
liabilities incurred for work injuries and disabilities.
In some states workmen's compensation and occupational disease insurance
must be purchased from either a mutual or stock insurance company because there
is no state compensation insurance fund. In a few states the state compensation
insurance fund has a monopoly; except for self-insurers, all insurance must be
purchased from the state fund. In 11 states, including Colorado, employers have
a .choice of purchasing insurance either from private carriers or the state fund.
Those employers who insure with the state fund pay a premium which is 70 per cent
of that charged by private carriers. State funds are able to offer a reduced
premium because they are operated on a non profit-making basis.
In Colorado, approximately 64 per cent of the employers insure with the
state fund. The remainder either carry their insurance with a private company
or are self insured. One hundred forty-six stock and mutual insurance companies
currently underwrite workmen's compensation and occupational disease insurance
for Colorado employers, and 38 companies self insure. Included in this latter
group are such industrial and business concerns as Armour and Company, Colorado
Fuel and Iron Corporation, Denver Tramway, Gates Rubber Company, Holly Sugar,
Humble Oil, Montgomery Ward, Mountain States Telephone and Telegraph, National
Biscuit Company, and Public Service.
The Rate Making Process
The rates for Colorado's workmen's compensation and occupational disease
insurance are set by the National Council on Compensation Insurance in New York.
The Mountain States Compensation Rating Bureau with headquarters in Denver is
the regional representative of the National Council. The National Council was
organized over 30 years ago as a central statistical and coordinating body for
rate-making purposes in the field of workmen's compensation. Its primary purpose and function is "the development of and securing for its membership, rates
for workmen's corpensation insurance that will result in a reasonable underwriting profit."
Its membership is composed of most of the private companies,
stock, mutual and reciprocal exchanges underwriting workmen's compensation
risks in the United States, as well as a number of state funds. It is the
official rate-making agency for at least 24 states and serves in an advisory
l.

National Council on Compensation Insurance 1954 Annual Report, p. 7, as quoted
in Workmen's Compensation i n ~ Mexico, NewMexico Legislative Council, 1955,
p. 66.
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capacity in almost all other jurisdictions.2·
In the process of rate making for workmen's compensation and occupational
disease~, all occupations or industries are classified. These classifications
are made in several different ways. For example, a classification may include
all businesses where workers are exposed to the same industrial process such as
refining; or a classification may cover a complete industry such as jewelry
manufacturing; or individual occupations such as professors or school teachers
may constitute a separate classification. The National Council computes a
premium rate for each classification. This computed rate is based on each
$100 of payroll and in Colorado varies from $.08 (auditors and accountants,
church employees, college professors and school teachers, and telephone and
telegraph company office employees) to $22.74 (stevedoring: handling of
explosives).
Factors Involved in Rate Making
The following excerpts from a report of the New York Compensation Insurance
Rating Board present a brief outline of some of the factors and considerations
involved in the rate-making process.3
The initial step in rate-making is the computation of the aggregate
amount of money needed for losses which it is anticipated will be incurred
during the period the proposed rates will be in effect. This procedure
is known as determining the Rate Level. The basic figure used in the
determination of the Rate Level is the amount of incurred losses for
the latest policy year available. Policy year loss experience consists of all incurred losses arising under policies effective in
any given calendar year. Thus a claim arising under a policy
written in 1953, will be charged to policy year 1953, even though
the accident occurred during 1954.
Policy year loss experience has not matured sufficiently,
however, to be used without adjustment. For example, in the
rate filing made on July 1, 1954, the basic policy year employed
was the period between July 1, 1951 and June 30, 1952. The only
report available under policies effective during this period would
be a first report, and consequently would be too premature to give
an accurate picture of the ultimate claims that might later be
reported. Permane~t total cases may develop on later reports into
death cases where payments may extend over the lifetime of a widow.
Other cases reported as minor may subsequently require expensive
long-term medical care. Consequently, the Rating Board relies on
the experience of the previous five policy years to adjust the
selected policy year loss experience. This adjustment is

2.

Workmen's Compensation i n ~ Mexico, New Mexico Legislative Council,
1955, P• 66.
3. Costs, Oeerations, and Procedures Under the Workmen's Compensation Law
of the State of New York, Report to the Governor, January 28, 1957,
Appendix D, pji':' 132-142.
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accomplished by the calculation of a Loss Development Factor,
which is computed by averaging the changes in total incurred
losses under policies written in the five previous policy years
from first to fifth reports. This average 4evelopment, expressed as a percentage factor, is applied to the selected policy
year loss experience, thereby artificially aging such experience
to project probable future development. Development factors are
calculated and applied separately for medical and indemnity
losses •
••• In addition to maturing policy data to the level indicated by the past, it is also necessary to adjust such data
to meet any changes in the benefit level that may have taken
place. If legislation has increased the benefits payable to
workmen in the period for which the rates are to be effective,
the selected policy year data must be projected- to the higher
level. Statistical studies are prepared and analyzed by the
Rating Board to evaluate in terms of cost the effect of such
changes in the compensation law. The end product of these
studies is known as the Law Amendment Factor, a percentage
modifier which is applied to the previous policy year losses
to span the breach between the old and new benefit levels.
The Rating Board, however, does not rely solely on policy
year indications in determining the Rate Level. Calendar
year experience is also considered. This experience includes
all losses incurred and premiums earned during the calendar
year without regard to the policies to which such transactions
apply. Thus an accident occurring during 1954 will be reported under calendar year 1954, even though the policy was
written during 1953. This experience is more recent than
that indicated by the selected policy year, since the experience of the immediately preceding calendar year normally
is available. The losses reported during such calendar year
must be adjusted as were the policy year losses to meet any
required new benefit level.
The policy year experience and the calendar year experience are then averaged by a weighting procedure in which
the indications of the policy year are given a weight of 45%
and those of the most recent calendar year a weight of 55%
to produce the Rate Level for the future period.
Thus far this description of the rate-making process, has
been confined to the loss, or "pure premium", provision in
the rates. An adequate rate, however, must also provide for
the expenses incurred by the insurance carrier. These costs
include acquisition, investigation and adjustment of claims,
general administration, inspection and bureau expenses, taxes,
and a statutory provision for profit or contingencies •
••• The provision for the various operating costs of the
carriers (called the Expense Loading) is based on nation
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wide averages of the non-participating stock carriers. These loadings
are introduced into the rating structure as a fixed percentage of the
portion of the rate provided for aggregate losses •
••• It is self-evident that the degree of hazard involved in
compensation insurance varies according to the nature of the
industry. It would be discriminatory, therefore, to charge the
same rate to each employer without giving consideration to the
type of risk concerned. For this purpose, risks are grouped
according to types of industry, processes used, or by occupations.
In New York, there are approximately 700 of these subdivisions,
known as "classifications."
The mere computation of the aggregate sum of money needed
to cover losses and expenses does not effectively guarantee
that the rates for the individual classifications will have the
proper relativity, i.e., will be distributed equitably, according
to the type of hazard involved. A second step in the rate-making
process is therefore necessary in order to accomplish this distribution fairly among the 700 classifications. This involves
a series of complex statistical operations in which the Rating
Board considers the actual experience of each individual classification over a period of five prior policy years, tempered by
judgment or credibility modifiers if the experience of a
classification is deemed insufficient to be relied upon
exclusively. The product of this operation is the Selected
Pure Premium or loss element underlying the rate of the
individual classification.
The New York report goes on to explain how the Selected Pure Premium is
compared with the Rate Level and the adjustments which are made in the Selected
Pure Premium to provide the aggregate amount of money needed to pay claims and
expenses and to realize a reasonable profit. In recognition of the fact that
incurred losses are, in proportion to the premium paid, higher for smaller
risks than for large, an additional dollar amount known as a Loss Constant
is added to risks producing an annual premium of less than $500, and the
Rate Level is adjusted to compensate for the addition of the Loss Constants.
The result of all these complicated computations is the manual rate.
The manual rate may be further modified by experience rating or retrospective
rating. Both of these modifications usually apply only to those employers who
P86" the largest insurance premiums. An employer subject to experience rating
may have his manual rate adjusted up or down depending on the variation of his
loss experience when compared with the average loss experience in his classification. Retrospectively rated risks are charged tentatively on a prospective
basis, subject to adjustments at the end of each year, depending on the loss
experience of the insured.
From the foregoing brief description of the rate-making process, it can
be seen that it is extremely complicated and based on a number of factors including the industrial category of the employer, his loss experience, the loss
experience of his classification, and legislative changes, among others.
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Occupational Disease Rates
The insurance rates paid by Colorado employers include both workmen's
compensation and occupational diseases. Occupat~onal disease coverage is not
listed separately, because, except for 22 classifications, the occupational
disease rate is only $.01 per $100 of payroll. Table IV shows those classifications for which the occupational disease rate is more than $.01 per $100
of payroll.
TABLE IV
CLASSIFICATIONS IN COLORADO
WHICH HAVE AN OCCUPATIONAL DISEASE PREMIUM RATE
IN EXCESS OF $.01 PER $100 OF PAYROLL
Rate Per $100
of Payroll

Classification
Emery Works
Abrasive or Sand Blasting Operators
Stone Cutting or Polishing
Cleaning or Renovating Outside
Surfaces of Buildings
Asbestos Goods Manufacturing
Foundries--Steel Castings
Mining, Not Otherwise Classified, Not
Coal, With Shafts
Foundries--Iron
Foundries--Non-Fcrrous Metals
Tunneling--Not Pneumatic
Shaft Sinking--All Work to Completion
Private Residences--Inservants
Private Residences--Outservants
Stone Crushing--No Quarrying
Brick ¥.anufacturing--Fire, Enamel
Radiator or Heater Mfg.--Cast Iron
Private Residences--Occasional Inservants
Private Residences--Occasi.onal Outservants
Mining, Not Otherwise Classified, Surface,
Not Coal
Rock Excavation--Not Tunneling or Street
Or Road Construction
Quarries, Not Otherwise Classified
Street or Road Construction--Rock
Excavation
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$.98
.76
.66
.46
.28
.19
.15
.15
.15
.15
.15
.15
.15
.11
.09
.08
.08
.08
.07
.(17

.07
.07

1960 Revision of Colorado Insurance Rates
The latest revision in Colorado insurance rates for workmen's compensation
and occupational diseases was submitted to the Industrial Commission by the
National Council of Compensation Insurance on May 25 of this year. These rates
were approved by the commission and went into effect on July 1 and will apply
throughout the 1960-1961 premium year. These revised rates represent an average
decrease of 2.7 per cent from the rates in effect from July 1959 through June 1960.
However, this decrease did not apply equally to all industries and classifications.
By industry group the average changes in premium rates which went into effect on
July 1 were: manufacturing, 10.l per cent decrease; contracting, 0.2 per cent
decrease; mining and ore milling, 11.2 per cent increase; and all others, 2.8
per cent decrease. Within each industry group the changes varied from the
average according to the kind and volume of experience in each classification.
There are some 650 classifications used in Colorado for workmen's compensation
and occupational diseases insurance rates. Under the new rate revision approximately 60 per cent of these classifications have rates over $LOO p·er $100 of
payroll, with more than half of these between $1 .OO and $2 .00. Fourteen per ce.nt
of all the classifications fall between $.76 and $,99 per $100 of payroll, approximately 13 per cent between $.51 and $.75, nine per cent between $.26 and $.50,
and four per cent under $.25. Roughly a third of all the classifications have
rates between $1.00 and $2.00, almost 20 per cent are between $2.00 and $5.00,
six per cent are between $5.00 and $10.00, and only two per cent are over $10.00,
Appendix A lists and identifies those classifications with rates in excess of
$1.00 per $100 of payroll. It should be remembered that these are the premium
rates charged by private insurance carriers and that state fund rates are
70 per cent of those charged by private carriers. Appendix A also shows the
reduced rate which would apply if the insurance were underwritten by the state
fund.
It is interesting to note that only 20 ~f the 394 classifications with rates
in excess of $1.00 per $100 of payroll have occupational disease insurance rates
of more than $.01. In only five of these 20 classifications is the occupational
insurance rate as much as 10 per cent of the over-all rate: flint, spar, and
silica grinding, 38 per cent; stone cutting or polishing, 30 per cent; asbestos
goods manufacturing, 20 per cent; non ferrous foundries, 11 per cent; and steel
casting foundries, 10 per cent. These data are also found in Appendix A.
Effect of Proposed Legislative Changes on Insurance Rates
Both the National Council on Compensation Insurance and the Mountain States
Compensation Rating Bureau have assisted in this study by supplying data in
response to questions regarding the effect of possible legislative changes on
occupational disease insurance rates. These data are based on Colorado experience and not on the experience in other states, because it is not feasible
to compare states in this way; legislative provisions are different, as is
industrial composition, size of work force, and other factors which bear on
workmen's compensation and occupational disease coverage.
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Specific proposals were submitted to the two rating agencies, covering
several possible changes under each of the following: extent of coverage,
medical-hospital benefits, statute of limitations, and partial disability
coverage. More general questions regarding the possible effect of these proposals on rates were also submitted to Ashley St. Clair, counsel for Liberty
Mutual, one of the largest private underwriters of workmen's compensation and
occupational disease insurance. The comments and data received are discussed
in more detail in the following chapter of this report. It is important to
point out here, however, that with the exception of medical-hospital limits, it
is extremely difficult to calculate the effect of legislative change on insurance
rates, because many of the proposed measures cannot be evaluated ma.thematically
without actual experience upon which to base computations. In its last communication on this subject, the National Council had this to say:4
With the exception of increasing the medical monetary
amounts, all of the proposed measures on diseases are not
susceptible to mathematical valuation and we therefore are
unable to advise what the ultimate effect on rates will be
when experience developed unrler this program enters into
the ratemaking picture. In the absence of reliable statistical data it is entirely possible that the carriers would
not request an immediate effect on rates if aey of the proposed measures were enacted.
The present disease act in Colorado is considered
fairly comprehensive and the proposed measures would not
be expected to produce an appreciable increase in total
cost (traumatic and disease combined). On a classification
basis, however, this may not be the case for industries
such as mining, which has a high degree of disease hazard.
There was considerable disagreement expressed at the several committee
hearings as to the effect on insurance rates of the various proposals to liber-.
alize the occupational disease act, particularly with respect to adoption of
comprehensive coverage. With the exception of liberalization of medicalhospitalization benefits, the National Council (through no fault of its own)
was unable to develop data which would conclusively support either of the connicting points of view. The National Council did indicate, however, that the
over-all cost increase would probably not be appreciable and that insurance
carriers might not request immediate increases, but might instead wait until
the experience under the new legislation could be evaluated statistically. From
the questions submitted to the National Council, it may be assumed that this
comment was based on the expected passage of legislation to: 1) increase the
number of diseases covered; 2) liberalize medical-hospitalization benefits;
3) extend the statute of limitations; and 4) provide some sort of partial
disability coverage.
Any rate increase resulting from liberalization of the occupational disease
act would be offset, at least in part, by the decrease embodied in the latest rate
revision, which applied to most classifications. On the other hand, rates for some
classifications were increased, especially mining, and the rates for the mining
4.

Letter from R. G. Shurtleff, Manager, Mountain States Compensation Rating
Bureau, August 16, 1960.
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classifications would be affected substantially by changes in the occupational
disease act, especially if these changes included provision for partial disability coverage, extension of the statute of limitations, and liberalization
of other restrictions applying to dust disease coverage.
Expenditures for Occupational Diseases
An inquiry was sent to each state requesting information on aMual expenditures for occupational disease claims and medical benefits, as well as for
workmen's compensation claims and medical benefits. The purpose of this inquiry
was to determine the proportion of all compensation expenditures which was
attributable to occupational diseases in states with different provisions for
occupational disease coverage.
Complete usable data was received from 15 states in addition to Colorado.
Five states were selected along with Colorado for inclusion in this report.
These states include three with blanket coverage (Florida, Missouri, and Nebraska)
and three with schedule coverage (Colorado, Arizona, and North Carolina).
During the committee hearings, conflicting statements were made regarding
expenditures for occupational disease benefits in blanket coverage states as
compared with schedule coverage states. Those opposing blanket coverage said
that expenditures for occupational disease benefits would increase substantially
(as would insurance rates). Those favoring blanket coverage agreed that there
would be some increase in expenditures, but were of the opinion that the increase
would not be substantial either in dollar amount or in the proportion these expenditures are of all expenditures for injuries and disabilities.
If either of these assumptions is valid, either expenditure data should show
relatively little difference between blanket and schedule states, or blanket states
should show much larger expenditures. Table V shows the following information for
each of the six selected states:
·
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)
8)
9)
10)
11)

total expenditures--all claims by year 1954-1958
total expenditures--occupational disease claims by year 1954-1958
proportion 2) of 1)
per capita total expenditures for all claims
per capita total expenditures for occupational disease claims
compensation expenditures--all claims by year 1954-1958
compensation expenditures--occupational disease claims
by year 1954-1958
proportion 7) of 6)
medical-hospital benefits--all claims by year 1954-1958
medical-hospital benefits--occupational disease claims
by year 1954-1958
proportion 10) of 9)

tlhen per capita expenditures for occupational diseases are examined, the
six states rank in the following order:
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)

Arizona - schedule
Florida - blanket
Nebraska - blanket
North Carolina - schedule
Missouri - blanket
Colorado - schedule
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( s) -- Scheduled

TABLE

( B) -- Blanket

O.D.-- Occupational Diseases

ANNUAL EXPENDITURES FOR WORKMEN'S COMPENSATION AND
OCCUPATIONAL DISEASES, 1954-1958, COLORAOO
AND SELECTED STATES!
Total Exeenditures

State

N
N

V

Population2 All Claims3

~3

Comeensation

Total Exeenditures

Per Cent

All Claims
Per Capita

O.D. Per
3
3
Caeita All Claims O.D.

Per Cent

Medical-Hoseital

All Claims

3

o.o. 3

Per Cent

$ 5
7
8.8
10.3
11

.41
.50
.55
.60
.59

Colorado (S)
1954
1955
1956
1957
1958

1-492
1.547
L612
1.680
1.754

$3,353
3,700
4,062
4,467
5,030

$ 21
24
30
32
36

.63
.65
.74
.72

.71

$2.25
2.39
2.52
2.66
2,87

$.14
.16
.19
.19
.20

$ 2,140
2,306
2,480
2,764
3,172

$ 16
17
21
22
25

.76
.75
.86
.79
.78

$ 1,213
1,394
1,583
1,704
1,858

Arizona (S)
1954
1955
1956
1957
1958

.930
1.007
1.057
1.086
1.136

7,910
9,074
10,599
10,861
11,665

77
51
117
136
127

.98
.56
1.10
1.26
1.09

8.50
9.01
10.03
10.00
10.27

.83
.50
1.11
1.26
1.12

6,038
6,804
7,787
8,216
8,261

49
19
76
94
67

.82
.28
.98
1.14
.81

1,871
2,270
2,813
2,644
3,404

32
41
43
60

28

1.48
1.39
1.46
1.61
1.n

Florida (B)
1954
1955
1956

3.389
3.580
3.885

18,915
21,305
25,777

153
168
242

.81
.79
.94

5.88
5.95
6.63

.45
.47
.62

10,825
12,115
14,490

59
63
68

.54
.52
.61

8,091
9,190
11,287

94
105
154

1.16
1.14
1.37

1.lissouri (B)
1954
1955
1956
1957
1958

4.124
4.201
4.197
4.238
4.256

14,077
15,279
16,597
15,577
11,762

152
-93
184
120
69

1.08
.61
1.11
.77
.58

2.44
3.64
3.95
3.68
2.76

.37
.22
.44
.28
.16

10,337
11,206
12,332
11,581
8,631

122
69
141
85
44

1.18
.62
1.15
• 74
.51

3,618
4,004
4.124
3,910
3,087

30
23
42
35

.82
.58
1.03

25

.so

Nebraska (B)
1954
1955
1956
1957
1958

1.359
1.394
1.426
1.437
1.452

3,474
3,258
4,067
3,944
4,018

46
45
60
61

1.33
1.39
1.48
1.79
1.52

2.56
2.34
2.85
2. 74
2.77

.34
.33
.42
.49
.42

2,176
2,004
2,531
2,437
2,501

21
20
26
34
28

.97
.98
1.04
1.39
1.10

1,298
1,255
1,535
1,508
1,518

25
26
34
37
43

1.94
2.05
2.19
2.43
2.84

North
Carolina (S)
1955
1956
1957
( Not
1958

4.344
4.423
4.472
Available)

9,108
9,020
9,385
9,993

162
142
119
134

1.77
1.58
1.27
1.36

2.10
2.04
2.10

.38
.32
.27

5,941
5,677
5,803
6,193

133
116
79
101

2.24
2.08
1.38
1.64

3,167
3,317
3,583
3,801

29
26
40
33

.91
.78
1.12
.87

1.
2.
3.

71

States which have already respbnded to the staff request for this information
In millions of people; source: U.S. Bureau of Census estimates except for Colorado (State Planning Division)
In thousands of dollars

.BB

Ranking the six states according to the proportion of all claims expenditures
which are accounted for by occupational diseases the following results are obtained:
1) North Carolina - schedule

2)
3)
4)
5)
6)

Nebraska - blanket
Arizona - schedule
Florida - blanket
Missouri - blanket
Colorado - schedule

Varied results are also obtained when the six states are ranked first
according to the proportion of compensation expenditures attributed to
occupational diseases and second, according to the proportion of health and
medical benefit expenditures accounted for by occupational diseases.
Compensation

Medical-Hospital

1) North Carolina - schedule

1) Nebraska - blanket

2)
3)
4)
5)
6)

2)
3)
4)
5)
6)

Nebraska - blanket
Missouri - blanket
Arizona - schedule
Colorado - schedule
Florida - blanket

Arizona - schedule
Florida - blanket
North Carolina - schedule
Missouri - blanket
Colorado - schedule

Aside from Colorado's position in these rankings, there appears to be no
consistency from one ranking to the next, which can be attributed to either blanket
or schedule coverage. And Colorado's position may well be the consequence of limitations in the occupational disease act other than schedule coverage.
The results achieved by the various rankings of these six states indicate that
cost data used in conjunction with occupational disease coverage can not be accepted
without qualification and close scrutiny. It also appears that factors other than·
blanket or schedule coverage have an effect on occupational disease expenditures.
These include, among others: 1) extent of coverage (Is law compulsory or elective?
Are any employers with a small number of workers excluded?); 2) amount of compensation, ratio of weekly maximum to average weekly wage; 3). limited or unlimited
hospital-medical benefits; 4) partial disability coverage; 5) ti~ period limitations on filing claims; and 6) limitations in respect to coverage for a specific
disease or category of diseases, e.g., silicosis (possible in blanket as well as
schedule states).
Differences in occupational disease act provisions in the states provide
a general explanation, although perhaps a partial one, for differences in occupational disease expenditures. Other factors which have a bearing, but are difficult, if not impossible, to measure include: 1) size and composition of work force;
2) industrial categories, especially hazardous industries; and 3) safety programs,
devices, .and precautions.
Differences in Statutorl Provisions
From examination of the statutory prov1s1ons of the six states included in
Table V, only some of the variations among the states can be explained. In
addition to having schedule coverage, Colorado also has some of the most severe
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limitations on claim filing and hospital-medical benefits among the six states,
which at least in part explains the low per capita expenditures and low proportion
of expenditures for occupational diseases in this state. 5 Colorado's schedule is
also shorter than Arizona's and North Carolina's. -Colorado covers 25 diseases in
its schedule, compared with 27 for North Carolina and 36 for Arizona. Arizona,
however, has radiation coverage limited to "ulceration of the skin or destruction
of tissue due to the prolonged exposure to roentgenrays or radium emanations."
North Carolina's provision is even more limited, covering only radium poisoning
or injury by X-rays.
Arizona's position among the six states cannot be explained in terms of its
statutory provisions. While Arizona has one of the most liberal workmen's compensation laws in the country, its occupational disease act is quite restrictive
with a lower limit on hospital-medical benefits ($1,000) than Colorado ($1,500),
with the same time limitations as the Colorado act. It is difficult to understand
why Arizona ranks second among the six states in the proportion of total expenditures for hospital-medical benefits which result from occupational disease cases.
It would appear from an examination of the statute provisions that Arizona should
rank near or at the end of the six states in this respect, because its medicalhospital benefits for occupational disease are the most limited of the six, while
for workmen's compensation, they are among the most liberal. The statutory provisions also provide no explanation for the high per capita expenditure. Arizona's
weekly compensation maximum of $40 is topped by the other states except North
Carolina and Nebraska.
North Carolina's rank among the six states cannot bo explained by its
statutory provisions, either. Its provision for unlimited medical-hospital
benefits is similar to those provided in all of the states except Arizona and
Colorado. Its law is elective as in all of the states except Arizona, and employers with less than five employees are exempt. Only Missouri has a higher
ti.mi t--11 employees.
General Observations
Some general observations may be made about the data in Table V, even if it is
difficult to account for state-to-state variations:
1)

5.

In all of the states, for the years covered, occupational disease
expenditures accounted for less than two per cent of expenditures
for all claims, with only two states having more than 1.5 per cent in
any one year. Inmost of the other states from whom answers were
received occupational disease coverage accounted for less than two
per cent of the total and in some instances, less than one per cent.

The data shown for Colorado refer only to insurance coverage by the state
fund. Tho per capita would be higher if data for private carriers and
self insurers were included. It does not necessarily follow that the
proportion of expenditures for occupational disease would be higher, however.
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2)

Regardless of the type of coverage and the limitations
contained therein, occupational disease expenditures usually
accounted for less than $.60 per capita annually. Arizona
was the lone exception, and its per capita was more than
two times that of any of the other five states. (Its per
capita expenditure for all claims was just about in the same
proportion, when compared with other states.)

Additional data on Colorado expenditures may be found in Table VI prepared
by the state fund actuary.
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III

PROPOSED CHANGES IN OCCUPATIONAT., DISl:!ASE LEGISLATION
Proposals for change in the Colorado occupational disease act have been
concentrated primarily in five major subject areas: extent of coverage
(both as to employees and diseases covered); liberalization of medical-hospitalization benefits; provision of partial disahility coverage; extension of the
statute of limitations (with respect to claim filing}; and removal of the
restrictions which apply to silicosis and asbestosis.
All of these subjects were discussed at some length at the committee's
four public meetings by representatives of labor, inclustry and business, and
private insurance carriers. Also participating in these discussions were
members of the Industrial Commission, the state fund counsel, the senior industrial hygienist for the department of health, and several medical and legal
specialists. 1
To provide background material for consideration of the various proposals,
an analysis was made of occupational disease legislation in other states. In
adclition, an inquiry was directed to selected states with comprehensive coverage.
The questions asked were aimed at determining: 1) the extent of rate and expenditure increases resulting from a change from schedule to blanket coverage; 2) the
effect of blanket coverage upon improvement in industrial safety; 3} the adequacy of coverage, even under a blanket act, with respect to silicosis and other
dust diseases, radiation diseases, other degenerative diseases, and restrictions
or special provisions relating to these diseases; 4) problems rel a ting to the determination of causality of occupational diseases with emphasis on partial disability coverage and claim filing time limitations; and 5) recent appearance of
new diseases. Replies were received from 20 states, and these are summarized
under the appropriate sections below, along with pertinent material and recommendations presented at the four committee meetings and other information
developed in the course of the study.
Extent of Coverage
Concern over the extent of occupational disease coverage in Colorado has
centered on three provisions of the act, of which the first two also apply to
workmen's compensation. The first of these is the numerical exemption provision
which requires only those employers with four or more employees to be subject to
workmen's compensation and occupational disease legislation. Closely related to
this question of numerical exemptions is the provision which makes both acts
elective rather than compulsory for employers subject to.this legislation.
The major concern, however, has been with the schedule disease feature of the
occupational disease act, which limits coverage only to specified diseases, and
there was more discussion and disar,reement over the respective merits of schedule
and comprehensive (blanket) coverage than on a~y other subject considered during
the study.

1.

See Appendix n for lists of those participating in the four meetings. Copies
of the minutes of these meetings are available in l i..mi ted supply at the
Legislative Council office and may be had upon request.
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Numerical Exemptions
The laws in 23 states make no exemption for workmen's compensation and
occupational disease coverage based on number of employees. In the other 27,
including Colorado, employers of less than a certain numher of employees are
exempt from coverage. This numerical exemption ranges from two employees to 15,
as illustrated in Figure 1.
Proponents of eliminating the numerical exemption argue that workers employed
in establishments with few employees are usually in need of the protection offered
by workmen's compensation and occupational disease laws. The small establishment
is more likely to lack a formal safety program and the financial resources to
protect the injured workers in case of serious injury. Further, it is stated
that the employer in a small business establishment also needs the protection
of workmen's compensation to protect himself against lawsuits for injuries to
employees.
Those opposed to elimination of the numerical exemption point out that the
small employer can avail himself of the provisions of workmen's compensation
and occupational disease legislation if he chooses, so that he is not denied
protection because of the numerical exemption. It is also argued that it would
impose an additional financial burden upon small establishments, many of which
are having a difficult time remaining in business. In many of these small
business establishments there is a personal relationship between employer and
employee. Because of the employer's personal interest, proper safety precautions
are take~ and employees receive adequate protection. For this reason and the
fact that most small businesses do not ordinarily involve the complicated and
hazardous operations of larger establishments, there is no reason to make them
subject to the same legislation as are large and diversified industrial and business concerns.
Compulsory or Elective Law
Approximately one-half of the states have compulsory coverage of employers
subject to workmen's compensation and occupational disease legislation, while
the remaining states, including Colorado, permit elective coverage. The distribution of states as to type of coverage is shown in Figure 2.
It is argued that all workers should be given the protection of workmen's
compensation and occupational disease coverage, and a compulsory law would at
least provide such protection for those workers in industrial and business
establishments subject to the provisions of the two acts. While it is true
that if an employer elects against coverage, an injured or disabled employee
can bring suit for damages without the common law defenses being used against
him, lawsuits are a cumbersome and time-consuming process. Even if an employee
wins his suit, trial delay and court appeal could defer his award and create a
real financial hardship for him and his family. It is unfair for an employee
to have to gain recovery in this involved way when other workers can receive
benefits much more quickly and surely under the workmen's compensation and
occupational disease acts.
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Opponents of compulsory coverage state that the elimination of common law
defenses for employers electing not to be covered by the two acts encourages
coverage without making it compulsory. Even if an employer decides against
coverage, the loss of one lawsllit for damages is usually sufficient for him to
elect to come under the provisions of the two acts. An employee has an excellent
opportunity of winning such a suit, often for more than the benefits available
under the workmen's compensation and occupational disease acts.
Comprehensive and Schedule Coverage
Colorado is one of 18 states which have schedule coverage of occupational
diseases; however, in three of these states--Montana, Tennessee, and Virginia
--employers may elect full coverage. Two states--Mississippi and Wyoming--have
no occupational disease legislation, and 30 states provide comprehensive coverage
of all occupational diseases. (See Figure 3.) Comprehensive coverage is usually
provided in these states in one of three ways:

2.
3.
4.

1)

One definition covers both accidental injuries and occupational
diseases, and the same legislation applies to both. Wisconsin,
for example, defines injury as "mental or physical harm to an
employee caused by accident or diseasc. 11 2

2)

Occupational diseases are defined as any disease arising out
of or in the course of employment. In New Jersey, occupational
diseases are defined as follows: " ••• 'compensable occupational
disease' shall include all diseases arising out of and in the
course of employment, which are due to causes and conditions
which are or were characteristic of or peculiar to a particular
trade, occupation, process, or employment, or which diseases
are due to the exposure of any employee to a cause thereof
arising out of and in the course of his employment. 11 3

3)

Previous schedule legislation was amended by adding a
subsection providing coverage for all occupational diseases not
included in the schedule. In Rhode Island this was done by
adding the following to its schedule of covered diseases:
"Disability arising from any cause connected with or arising
from the peculiar characteristics of the employment. 114

Section 102.1, Wisconsin Statutes, 1957.
34:15, New Jersey Revised Statutes, 1937.
28-34-2, General Laws of Rhode Island, 1956.
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FIGURE 3
STATE WORKMEN'S COMPENSATION LAWS
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Diseases Included in the Colorado Schedule. Following is the list
of.25 occupational diseases presently covered in the Colorado Occupational.
Disease Disability Act:

Section 9. (81-18-9) Occupational diseases listed. -- The
following diseases only shall be deemed to be occupational diseases,
and compensntion as provided in this article shall be payable for
disability or death of an employe resulting {rom such diseases and
from no others:

~ tj

Poisoning by aldehyde compounds.
Poisqning by cyanogen or its compounds.
(3
Poisoning by chlorine, iodine, flourine, bromine, or
their compounds.
(4
Chrome poisoning.
Poisoning by arsenic or its compourids.
Poisoning by antimony or its compounds.
(7
Poisoning by cr1dmium or its compounds.
(8
Poisoning by lead or its compounds.
(9
Poisoning by manganese or its compounds.
Poisoning by mercury or its compounds.
Poisoning by selenium or its compounds.
Poisoning by tellurillm or its compounds.
~12
Poisoning by vanadium or its compounds.
Poisoning by phosphorous compounds.
(15) Poisoning by sulfur compounds.
( 16) Poisoning by carbon monoxide.
Poisoning by nitrogen oxides or nitric acid.
Poisoning by toxic hydrocarbons, including benzol or its
derivatives; toluol, zylol, or the nitro, nitroso, and
amino derivntives of these substances; and other organic
solvents.
Methanol poisoning.
Silicosis as herein defined.
Asbestosis -1s herein defined.
(21
Poisoning or disease c~used by exposure to radioactive
(22
materi;ils, substance5, or mrlchines, or fissionable
mnterials.
(23) Anthrax.
Derrn;ititis when due to inf('ction or inflammation of
( 24)
the skin d11c to oil5, cut.ting compounds, lubricants, solvents, synthct.i.c clc.ininq compounds and detergents.
(2S) B'J r s i t i s , s y 11 o v i t i s , a nd ti~ c no s y no v i t i s •

~~

~i?

~i~

~i~~

~~zl
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Occupational Diseases and Hazards Not Covered in the Colorado
Schedule. In response to an inquiry from the connnittec, Paul W. Jacoe, Senior
Industrial Hygienist, Occupational Health Division, State Department of Health,
prepared a comparison of occupational health hazards and the Colorado schedule.
Some 53 hazards or diseases were listed by Mr. Jacoe as not being included.
Following is a summary of Mr. Jacoe' s report·: 5
In comparing the Occupational Diseases list in Section 9 in the
Colorado Occupational Diseases Disability Act, it appears that the
following occupational health hazards and industrial atmospheric
contaminants are not covered.

Abnormalities of Air Pressure
Compressed air (increased atmospheric pressure)
Rarefied air1 altitude (decreased atmospheric pressure)
Abnormalities of Temperature and Humidity
Heat
Sudden variations of temperature
Dampness
Defective Illumination
Dust
Inorganic dust (except asbestos) containing no free ailica
Organic dust
Infections
Fungus infections
Septic infections
Undulant fever (brucellosis)
Repeated Motion, Pressure, Shock, .etc.

Poisons
Acetanilide
Acridine
Acre lain
Aluminum
Aluminum oxide
Ammonia
Barium
Beryllium
Brass
Carbon dioxide
Carbon disulfide
Cobalt
Copper
Cresol (cresylic acid)
Formic acid
Furfural
Iron carbonyl
Iron oxide
Magnesium
Magnesium oxide

5.

Mickel
Nickel carbonyl
Nicotine
Nitroglycerin
Oxalic acid
Ozone
.
Picric acid (trinitrophenol)
Potassium hydroxide
Pyridine
Silver
Sodium hydroxide
Tar and pitch
Thallium
Thorium
Tin
Titanium oxide
Uranium
Vanadium
Vinyl chloride
Zinc
Zinc oxide

Comments Re,,ardin_g Industrial Atmospheric Contaminants and HazarllS,
Paul w. Jacoe, Report to Legislative Council Committee on Occupational
Diseases, March 25, 1960.
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All of the above,which are apparently not covered in the Colorado
schedule, are occupational diseases more or less common to industry.
Organic dust [disease!? should be Chmpensable, as there are thousands of
organic compounds, either solids or liquids, being used in industry to~,
which are capable of causing an occupational disease. All metals
and their compounds should be listed,rather than a select few,
because of the increasing use of most metals and the extremely toxic
potentialities of ma~y of those not listed. Among these are beryllium
and barium, which are commonly used in the manufacture of guided missiles.
Uranium and thorium should also be covered and deserve special mention
because these two metals and their compounds are not only radioactive,
but are poisonous as well. All acids anrl bases should be covered
because, in addition to some of them being poisons, all of them are
capable of causing dermatitis. All gases should be covered because
those few which are not considered toxic are capable of causing suffocation.
In the Colorado schedule, Number 18 "poisoning by toxic hydrocarbons including benzol or its derivatives, toluol, zylol, or the
nitro, nitroso, animo derivatives of these substances and other
organic solvents" is ver;r vague. The Industrial Comr.1ission has
been extremely liberal in interpreting this section and granting
compensation. The word "toxic" requires definition, and the word
"solvents" could he extremely limiting, because if the material
were used as a solvent in industry, poisoning therefrom would be
compensable; however, if it were used in synthesis, it would not
be compensable. Also, many of these materials are solvents
(as is any liquid), but may not be used as such. It is m;y
op1n1on that Number 18 should be changed to read "poisoning by
organic materials in the solid, liquid, or gaseous form."
Number 22 in the Colorado schedule "poisoning or diseases
caused by exposure to ractioactive materials, substances, or machines,
or fissionable materials" is meaningless inasr11uch as these materials,
due to their radioactivity, do not in some cases cause poisoning or
diseases according to tho definitions. They also cause burns,
tissue damar,e, cataracts, etc. Very careful consideration should
be given to the inclusion of occupational cancer arising from the
exposure to toxic materials or radiation, as many of them do cause
this disease.
Numhcr 24 in the Colorado schedule lists dermatitis from a few
materials; however, there arc thousands that do cause dermatitis.
Derma ti tis from any material should be covered with no limitations,
and the difference between dermatitis and poisoning should be
defined.
Very careful thought as well should
sideration covering hearing loss as this
in modern industry; and inclusion in the
Disability Act requires precise medical,
information.
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he given to the conis an increasing problem
Occupational Disease.
legal, and engineering

The inadequate and practically non-existing coverage regarding silicosis is well understood, and the need for radical
change here is quite clear. It is beyond the scope of these
brief comments to elaborate more in detail on- these hazards;
however, certain areas have been pointe'<l out where deficiencies
do exist ancl where further discussion is necessary in order to
evaluate the problem completely.
Possible Insurance Rate Increases Resulting from Provision of
Comprehensive Coverage. Doth the National Council on Compensation Insurance and
Ashley St. Clair, counsel for Liberty Mutual Insurance Company, were contacted
regarding possible increases in occupational disease insurance rates resulting
from the adoption of comprehensive coverage. The National Council, as indicated
in Chapter II of this report, was unable to compute mathematically the effect of
such a change in the Colorado act but commented that the present disease act in
Colorado is considered fairly comprehensive, and an appreciable increase in cost
is not expected.

Mr. St. Clair made the following observation: " ••• the schedule of compensable
occupational diseases listed in the Colorado Occupational Disease Disability Act
is so comprehensive that to make every occupational disease compensable would
result in only a very small increase in the number of compensable disease claims.
It follows that the increase in cost would be small and probably should be
described as miniscule. 11 6
The National Council stated that although the average rate increase may be
small, this would not be true for all industries, especially those in hazardous
classifications such as mining. This would also apply to mining operations not
particularly affected by the present act; for example, anthracosis (coal mining
dust disease) is not covered in the Colorado schedule. Should a comprehensive
act result in a substantial number of claims for this disease, it is highly
probable that the rates for coal mining classifications would increase; but the
present insurance rate for coal mining is $.01 per $100 of payroll because of the
exclusion of anthracosis. An official of the United }line Workers told the committee that there had not been any occupational disease claims brou~ht by the
union's membership because of the disease exclusions under the act.
If this is
the case, then even the small rate presently paid by mine owners is excessive,
because they are being insurerl ar,ainst claims for diseases which are barred
under the act.
Dust diseases and radiation hazards are commonly thought of as potentially
expensive items under a comprehensive occupational disease act; however, other
diseases such as loss of hearing could also have an adverse effect on rates for
certain industries, depending on how these diseases. are defined and restricted.

6.
7.

Letter from Ashley St. Clair, counsel, Liberty Mutual Insurance Company,
Harch 29, 1960.
Testimony of Fred llefferly, United· Mine Workers official, -before the
Legislative Council Committee on Occupational Diseases, October 16, 1959.
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Opponents of blanket coverage appearing before the committee have argued
that blanket coverage would increase insurance rates appreciably because there
would no longer be any measurable liability, and it might even be possible that
claims resulting from or<linary diseases of life and not related to employment
would be allowed. It was pointed out that thore is insufficient information as
to the costs from those states with comprehensive coverage, and that it may take
from five to 10 years or more after such an act is passed before the extent of
coverage is realized and the act fully utilized. At that time a cost analysis
would reflect the increased expense more accurately. 8 The statement was made that
"to open coverage to unknown hazards would have the result of scaring employers
and insurance companies out of business. 11 9
The Association of Casualty and Surety Companies did not indicate any fear
of insurance companies going out of business for any reason as a consequence of
adopting blanket coverage. The Association did caution against making comprehensive coverage so unrestrictive as to make possible the inclusion of ordinary
diseases of life:10
We do not believe that as insurance carriers we
should make any specific recommendation indicating a
preference for either broad or schedule coverage of
occupational diseases. However, we are glad to furnish
such information as might be helpful to this Committee
to make a decision on this question. Broad occupational
disease coverage enables employees to receive protection
against occupational hazards which possibly may be unknown at the time the law providing compensation for
such hazards is enacted. As new technological processes
are developed new hazards may be created which would be
compensable without the necessity of amending the
Occupational Disease Act to specifically cover them.
A scheduled coverage act has the advantage of making
the conditions which are compensable under the law
certain for the benefit of both labor and. industry.
Both employees and employers are thus advised exactly
what conditions are compensable. Under the broad
coverage it is ultimately up to the court to decide
which conditions are compensable. Under a schedule
it is known in advance that compensation is pa;yable
for the named discascs ••• There is a possibility under
. a broad type of coverage that it might ue construed
to cover ordinary diseases of life such as common
colds, pneumonia, tuberculosis, etc., merely because
some act in the employment or the mere fact that an
employee goes to work instead of staying at home contributes to or aggravates the condition. That is why a
specific exclusion of ordinary disease of life is
very desirable.

a.
9.
10.

Testimo~y of Dr. Robert F. Rell before the Legislative Council Committee on
Occupational Diseases, October 16, 1959.
Ibid.
Excerpts from prepared statement by representatives of the Association of Casualty
and Surety Companies before the r.,egislative Council Committee on Occupational
Diseases, April 8, 1960.
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Effect of Comprehensive Coverage on Rates and Expenses in Other States. The
other states providing blanket coverage were asked whether there was any increase
in occupational diseases expenses or insurance rates following their conversion
from schedule to blanket coverage.
Eight states (California, 1"lorida, Hawaii, Missouri, Nevada, Oregon,
South Carolina, and Wisconsin) were unable to answer the question, because they
have had blanket coverage since adopting an occupational disease act. Nevada
has both schedule and blanket coverage, but does not separate claims on this
basis. South Carolina commented that the addition of occupational disease coverage
did not increase over-all expense for workmen's compensation coverage, and Utah
stated specifically that no increased expense resulted from broadened occupational
disease coverage.
The actuary of the Oregon fund reported that when the blanket occupational
disease act was first enacted in 1943, the legislation provided for a surcharge
for occupational disease coverage. However, this surcharge has never been made
by the state fund, because the cost of occupational diseases has been so small
in comparison with the costs of accidents that the rates for workmen's compensation have covered occupational diseases as well. Occupational disease expense
was estimated at two per cent of the total for all claims.
Five states (Delaware, Rhode Island, Virginia, West Virginia, and Washington)
were unable to make a comparison because of the lack of data. Rhode Island changed
from schedule coverage to a combination of schedule and blanket. Virginia had the
same experience, and has now shifted to blanket coverage exclusively. Washington
reported that any comparison would not be meaningful for several reasons: 1) The
several increases in benefits under the Washington act since 1941 are primarily
responsible for the gain in compensation payments and medical-hospital benefits.
2) Washington had only four years' experience under a schedule act (1937-1941).
3) The schedule during those four years was so broad as to be comparable to
blanket coverage.
Prior to enactment of the Illinois law in 1936, the number of claims
classified under occupational diseases ranged annually between .6 per cent
and 1.1 per c~nt of all claims. Since 1936 the total has ranged between
.6 per cent and two per cent and was .6 per cent of all claims closed in 1958.
Similarly, the compensation paid annually in occupational disease cases has also
been between .6 per cent and two per cent and .6 per cent of all claims closed
in 1958.
New Jersey reported that, in the op1n1on of the managei· of the compensation
rating anrl inspection hureau, the shift from schedule to blanlce t coverage resul tecl
approximately in a one per cent increase in the proportion of the total compensation expense accounte1l for by occupational diseases.
Occupational disease claims in New York represented .9 per cent of cases
closed i.n 1935, and 1.1. per cent of the total compensation awarded in such cases.
For cases closed in 1956, occupational disease claims represented three per cent
of the componsahle cases and six per cont of the benefits a,-1ardcd. Compensation
paid increased from $282,000 in 1935 to $6,000,000 in 1956. Work force increase and
the broadening of benefits in adcli lion to the provision of blanket coverage have had
an effect on the compensation increase, but New York did not estimate the proportion
of increase resulting from these factors.
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Arguments in Support of Compr~hensive Coverage_llrroponents of comprehensive
coverage state that workers are entitled to the same degree of protection for occupational disease disabilities as for accidental injuries. It is a basic concept
of workmen's compensation le1~islation that benefits apply to any work-connected
accidental injury, and the same concept should apply to occupational diseases as
1'ell. There have been a number of claims before the Industrial Commission for
bonafide occupational diseases, which )(Ore rejected because the disease was not
included in the Colorado schedule. Protection a~ainst spurious occupational
disease claims is provided by placing the burden of proof on the claimant. It is
agreed that it is often difficult to determine the cause of an occupational disease,
and it is very easy to cite difficult cases as examples, when these cases are only
a small proportion of those filed. There are accident cases in which work-connection is also very difficult to determine; however, workmen's compensation coverage
is not limited because of these difficulties,and neither should occupational disease
coverage be so limited.
Neu occupational diseases arc constantly appearing as a result of exposure to
toxic and radioactive materials involved in new industrial processes. For this
reason a schedule of specified diseases quickly becomes obsolescent, and the
legislative process is unable to keep pace with the changes.
In recent years the trend has been toward blanket coverage, with 11 states
adopting such coverage since 1948. Comprehensive coverage is provided in all of
the highly-industrialized states; in a major portion of these such coverage has
been in effect for a good number of :fears, and from all reports it is working
satisfactorily. Colorado is increasingly becoming an industrialized and urbanized
state. Hany of Colorado's new industries are related to the defense program and
make use of highly toxic and, in some instances, radioactive materials. It is
necessary and appropriate that Colorado's occupational disease legislation provide
adequate coverage not only for employees in these industries, many of whom come
from states where they had such protection, but for all employees as well.
Conpr.ehensive coverage also encourages employers to adopt good safety practices, including the elimination or control of hazards and instruction of employees
in the use of precautionary measures. Adequate coverage is important, but even
more important are adequate preventive measures; once a disease is contracted, no
amount of henefi ~s can compc nsate for the potential damage.
Arguments Against Comprehensive Coverage. 12 Opponents of comprehensive
coverage state that employers and insurance companies would be faced with an
open-ended liahility if a blanket act were adopted. With a schedule act, liability limits are defined, because it is clearly unclcrstood what constitutes an
occupational disease. For this reason administration of a schedule act is less
difficult and costly.
Employers should not he hclrl liable for diseases which anyone might contact
as an ordinary living hazard. Because of the difficul t;y in determining causation
and the usually liberal administrative interpretation of workmen's compensation
and occupational disease legislation, it would be quite possible to establish claims
for such diseases; it is nol the purpose of an occupational disease act to provide
a general health insurance program.
11.
12.

Summarized from testimony given at Committee meetings and material developed
during the study.
Ibid.
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Any disease traceable to employment should be covered, but coverage for new
diseases should not be added until the occupational relationship of these diseases
is established. A much better approach to expanding coverage than a comprehensive
act would be an annual review of the schedule, w:i. th the addition of only those
diseases which have been proven to be employment-connected. Employees now have
protection against those diseases not in the schedule, because they can bring a
court suit for recovery. Loss of a case or two of this nature, not only would
establish the causality of the disease, but would also encourage employers to request additions to the schedule.

It is much easier for an employer to take proper precautions against hazards
and develop an effective safety program, when he knows definitely what those hazards
are. Under a comprehensive law, employers are forced to protect their workers
against all diseases whether they can be anticipated or not, and this scatter-gun
approach to safety makes it difficult to organize and administer an adequate program.
Improvement in Industrial Safety in Other States Resulting from the Adoption
of Comprehensive Coverage. The 30 states with blanket coverage were also asked their
opinions as to the effect of such coverage on the development of industrial safety
programs in their states.
Eight states (Delaware, Florida, Missouri, Nevad_a, New Jersey, Washington,
West Virginia, and Wisconsin) reported that blanket coverage has a favorable effect
on industrial safety improvement and the reduction of hazards. On the other hand,
Nebraska, Rhode Island, and Virginia stated that they have no evidence to indicate
that industrial safety has been improved as a consequence of comprehensive coverage.
Hawaii and Oregon both stressed safety programs, but were unable -to answer the
question because of not having had schedule coverage.
Delaware and Missouri indicated that they thought blanket coverage had led to
industrial safety improvements, but did not substantiate this opinion.
Florida reported that it is the opinion of the staff of the department of
industrial safety that better safety devices and precautions have resulted from
blanket coverage. At the time occupational diseases were included in the amendment to the workmen's compensation law, a study was made of occupational diseases
by the industrial commission and the state board of health. This stu~y caused
employers to be aware of the diseases and of precautionary measures, and the
department of industrial safety has followed up with continuous educational
programs on occupational disease hazards.
New Jersey quoted the state health department to the effect that blanket
coverage has led to better safety devices and precautions, especially in respect
to silicosis-type hazards. Nevada's and West Virginia's answers to this question
were similar to New Jersey's, with emphasis on those industries where silicosis
and silicosis-type hazards are present.
Washington had a somewhat different answer. Blanket coverage has led to
better safety devices anrl precautions in that state, because under blanket coverage
there are no exceptions or exemptions to deter the safety division from having
complete jurisdiction over all occupational disease hazards.
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While Wisconsin did not have schedulG coverage prior to adopting blanket
coverage, it was the opinion of 1;he workmtJn's compensation division director that
blanket coverage does lead to better safety devices and precautions. Wisconsin
had man.v silicosis claims during the early depression years of the 1930' s, but
due to safety promotion such claims are now rela.tivety few. Safety precautions
have reduced the incidence of a number of ·occupational diseases, such as lead
poisoning. During the past decade, Wisconsin has had a considerable number of
claims for occupational deafness due to noise exposure. Industry and labor are
now cooperating in attempts to eliminate or decrease noise exposure by better
maintenance, changes in the construction of machines, and the use of protective
devices. Studies are also being made for protection from radiation hazards.
Position of the Industrial Commission on Adoption of Comprehensive
Covera~e. The Industrial Commission is divided in its opinion as to the adoption
of comprehensive coverage. Two members of the commission favor a change from
schedule to comprehensive coverage, while the third member of the commission
(the chairman) opposes any such change at this time.
In its majority report to the committee, the commission stated that it
"wished to go on record as favoring the passage of a comprehensive occupational
disease law which will compensate every true occupational disease which is fairly
traceable to the work of the employee afflicted thereby in his employment as a
proximate cause and does not come from a hazard to which the workman would have
been equally exposed outside of the employment. In short, this commission
believes that occupational diseases should be placed on the same basis insofar
as compensability is concerned as accidental injuries arising out of and in the
course of the employment and that the compensation benefits for occupational
disease should be the same as those provided for compensating injuries under the
Workmen's Compensation Act of Colorado. 11 13
In his minority report to the committee, the chairman of the Industrial
Commission summarized his position as follows: "My investigation of the manner
in which the present Colorado Occupational Disease Disability Law was developed
forces me to conclude that those who made the original study were convinced of
the desirability to proceed with caution and to year by year add specific diseases
to the schedule of those covered under the law, those diseases about which the
medical profession had advanced in knowledge. This procedure has in the past and
will in the future enable employers in industry to institute loss prevention
programs or to eliminate entirely the hazards which are the cause of specific
diseases. This arproach seems to me to be the to~ical and sensible approach
to the problem. 11 1 4

13.
14.

Majority Report of the Industrial Commission to
Cornmi ttee £!! Oc.cupational Diseases, October 16,
of this report, see Appendix C 1.
Minority Report of the Industrial Commission to
Committee ~ Occupational Dhcascs, Oc tobcr 16,
of this report, see Appcmlix C 2.
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the J.,egisla ti ve Council
1959. For complete text
the Legislative Council
1959. 1''or complete text

New Industrial Diseases. The states with comprehensive coverage were asked
for information concerning new industrial diseases for which claims had been filed
in recent years. This information was requested, because it provides some indication of the incidence of new diseases which are outside the scope of the
Colorado schedule, although it is recognized that the value of this information
is limited because each state's industrial composition and experience is somewhat
different.
Twelve states supplied information on this subject. Three states (Florida,
South Carolina, and Utah) reported that no claims involving new diseases had been
filed in the past two or three years. A substantial increase in dermatitis cases
was mentioned by three states (Nevada, New Jersey, and Oregon). Nevada attributed
this increase to the use of new chemical solutions, while Oregon reported much of
the increase occurring in food processing plants. Oregon also referred to the
loss of vision from rare earth fumes.
Loss of hearing from excessive noise was listed by New Jersey and Wisconsin.
Illinois and New York reported an increase in diseases attributed to beryllium or
its compounds (berylliosis). New York stated that these diseases have been an
unexpected complication in fluorescent tube manufacturing. Hawaii has had an
increase in virus infections and salmonella disease, and Washington reported an
increasing incidence of staphylococcal infection (bacteria which often form
grapelike clusters and are parasites on the skin and mucous membranes).
Washington added that it is very difficult to determine the validity of claims
in these cases.
During the past two years, West Virginia has had a number of claims filed
for a disease which appears to be a type of pneumoconiosis. This disease,
contracted by several employees of the Vanadium Corporation of America, was
first diagnosed as silicosis. The ailment is now under study by the Kettering
Institute of the University of Cincinnati, and while the stu~y is still being
made, it has definitely been determined not to be silicosis.
Medical-Hospitalization Benefits
Twenty-six states provide unlimited medical and hospitalization benefits
for accidental injuries and occupational diseases. Colorado is one of 22 states
which has either a time or dollar limit, or both, on medical benefits. Figure 4
shows all states according to the type of medical benefits provided,and
Appendix D indicates the specific differences in these provisions.
Colorado is also one of several states which has further limitations imposed
on medical treatment for silicosis and other dust diseases. Medical-hospitalization benefits in Colorado are limited in amount to $1,500 and in time to six
months. However, an additional $500 may be authorized by the Industrial
Commission, if it finds that there is a good chance that a worker's condition
may be materially improved by such additional expenditure. No medical services
at all can be provided in silicosis cases, unless the Industrial Commission
finds that "there are substantial prospects that the condition of the employee
will be materially improved by medical treatment ••• ulS There is a limit of
$2,000 placed on medical treatment, if such is provided in silicosis cases.
15.

81-18-20 Colorado Revised Statutes, 1953, As Amended.
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FIGUU 4
STATE WORKMEN'S COMPENSATION LAWS
Medical Benefits For Occupational Diseaset
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State Workmen's Compensation Lavs, ! Comparison of
Major Provisions with Recommended Standards, U~ S.
Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor Standards,
December 1959.

Considerable testimony was presented to the committee concerning the need
for raising the limits on medical-hospitalization benefits. It was pointed out
that dollar and time limits are not realistic with respect to radiation and dust
diseases and the complications which arise from the increased use of toxic substances in industrial processes. It was al.so stated that workers who exhaust
their medical benefits without completing treatment and/or making a recovery
place an additional burden upon the public in two ways: 1) It is unlikely that
they will again become productive menruers of society. 2) It is likely that
additional medical care and perhaps support will be provided at public expense.
Ashley St. Clair, counsel, Liberty Mutual Insurance Company, made the following
comments on medical benefits:16
As a matter of fact, a workman who suffers a serious
injury or a serious occupational disease cannot pay for the
medical care he requires after the benefits given him by
your con1pensation law or occupational disease law are exhausted ••• Someone other than the injured workman is going
to bear the expense, ancl the question is will that expense
be paid by some governmental agency out of tax funds? I
submit that in every work injury case the total cost of
medical and hospital care should be paid under the workmen's
compensation law, not only because will the injured man
thereby have reasonable assurance of getting adequate medical
and hospital care, but because it is the fairest way of
distributing the cost of such cases among the general
population.

Some of the medical experts who testified at the committee hearing on
June 29, 1960 were of the opinion that the complexity of industrial diseases
and the cost and extent of treatment necessary make the present dollar and
time limits in the Colorado act inadequate ancl unrealistic. Dr. Allen Hurst,
chest disease and allergy specialist, in particular, stated that the $1,500
limitation on medical benefits was not realistic and was of the orinion that
the limit should he left open, depending on each individual case. 7
I

Rate Increase Resulting from Liberalization of Hedical-Ilospitalization Benefits
Any liberalization in medical and hospitalization benefits for occupational
diseases should be accompanied by a similar increase in these benefits under
workmen's compensation; it would be difficult to justify an increase which would
apply to occupational diseases alone. Elimination of the present time and monetary restrictions under both acts would increase insurance rates more tha!). any
other proposal for liberalizing benefits.
The National Council on Compensation Insurance anc\ the Mountain States
Compensation Rating Dureau were asked what the effect would be on insurance
rates for three different proposals to liberalize medical and hospitalization
I

16.
17.

~- cit., St. Clair, Lotter of March 29, 1960.
Testiiiiony of Dr. Allen Ilurst before the Legislative Council Committee
on Occupational Diseases, June 29, 1960.
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benefits: l) increase the monetary limit to $2,500 , 2) increase the monetary
limit to $5,000; and 3) provide unlimited henefits. 18
This was the one group of alternate proposals for which the National Council
was able to make statistical computations. It wa_s the National Council's opinion
that an increase to $2,500 would result in an over-all rate increase of approximately 1.3 per cent; that an increase to $5,000 would result in an increase of
approximately 2.1 per cent; anrl that tho provision of unlimited benefits would
result in an increase of approximatel;v 3.1 per cent in over-all rates.1 9 These
rate estimates were predicated on the assumption that the liberalization of
medical and hospital benefits would apply to both workmen's compensation and
occupational disease coverage.
The effect of the rate increases expected to result from the alternative
approaches to liberalizinr, medical and hospitalization benefits should be considered in relation to the rate revisions which went into effect on July 1, 1960.
The revised rates represented an average decrease of 2.7 per cent from the preceding year. Dy industry group the average changes were:· manufacturing,
10.l per cent decrease; contracting, 0.2 per cent decrease; mining and ore
milling, 11.2 per cent increase; and all others, 2.8 per cent decrease. There
were also variations within each industry group, depending on the kind and
volume of experience in each classification.
It is interesting to note that the industrial representatives appearing
before the committee did not comment on the·- desirability of raising the limits
on these benefits, nor did they oppose specifically such an increase, despite
the fact that this is the most expensive proposal advanced for consideration.
Relationship between Medical Benefits ancl Rehabilitation Programs
Tho most extensive rehabilitation programs for workers incapacitated by
occupational injuries or diseases are generally found in those states with
unlimited medical benefits. The provision of unlimited medical benefits appears
to have the effect of encouraging insurance carriers to bear tho costs of the
rehabilitation program, either through an additional insurance premium, or
through expanded financing of the subsequent injury fund. One of the big
obstacles to a rehabilitation program in Colorado is the lack of funds to
provide maintenance during the period of vocational retraining.

18.

19.

The question was also asked as to whether there would be any difference
in rates for increases to $2,500 or $5,000, if the time limit either:
1) remained at six months; 2) was increased to a year; or 3) made unlimited. The National Council did not differentiate as to time limitations in quoting approximate rate increases based on an increase in
monetary limits.
Qr?_. cit., Shurtleff, Letter, 8/16/60.
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Partial Disability Coverage
The workmen's compensation laws in all states provide for payment of benefits
for partial disability resultinr. from accidental injuries. Some of the states,
however, do not provide for partial benefits for occupational diseases--particularly
for dust diseases. Colorado is one of 12 states which do not provide for any compensation for partial disability due to occupational diseases. Thirteen other
states have provisions which either restrict or prohibit compensation for partial
disability due to silicosis and other dust diseases, although partial disability
is compensated for other occupational diseases. Table VII shows a state by state
summary of partial disability provisions and restrictions.
Generally, there are two hases for partial disability compensation. All
states with this coverage provide compensation for partial disability from
diseases which result entirely from employment, with certain exceptions as indicated in Table VII. Some also provide compensation for partial disability
arising out of a disease which was en1ployment aggravated.
Arguments in Support of Partial Disability Coverage20
Proponents of partial disability coverage again call attention to the fact
that employees are entitled to the same protection under occupational disease
coverage as the;r receive under workmen's compensation. While the difficulty
in determining the extent of partial disability is recognized, it is argued that
this difficulty should not bar employees from receiving equal protection under
both acts. It is pointed out that often it is difficult to determine the extent
of partial disability in accident cases, especially with respect to back injuries;
nevertheless, partial disability compensation has been an accepted component of
workmen's compensation coverage since its inception.
Under the present provisions of the Colorado act, no employee can receive
compensation for an occupational disease disability if he is employable, even if
that emplorment is in an occupation much less skilled and financially rewarding
than the one in which the employee engaged prior to incurring the disease. This
provision in effect penalizes a disabled employee for continuing to work despite
his disability. An accidental injury and an occupational disease may result in
the same disahility, e.g., the loss of the use of an arm or leg; under workmen's
compensation an employee would receive partial comoensation, white under the
occupatidnal disease statutes he receives nothing. 21
Arguments Against Partial Disahili ty Coverage 22
Opponents of partial disability coverage state that it is extremely difficult
to determine the degree of partial disability resulting from occupational diseases,
and even in some instances to detcrnrine whether there is a~y partial disability
at all, especially if the evaluation is made by a lay board rather than a panel of
medical experts. When these <lifficul tics are added to those involved in determining occupational disease causality in the first place, it makes it impossible
20.
21.
22.

Summarized from testimony presented at committee hearings and data
gathered during the study.
The special problems pcrtaini ng to partial disabi ti ty coverage for silicosis
and other dust diseases an<l arr_~umcnts for and against such coverage are
covered in a separate section below.
Summarized from testimony given before the commlttee and from data gathered
during the study.
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TADLE VII
Indemnit

Benefits for Permanent Partial Disabilit from Occupational Diseases
Under State and Federal Workmen's Compensation Laws 1
A. Jurisdictions authol·izin.g payment of same indemnity benefits

for permanent partiA.l disability from SY occup,..,&9~1 d1,~
~ e d as for accidental injury
Alabama
Alaska
California
Connecticut
Dclo.uare
:)!strict of Columbia
Hawaii

Illinois
Indiana
Kentucky
Louisiana
Massachusetts
1-iissouri
Nebraska

New Jersey
North Carolina
North Dalwta
Oregon
Puerto Rico
Rhode Island
Tennessee

Texas
Virginia
Washington
West Virgini~
Wisconsin

Feder·1l Employees' Compensation A~t.
Loncshoremen's and Harbor Workers' Compensation Act.

B. ~isdictions authorizing no indemnity ben~fits
for permanent :p_artial disability
from some o~ll occupational diseases,
~.mi ting them as noted
Arizona

None, for any occupational disease.

Arkansas

Provides compensation for asbestosis or silicosis if
disability is one-third or more of total disability.

Colorado

None, for any occupational disease.

'l<'J.oride.

None, for ony dust disease.

G.?orgia

Provides benefits in the case of occupational disease
ce.1lsing total (but not partial) loss, or loss of use,
of members or loss of vision of a.n eye.

Idaho

None, for any occupational disease.

Iowa

Provides compensation for silicosis if disability is
one-third or more of total disability.

Kmsas

None, for any dust dise~se.

M.a.ine

None, for any dust dlRease.

!/ Occupational
PP•

~2-23.

Disease Problems Under State Workmen's Compensation Laws, 2£• cit.,

-

.::./ West Virginia has special providons applicable to silicosis.
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See text.

l\lilHittn& nu 1t1d:f.J11u1 ey 5ena.!1ta
tor pei'inAhent partial a1sa~;11ey

;J\tl'J._a<l:~e ttona
~

so1o:e or....!!!. 0ceape;t10nu1 dts@ases.i
tJr .l;.bu1 ting them us

110 tea

--Provides for payment of $1,000 if the worker has
demonntrable evidence of a pulmonarJ dust disease
end his capacity for worlt has been inpaired but
the impairment is leos than totr..1.
Michiaa,n
Minnesota

Provides compensation for partiaJ. rlL.1abili ty from
silicosis or asbestosis only if it follows compensable
total dis~bility.

Mo:itana

None, f.or any occupational di:Jease.

Nevada

None, tor any occupational disease.

ii~w Hampshire

None, for any dust disease.

?Tew Mexico

None, for any occupational disease.

ltaw Yorl;

Committee or expert consultants on dust diseases may
determine the feasibility of allowing compensation
for partial <Usability.

Ohio

Hone for silicosis or occu9ational disease of the
respiratory tract other than be:,::/lliuais.

Oklahoma

None, for stlicosis or asbectosis.
on anthracosis pulmonary fibrosis,

Pennsylvania

None, :for silicosis, asbestosis

South Carolina

Benefits lower than tor accidental injury. For
pennanent partial disability due to occupational
disease limited to 52 weeks.

South Dakota

None, for any occupational disease.

Utah

Benefits lower than for accidental injury. The total
maximum f'or pen11a.nent partial disability du.e to occupo.tional di5ease is $!~,01+2.50 as compared with $8,421.90
in case of accidental injuried.

VerJ1K>nt

None, for an:: occ upat.ioi1,";.l dis~asP..
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01·

No limitation
anth.raco-silicosis.

to provide partial disability benefits on an equitable basis. The provision of
partial disability compensation would be extremely costly to employers, especially
if such compensation was not barred for occupational disease disabilities aggravated by employment.
In effect, employers would be required to finance an over-all health
insurance program, which is not the intent of workmen's compensation and
occupational disease legislation. Such coverage would also make it possible
for employees to be compensated for a pre-existing condition or sensitivity of
which the employer had no knowledge and could even lead to compensation for an
employee who is unable to work in an industry in which he sought employment,
because of a pre-existing allergic sensitivity. The provision of partial disability coverage would lead to more careful screening by employers and more
extensive pre-employment physical examinations, with a resulting restriction
on employment, which would force workers with a choice of being jobless or
competing for the most menial unskilled jobs.
States with partial disability coverage provisions have found proper
ad.ministration extremely difficult and compensation costly. Partial disability
has caused more problems than any other provision in states with so-called more
liberal laws, and man,y of these state:, would like to repeal these provisions.
Exper~ence in Other States
There was little indication of special problems resulting from partial
disability benefits in the replies on this subject from those states with comprehensive coverage. Most of the states said that the determination of causality
and extent of partial disability in occupational diseases was handled in the same
way as accidental injuries and posed no special problems. Some of the states
reported that medical panels were extremely useful in these determinations,
particularly Utah and West Virginia.
Two states (Illinois and Oregon) reported that their occupational disease
legislation prohibited coverage for diseases aggravated by employment. Utah
reported that disease aggravation is not compensated unless such aggravation
is substantial. Nevada apparently has no restriction on compensation for diseases
aggravated by employment, but stated that such cases are examined very carefully
before an award is allowed. A few states, particularly New York and Missouri,
cited diffi~ulties in determining the e~tent of disability resulting from loss
of hearing.i 3 New York also indicated the difficulties in determining causality,
stating that perhaps the most difficult problem encountered is the proper definition and identification of a disability as an occupational disease. The
administrators and the courts have found it necessary to consider whether an
individual reaction due to employment conditions, or aggravation of pre-existing
pathology, may constitute an occupational disease. In one important case, the
court held that "there must be a recognizab1,i link between the disease and some
distinctive feature of the claimant's job."
·

23.
24.

Missouri passed special legislation pertaining to loss of hearing at the
1959 legislative session. This legislation and loss of hearing problems
are discussed in a separate section.
New York has a special study underway on the determination of partial disability in silicosis and other dust disease cases. The special problems
relating to partial disability coverage for dust diseases is also covered
in a separate section.
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Testimony of Medical Experts 25
The medical experts who testified before the committee at the June 29, 1960
meeting emphasized the difficulties of determining partial disability resulting
from occupational diseases. However, none of them clearly opposed such coverage
for this reason, and a few indicated that a reasonable approach might be worked
out through the use of medical panels and related methods.
Dr. Osgood Philpott, dermatology specialist, said that while it would be
difficult to determine the degree of temporary or permanent partial disability
in a dermatitis case, he felt that a conunittee of the Colorado Dermatology
Society could he formed to s tud,y and recommend a partial disahili ty guide and
schedule. Dr. William A. Rettherg, hematolog_y specialist, said that it is very
difficult to determine the amount of disability resulting from diseases of the
blood, because there arc very few statistics available concerning the rate of
recovery, nurnher of patients who recover, and the length of time required for
recovery. (Dr. Allen Hurst, chest disease and allergy specialist, directed most
of his remarks to the difficulties involved in determining the degree of disability
in respiratory diseases with special emphasis on silicosis, and these remarks are
covered below.)
Dr. Irving Ohr, medical director, Martin-Denver, emphasized the difficulty
in determining the proportion of heart disease disability which could he
at trihuted to employment and. cautioned against establishing disability award
provisions which would prevent a disabled worker from seeking or performing
some type of gainful employment.26
Dr. B. Dixon Holland, director of the Department of Occupational Heal th,
American Medical Association, stated that the AHA has established a number of
committees to study medical problems relating to occupational disease and
workmen's compensation coverage. It is expected that the work of these
committees will result in standards which will serve as guides in the determination of partial disability, but he emphasized that the problems are extremely complex and that there is no immediate or easy solution.
Medical Panels
Dr. llurst explained to the committee that the state of New York provides
for panels of medical specialists to give testimorw before the Workmen's Compensation Board as to whether a disease could be caused by toxic substances used
for industrial purposes and as to the proportion of partial disability. 27
lie advocated similar panels ancl procedures for Colorado. If a panel of
three specialists could discuss a case and artive at a consensus of opinion, it
would he more equitable and beneficial for both employees and employers than an
25.
26.

27.

Abstracted from testimony before the Legislative Council Committee on
Occupational Diseases, June 29, 1960.
In its reply to the committee I s questions, California reported the same difficulties as stated by Dr. Ohr, statinf{ that when a heart attack results in permanent disahi ti ty an apportionment is frequently made, because the medical
evidence indicates that a part of the disahili ty is the result of the natural
progression of the pre-existing disease, and a part is the result of enployment
Testimony hef ore Legislative Counc i 1 Commi tte.e on Occupational Diseases,
June 29, 19GO.
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opinion rondered by one medical expert only. He recognized the difficulty in
selecting medical panels which would be acceptable to all concerned, but felt
that the state medical society could compile a list from which rotating panels
could be selected to act in an advisory capacity to the Industrial Commission.
Industrial Commissi.oner Frank Van Portfliet stated that ·the commission has
been interested in settin1~ up medical boards, but had been unable to determine
satisfactorily how these hoards should be financed. The three possibilities
include: 1) an assessment against insurance carriers; 2) an assessment against
claimants~ or 3) an assessment aga:i.nst the public through a general fund appropriation. 2
Conflicting Viewpoints. Many of the other medical experts agreed with
Dr. Hurst on the benefits to be gained from use of medical panels. There is a
connicting point of view, however, on how the panels should be selected and
some concern as to the relationship of such panels to the Industrial Comru.ssion,
which is charged with the public responsibility for claim and compensation
determination.
One point of view, strongly supported by Edward Scheunemann, counsel,
Colorado Labor Council AFL-CIO, holds that medical panels should be used only
for consultation on medical matters.29 The referral of difficult cases to a
medical panel for decision would he an improper delegation of the authority
which has been vested in the Industrial Commission by the General Assembly.
Further, there are many cases which are decided on the basis of fact and not
on medical questions, and doctors are not trained to determine evidence or
credibility. Concerning panel selection, nominations should be made by the
medical society, but the responsibi ti ty for final choice should lie with the
Industrial Commission. If the final selection were made by the medical society
or any private group, it would also be an improper delegation of authority and
the abdication of responsibility by a public agency.
While there is a certain amount of agreement that medical panels should
function in an advisory capacity, there is a difference of opinion as to whether
medical panel reports should be hinding, at least with respect to the determination of partial disability in occupational disease cases. It is pointed out
that it is less likely that there would be equitable determination of partial
occupational disease disability if the findings of a competent medical board
are ignored by the commission. There is also objection to having the Industrial
Commission make the final selection of a medical panel. The state medical
society should have this authority, because it would pick the most competent
and thoroughly trained men. Selections ma.de by a~y other body would be
political in nature.30
Selection and Functions of Medical Panels in Other States. As might be
expected, the states vary considerably in the selection and functions of medical
boards and panels. Four states (Nevada, Ohio, Oregon, and Utah) with somewhat
different approaches have been selected as illustrations.
28.
29.
30.

Ibid.
Ibid.
Tostimo~y of C. II. Groves, Colorado Fuel and Iron Corporation, bef?re the
Lev,islative Council Committee on Occupational Diseases, June 29, 1960.
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Nevada: The Nevada State Medical Association annually selects a list of
three licensed physicians to constitute a medical board on workmen's compensation
and occupational disease cases. The jurisdiction of the board is limited solely
to the consideration and determination of medical questions and the extent of
disability. The findings of the medical board or a majority of the members
thereof, are final and binding on the Nevatia Industrial Commission.31
Ohio: A list of eligible physicians is drawn up and approved by the Dean
of the Medical School at Ohio State University, State Director of Health, and
Industrial Commission, with each having one vote. Selection of three-member
medical boards from the approved list of p~ysicians is made by the administrator
of the Workmen's Compensation Bureau. Medical questions involved in any claim
are submitted to a medical panel only when the request for such a panel is made
by the administrator, a regional board of review, or by the Industrial Commission.
The board reports its findings in writing with such supporting evidence as it may
wish to include. This report becomes part of the case file, but is not binding
on thE: administrator, the commission, or the regional boards of review. 32
Oregon: A list of eligible physicians is drawn up by the Dean of
University of Oregon Hedical School, State llealth Officer, and Industrial
Commission, with each having one vote. Only in the event that a final order
of the commission in an occupational disease case is rejected, is a medical
board of review appointed. This three-member board is selected from the eligible
list as follows: o.ne member appointed by the commission, one member appointed
by the· claimant, and one member appoi ntcd b,y the circuit judge of the district
in which the claimant resides. 'l'his board makes a written report of its findings
including: the disease or disability of the claimant, determination as to
whether the disease was employment-connected, and in partial disability cases,
the proportion of such disability. The findings of the board are binding upon
the Industrial Commission. 33
Utah: The Industrial Commission has the authority to appoint three-member
merlical panels, but there are no eligible lists from which such appointments are
made. The commission is required by law, however, to select as panel members
only recognized specialists on the injury or disease involved in the case which
they are appointed to consirler. The medical panel makes its findings in a
written report, which may also include a decision as to the disposition of the
case and the award to be rradc. 34 Except for partial disability occupational
disease cases, the panels' fincl:i n~s anrl decisions arc not binding, if there is
other substantial conflicting evidence which supports a contrary finding by the
commission. With respect to parU al clisahili ty occupational disease cases,
the findings of the panel arc bind:i ng on the commission. The Utah statutes set
forth the reasons for me<lical panels in these cases an,l the procedure to be
followed: 35

31.
32.
33.
34.
35.

Section 6.16.190, Nevada Revised Statutes.
Section 4123.15, Ohio Revised Code.
Sections 856.810 and 856.820, Oregon Revised Statutes.
35-1-77 Utah Code, 1953.
35-2-56 II Utah Code, 1953.
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It is recognized that the measurement of partial permanent disability is a highly technical and difficult task
and should be pl.aced in the hands of physicians specially
trained for the care and treatment of the occupational
disease involved, and that particularly in cases of silicosis
such determination should be by physicians limiting largely
their practice to diseases of the chest; that the measurement
of the extent of such disability should not be determined by
physicians in general practice nor by laymen. Where a claim
for compensation based upon partial permanent disability due
to an occupational disease is filed with the commission, the
commission shall appoint an impartial medical panel to consist
of not less than three physicians specializing in the treatment of the disease or condition involved in the claim, and
such medical panel shall make such study, take such X-rays
and perform such tests as the panel may determine and
certify to the commission the extent, if any, of the
permanent disability of the claimant from performing work
for remuneration or profit, and whether the sole cause of
such partial permanent disability, in the opinion of the
panel, results from the occupational disease and whether
any other cause or causes have aggravated, prolonged,
accelerated or in a~ywise contributed to the disability,
and if so, the extent (in percentage) to which such other
cause or causes has so contributed to the disability. The
report of the panel shall be made to the commission in
writing •••
Partial Disability Coverage for Silicosis and Other Dust Diseases
Under the Colorado occupational disease act, no compensation for disability
other than total is provided for silicosis and asbestosis. (Other dust diseases
such as anthracosis are not covered.) Consequently, a silicotic is unable to.
receive a~y benefits or receive medical attention if he is in the first or
second stages of the disease. There is no provision for maintenance payments
during a period of vocational retraining, so unless a silicotic has financial
resources, even this avenue is closed. The only remaining alternative is to
continue employment in the occupation which resulted in the contraction of silicosis in the first place. Even then a silicotic may not be able to find employment, unless he signs an agreement to waive benefits for the aggravation of his
condition, which is m~~t likely to occur if he continues in the same or similar
hazardous employment.
Partial Disability Compensation for Silicosis and Dust Diseases in
Other States. Twenty-five states provide partial disability coverage for
silicosis and dust diseases in the same way as for all other occupational
diseases, and several states provide limited partial disability coverage.
(For a complete state by state analysis sec Table VII.) In West Virginia
acceptance of a compensation award for first or second stage silicosis prevents
a~y further compensation. Stage one, for which the maximum compensation is
$1,000, is clefinod as the ti me when tho earliest detectable specific signs of
the disease arc present, rer,arclless of whether or not capacity for work is
impaired. Stage two, for which the maximum compensation is $2,000, is defined
36.

Colorado is one of 2'3 s 1.a tes in which such a waiver is permitted. A discussion
of waiver provision is included in the section on subsequent injury funds.
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as the time when definite and specific physical signs of silicosis are present,
and when capacity for work is impaired. Third stage silicosis, complete disablement, is handled in the same manner as any other occupational disease or occupational injury. The s:ilicotic is further handicapped in this state because
medical treatment for silicosis is not allowed.
Two states (Arkansas and Iowa) provide compensation for silicosis or
asbestosis if the partial disability is one-third or more. Maryland provides
.for a payment of $1,000 if the worker has demonstrable evidence of a pulmonary
dust disease and his capacity for work has been impaired but the impairment is
less than total. Minnesota provides compensation for partial disability from
silicosis and asbestosis only if it follows compensable total disability.
While Oklahoma provides partial disability coverage for anthracosis pulmonary
fibrosis, no coverage is allowed for silicosis or asbestosis.
Most of the states which do not include silicosis and other dust diseases
under partial disability coverage make this omission because of the difficulty
in establishing the proportion of partial disability accurately. New York has
a special committee studying this problem with the hope that dust diseases can
be included under partial disability coverage in the near future. New York
reported that this study is specifically required by legislation with the
definite intent of including partial disability for dust diseases as soon as
standards can be established for diagnosing and evaluating the progressive
degrees of :i.ncapaci ty and disability that may result from silicosis and other
dust diseases.
""

Testinony of Dr. Hurst •37 The difficulty in determining partial disability
in silicosis and other respiratory ailments was stressed by Dr. Hurst in his
testimony before the committee. He said that a worker may be disabled for an
occupation such as mining but might be perfectly able to work in some other job.
It is not easy to rrake an objective evaluation of such factors as employment
suitability, atmospheric conditions, altitude, and the pre-existence of a chest
condition which makes a person more susceptible to respiratory diseases. In
such situations, it would be extremely difficult to calculate the amount of
disability attributed to employment conditions. If partial disability coverage
is provided for silicosis and dust diseases, it was Dr. Hurst's opinion that
the use of medical panels was absolutely necessary in the determination of the
cause and extent of disability.
Special Partial Disability Problems Relating to Radiation Exposure
Unlike silicosis and dust diseases, which are discernible in early stages,
there is usually no physical evidence of radiation absorption, and aside from
the maintenance of accurate exposure records, no way to measure such absorption.
There is considerable disagreement as to maximum radiation tolerances, both
for single and prolonged e>..-posure. Many of the diseases which may result from
exposure (such as lung cancer and leukemia) are not presently distinguishable
37.

Before the Lef~islati ve Council Cammi ttee on Occupational Diseases, June 29,
1960.
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from the same diseases which may result from other sources. After considerable
exposure, a worker in an industry working with radioactive materials may find
himself in the same situation as a second stage silicotic. Further employment
in the same occupation would increase his exposure above his long term tolerance
level, and the results would be irreversible in the same way as for third stage.
silicosis.
While there are no known workers in this situation at present in Colorado,
it can reasonably be expected that in the future there will be workers whose
further employment in the same occupations will probabl~• result in permanent
disability, shortening of life span, and perhaps death •. Two needs are indicated
by this possibility: 1) some method of providing partial disability coverage
commensurate with the level of radiation absorption; and 2) a rehabilitation
program so that these workers (who are usually highly skilled) can be retrained
and assisted in entering another occupation commensurate with their skills and
salary level, if possible. Since no indications of disability are present for
those workers whose radiation absorption is less than the maximum, the problem
of providing partial compensation does not appear to have an easy solution. One
approach might be a special provision allowing partial compensation and retraining
assistance after a certain level of radiation absorption has been reached as indicated by exposure records, or partial disability compensation might be based
on loss of earning power resulting from having to change occupations.
The increased use of radioactive isotopes by industry, the presence of high
concentrations of radon gas in radioactive metal mines, and the increased use
of radioactive materials in the defense program all point up the importance of
giving thorough consideration to the provision of adequate coverage for radiation
exposure.
Special Partial Disability Problems Relating to Loss of Hearing
There has been a decided increase in claims for loss of hearing--both
partial and total--in several states with both blanket coverage and provisions
for partial disability compensation. Studies have indicated that a relatively
high proportion of people in industry have some impairment of hearing, in many
cases unrelated to their employment. This proportion has been estimated as
high as about 10 per cent of the population in general and 25 per cent of
applicants for industrial jobs.38
All of these people with hearing impairment are potential claimants, since
many industries attain noise levels which may in the long run affect hearing.
The question was raised by the Casualty and Surety Companies Association as
to whether these people and others without pre-existing impairment who suffer
partial hearing loss as a consequence of employment should be entitled to
partial disability compensation even though fully employed and earning full
wages.39 On the other hand, it can be argued that such compensation is valid,
because partial awards are made under workmen's compensation for the loss of
a finger or a toe, and the injured worker may continue to be fully employed.
38.

39.

Noise and Your Ear, Glorig; Gruse & Stration Inc., 1958, p. 86, as quoted
1n the preparedstatement of the Association of Casualty and Sur.ety Companies presented to the Legislative Council Committee on Occupational
Diseases, April 8, 1960.
The question was also raised by C.H. Groves, Colorado Fuel & Iron Corp.
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This problem of loss of hearing was avoided in one state (Pennsylvania),
which, upon adoption of a comprehensive act in 1955 1 excluded compensation
for partial loss of hearing. This approach has been suggested for Colorado
by the Association of Casualty and Surety Companies pending further study.
A better solution to the problem (also suggested. by the association) might
be found in the legislation passed by Missouri in 1959. The Missouri legislation sets a schedule for the payment of both total and partial disability
for loss of hearing and proscribes how such hearing in1pairment is to be
measured. 4 o The Missouri act also sets standards for determining the extent
of normal hearing loss in the general population as a result of increased age.
This normal hearing loss is then compared with the loss resulting from industrial
exposure in each case, with the difference used as a measure of partial disability.
Insurance Rate Increases for the Provision of Partial Disability Coverage
The National Council on Compensation Insurance was also unable to compute
statistically the effect of the adoption of partial disability coverage on
insurance rates. It would depend to a great extent on the specific legislation
adopted and the restrictions contained therein. Generally the increase is not
expected to be appreciable, but it will probably be more for certain industrial
classifications such as mining and manufacturing with a high level of industrial
noise, depending on how the legislation provides for partial disability coverage
for dust diseases and loss of hearing.
Statute of Limitations on the Filing of Claims
Colorado's Occupational Disease Act requires that disablement, other than
from silicosis or asbestosis, must have resulted within 120 days from the date
of the employee's last injurious exposure to such disease while actually working
for the employer against whom compensation is claimed. Further, a claim, other
than for silicosis or asbestosis, must be filed within 60 days after disablement,
except for poisoning from henzol and its derivatives, for which there is a
90-day limit. Disablement from silicosis must result within two years from
the date of the employee's last in.iurious exposure to such disease while actually
working for the emplo,;•er against whom compensation is claimed. During this
two-year period, there must have been exposure for at least 60 da~•s while
working for one employer. The Colorado act also requires that a worker claiming
disability from silicosis or asbestosis must have been exposed to harmful quanti tics of silicon dioxide dust or asbestos dust in this state for a total period
of not less than five of the 10 years immediatelypreceding disablement.
Statute of Limitations in Other States
Colorado is one of only four states which require that
occur less than a year after the last exposure. Table VIII
tations for each individual state. Sixteen states have the
tations applying to the date of disablement. Seven set the

40.

disablement must
shows time limistatute of limilimit at one year;

The full text of the Missouri lo~islation is contained in Appendix E.
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four at two years; and one at 16 months. In a nunber of these states, further
exception is made for dust and/or radiation diseases. In fifteen states, the
statute of limitations begins with the date of the worker's knowledge of the
disease or the manifestation of the symptoms. The period in which claims must
be filed in these states varies from six months to two years. Seven states
have the date of last exposure as the starting point for the statute of. limitations, with four providing that the claim must be filed within one year;
two states, two years; and one state, three years. In 11 states, a combination
of the above factors is used.
Statutes of Limitations in Selected States.· Following are the statutes of
limitations in six states with more liberal provisions than Colorado:
1) one year from the date the claimant has notice from a
physician of his occupational disease (Washington);

2) one year from tho date claimant knows of his disability
and its employment relationship, but within five years of last
exposure (New Jersey);
3) one year from date of last exposure, except for occupational
diseases caused b~• radiation, berylliosis, or inhalation of silicon
or asbestos dust, in which cases the limitation is three years
(Illinois);
4) two years after date of disablement, except for exposure to
X-rays, radium, ionizing radiation, or radioactive substances, or
silicosis and related diseases, but within 90 days after both disablement and knowledge that the disease is or was due to the nature
of employment (New York);
5) within 180 days from the date the claimant is informed of the
disease by a physician or becomes disabled, ,michever is later, and
within seven years after last exposure (Oregon);
6) two years after the en1ployee knew or ought to have known
tho nature of his disability and its relation to employment, or
within two years from date of injury--last day of work for last
employer wh ose employment caused disability (Wisconsin)~
0

Comments from Other States. Several states commented on their statutes of
limitations in their answers to the committee inquiry. Both New Jersey and
Wisconsin reported concern that their statutes of limitations excluded diseases
resultin~ from radiation exposure. In Wisconsin there is increasing recognition
that tho present limit for filing after disablement may not be adequate for all
diseases, but especially for radiation diseases. It is anticipated that a change
in this limitation will be proposed in the 1961 legislature. While there was
no indication that immediate legislation will he proposed in New Jersey, that
state reported that tho limit of five years after last exposure is too restricted
with respect to radiation diseases.
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TABLE VIII
TIME LIMITS FOR FILING AN OCCUPATIONAL DISEASE CLAIM
(Covers limitotion1 opplicoble to !Hing cloim1 for occupotionol di1eo1e co1e1 except those resulting in deoth, under the occupotlonal disease provi1ion1.)
Date of worker"1
knowledge

Stale

Dote of disablement

Dote of monifOJlation
of 1ymptom1·

Dote of injury

Alabama . . . . . . . . .
Alaska ... .

Date of last
exposure
year . . . . . . . . . .

2 years

1

••..•••.

60 days~ ...... .

Arizona .. .

2 years . . . . . . . . .

Arkansas . . . . . . . . .
California . . . . . . . .

1 year"
60 days~ ...... .

Colorado ..... .
Connecticut . . . . . . .

year . ...

Delaware. . . . . . . . . 6 months ' ...
District of Columbia .

1 year . . . . . . . . . .

Florida . . . . . . . . . . .

2 years . . . . . . . . .

Georgia .. .

1 year r, . . . . . . . .

Hawaii.

2 years ,; .
1 year ..

Idaho ..

3 yean

Illinois.
2 years ;

Indiana ..

1 year ~ ...

Iowa ..
Kansas.

1 year '' .
year "'
4 months

Louisiana.
Maine.

year '"

Maryland ..

year

1

11

'

Massachusetts ..

6 months

Michigan ..

3 years .

Minnesota ..

6 years

MiniHippi ...

1-1

I'.,

Na occupational disease coverage.

See foot"°te1 at end of table.

Source:

State Workmen's Compensation Laws,~ Comparison of Hajor Provisions
withllccommcncicd Starular<is, ll. S. Department of Labor, Bureau of
Labor Standarcts, Dcccmlwr 1959.
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TABLE VIII continued
. TIME LIMITS FOR FILING AN OCCUPATIONAL DISEASE CLAIM-Continued
(Covers limitations applicable lo filing claims for occupational disease cases, except those resulting in death, under the occupational disease provision,.)
Date of worker's
knowledge

State

Missouri ......... .

year

Date of disablement

Dale of manife1latian
of symptoms

16 . . • . . • .

Montana ........ . 60 days

17

...... .

Nebraska ........ .

6 months

Nevada .... .
year

19 • • • • • • • •

New Jersey ...... .

year

20

21

60 days

New York ....... .

2 years

North Carolina .... .

1 year ......... .

.

.. ' ....... .. .
{

22

...... .
...••..

North Dakota .... .

1 year ......... .

Ohio . . . . . . . . . . . . 6 months

23

.•..••

Oklahoma ....... .

1 year ......... .

Oregon . . . . . . . . . . 1 80 days

24

••••••

Pennsylvania ..... .
~

•.....

....... .

New Mexico ...... .

2

18

4 months ....... .

New Hampshire ... .

Puerto Rico

Date of last
exposure

Date of injury

16 months ...... .

• • • • .

Rhode Island ..... .

2 years ........ .

South Carolina .... .

1 year ......... .

South Dakota . . . . ..

year ......... .

Tennessee ....... .

year ......... .

Texas .......... .

1 year

Utah ....

60 days

Washington ...... .

26

,•

... .

.•..•.••

27 . • • • • . •

Vermont ........ .
Virginia ........ .

. .........

2 years ........ .
year

28

year

29 . • • • • • • •

•••••••.

year.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

West Virginia .... .
Wisconsin ....... .

2 years ao . . . . . . .

Wyo"'i"g, . . . . . . .

No occupational disease coverage.
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TABLE VIII Footnotes
1

Two yean ofter the employee hos knowledge of the nature of his di10billty and 111 relation ta his employment.
• Disability must result within 120 days from exposure.
> One year from the dote on which employee fint suffered disability and knew or should hove known that his di1ability was caused by the job.
• The employer must be notified within 6 months and claim must be filed with the Industrial Boord within 1 year ofter knowledge and 5 yeon oflar
lost exposure.
• Disablement must re1ult within 1 year ofter lost exposure,
• Moy be waived if employer not prejudiced thereby.
1 Claim must be filed within 2 yeon ofter disablement and disablement must occur within 2 yeon ofter 1011 exposure,
• For radiation di1e01e1, within 2 yean from the lost day of injurious _exposure and claim must be filed within 90 days ofter such disablement or ott.r
the employee hod knowledge or should hove known of his disablement.
" for radiation diseases, within 3 yeon from dote of 1011 exposure.
,n One year ofter employee finl experiences a distinct monifeslotion of on c;,ccupolionol disease or ofter dote of lost exposure, whichever dote is later.
11
Notice to employer within '6 months of contraction of disease or '6 months of manifestation constitutes claim.
" For radiation diseases, I year from the lime the penon claiming benefits knew or should hove known of the cou1al relationship between his em•
ploymenl and his incapacity, or ofter incapacity, whichever is later.
"Claim must l,e filed within 1 year ofter disablement and di1ablemenl must occur within 1 year ofter the lost injurious exposure but failure ta file
within such lime limits may be waived under certain circum1tonce1.
" Within 6 months "ofter its occurrence." However, failure to make a claim within the 6 months shall not bar proceedings under cer•
loin circumstances.
"Two years ofter employer reports occupoliono1 disease lo commiuion, but not lo exceed 6 yeon from dote of occident. Disease must be contracted
in employment within 12 months previous lo dole of di1ablemenl.
1 • One year ofter it becomes reasonably discoverable and apparent that a compensable injury hos been sustained.
11
Claim must be filed within 30 days ofter notice lo employer. Notice must be filed within 30 days ofter worker's knowledge of the impairment
·and ill relation lo the employment. Disability must occur within 1 20 days ofter lost day of work for the employer ogoinsl whom claim 11 mode (may be
extended lo 1 year),
"Within 6 months from dote of injury and di1ability must hove commenced within 2 yeon subsequent to the dote of termination of the employment,
1
• One year from dote of fint treatment by a licensed physician.
0
'
Within 1 year ofter the employee knew or ought lo hove known the nature of his disability and its relation to his employment and within 5 years
ofter exposure.
"' Disablement must occur within 120 days after lost day of work for the employer against whom claim is mode.
" With respect lo certain 1low-1torting occupational diseases including those due ta "exposure lo X-rays, radium, ionizing radiation or radioactive
substances" failure to file within said 2 year period shall not bar the claim provided ii is filed thereafter but within 90 doy1 ofter both di10blemenl and
knowledge that the dise01e i1 or was due to the nature of the employment.
'·' Six month1 ofter diognosi1 by a licensed phy1icion or within 2 yeon ofter disability. For radiation dise01es, 6 month1 ott.r diogn01i1 by a licensed
phy1icion or within 1 year ofter disability. Di10bility mu1t occur within B yeor1 ofter 1011 exp01ure.
20 Within 1 BO days from the dote the claimant ii informed of the diseo1e by a phy1icion or, becomel di1abled, whichever i1 later, and within 7 years
att.r 1011 exp01ure.
" No time limit provi1ion.
•• for radiation dise01es, 1 year ofter dote employee first suffered incapacity and knew or 1hould hove known that the dise01e wa1 cau1ed by hi1
employment.
"Within 60 doy1 ofter cou1e of action.
'" One year after diogn01i1 ii fint communicated lo him or 1 year ofter fint manifestation, whichever occun first.
"' One year from dote claimant h01 notice from phy1icion of hi1 occupational di1eose.
w Within 2 yeon ofter the employee knew or ought lo hove known the nature of hi1 disability and ill relation lo hi1 employment, or within 2 year1
from the "dote of injury" (defined 01 lost day of work for 1011 employer wh01e employment cou1ed di10bility).
Norr: Except for radiation diseases, this table doe1 not include spocio1 provi1ion1 for lime limits for filing cloim1 that opply only ta 1pecifled di1ea1•,
wch as 1ilic01i1 and 01best01i1.
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Washington commented that its statute of limitations (see ahove) has
proven satisfactory in covcringall compensable diseases regardless of time
of occurrence. Hawaii was of the opinion that most cases of radiation
disease would be covered h~• the statutory limi.tation of two years from date
of disability. None of the other state~, except West Virginia, indicated
that change was desirable. In that state, it was pointed out that the
requirement of 60 days continuous exposure to the hazard involved was too
restrictive.
Inadequacy of Colorado's Statute of Limitations
Considerable testimony was given at the four committee hearings on the
inadequacy of Colorado's statute of limitations, particularly with respect to
silicosis and other dust diseases and radiation exposure. Sim Cingoranelli,
president of the Climax Molybdenw11 Union, stated that silicosis is at present
an incurable disease which progresses slowly, in ma~y cases over a long period
of years. It not infrequentl,y happens that a man inhales a sufficient quantity
of silicon dust to start the disease process in his lungs, but does not become
totally di sabletl for many years thereafter. Under the present law, an employer
can avoid all compensatio11 b,y shifting an employee out of dust work once he
knows the man has silicosis, and then if he lives for two years and does not
become totalt.y disabled within that time, the employer is relieved of all
liahility, even though death or total disability is inevitable in all cases
where there has boon sufficient dust inhalation.
Even if total disability occurs within the two years immediately following
the last exposure, the employee must prove that he was exposed to harmful dust
for at least 60 days c\uri.ng his last two years employment for one employer.
Consequently, a number of silicotic miners are excluded from coverage because
of casual emplo~·ment in a number of smal 1 mines during this two years, none
of which adds up to 60 days for one employer. It is in these small mines
that proper ventilation and safet~• precautions arc most often ignored.
Further, if an emplo,vee meets all of these requiremen ls, but has not worked
in Colorado mines for five of the last ten years of emplo,vment, he is still
not entitled to compensation. 41
Radiation Exposure. Tn its majority report, the Industrial Commission
pointed out the ina.dequacies of the present statute of limitations with respect
to diseases resulting from radiation exposure. "The Commission has been advised
by experts in the field that various forms of cancer can develop from such exposure as late as 35 years after the exposure. 1142 This statement in the
Industrial Commission's majority report was supported b,v testimony before the
comnti ttoo by the re pre sen tat i ves or two unions whose members work with or
around radioactive material.

,11.

'12.

Excerpted from prepared statement hy Sim Cingoranc 1.li, president,
Climax Holyh1lenum Union, pres en led to the Lei~isla ti ve Council ColTtmi ttee
on Occupational Diseases, April B, lDGO. The Climax 1-lolybdenum Corporation was represented al th_is hearing, hut the company's representative
indicated that he cl1cl not wish to testify; h_is presence was mcrcl~r as
an observer.
Hajori.ty Ronort or the Industrial Commission,~- cit.
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Professor Douglas Parker, University of Colorado Law School, also
stressed the inadequacy of the statute of limitations with respect to
radiation diseases in his study for the Colorado Mining Law Institute,
recommending that tho provisions of the Washington act or similar legislation be adopted. 43 While it was generally agreed that there is considerable study still to be made on the causal relationship between degenerative
diseases and radiation exposure, the latent disease possibilities are well
known anrl should be covered, either through providing that the statute of
limitations for all diseases shall not begin until the disease has been
diagnosed and/or the employee has knowledge of same, or by providing a
special statute of limitations applicable to latent diseases caused by
radiation.
Ashley St. Clair, counsel, Liberty Mutual Insurance Company, takes
exception to the proposal that a special statute of limitations apply to
radiation diseases. "There is no good reason why a man who receives a
radiation injury should receive compensation benefits in excess of those
given another man who suffers an equally disabling injury from trauma or
di~easc ••• To the extent that any compensation law does not afford an adequate remedy for any occupational disease I that law should be amended, and
the amendment should not be restricted to radiation injury, but should include every occupational discase ••• Should not whatever time limitation is
applicable to an occupational disease claim run from the date of disablement
or other positive manifestation of the disease?-114 4
The Statute of Limitations and Other Diseases. Considerable testimony
presented to the committee on this subject was in accord with Mr. St. Clai'r's
statement that time limitations on all diseases should run from disablement
or other positive manifestations of the disease. Testimony was given that the
delay between the last exposure to beryllium and the symptoms may be as long
as ten years.45 The senior industrial hygienist for the state health department and some of the medical experts pointed out that many industrial diseases;
not only those caused b,v radiation or dust exposure, arc la tent in appearing
and difficult to diagnose. Falling in this category are blood diseases and
exposure to various metals and their compounds, in addition to beryllium
mentioned above.
On the other hand, the statement of the Association of Casualty and
Surety Companies di saJ~reed somcwha t with Hr. St. Clair's position. The
association recommended that the statute of limitations for radiation
diseases commence with the manifestation of the disablementA but that
limitations should be more restrictive for other diseases: 4

43.
'1'1.

45.
46.

Testimony he fore the Legislative Council Commi ttce on Occupational
Diseases, May 9 1 1960.
Address before the 1958 Annual Convention of the International
Association of Industrial Accident Boards and Commissions.
Prepared Statement by T. M. McCormick, Secretary-Treasurer, Oil, Chemical
& Atomic Workers Tnternational Union A1'1.-CIO, presented to the Legislative
Council Committee on Occupational Diseases, April B, 1960,
Association of Casualty & Surety Companies, 2£,• cit.
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Some reasonable time limitations, of course, are necessary, preferably to run from the date of disablement. This
date can be determined with a reasonable amount of certainty.
Usually moreover, it is also desirable to have some provision specifying how lonr, after· exposure disability must
occur. Such a period should be long enough to permit
claims to be made for disability clearly traceable to
occupational exposure. Unless some reasonable time limit
is inserted, highly speculative claims are invited long
after employment is terminated and where causal relationship to the employment is at best highly conjectural.
Exception to such a provision, however, should be made
with respect to latent diseases from radiation injuries.
Arguments Against Liberalizing the Statute of Limitations
The major argument against liberalizing the statute of limitations is that
employers and insurance carriers will be confronted with an unknown liability
for claims at som3 future date. It is pointed out that it is difficult enough
to establish causality for occupational diseases for which claims are brought
within the statute of limitations presently provided in the Colorado act;
it would be many more ti mes as difficult to determine causality for claims
filed five, ten, or fifteen years after the last known exposure. Hore study
should be given to the nature of occupational diseases, their causes, and the
time within which symptoms develop before the statute of limitations can be
liberalized in a way which will be equitable to both employer and employee.
The Industrial Commission minority report provides a sU1'Ullar;y of the major
arguments against liberalizing the statute of limitations: 47
Reference has been made to the periods of limitation
under the Occupational Disease law and I think without
sufficient reasoning it has been recommended that the
limitation period for fi Ung claims be substantially expanded even to the point of computing the inception date
of such periods of limitation from the riate of diagnosis
rather than from the rtate of disablement. I do not
quarrel with the social aspects of such thinkinr, but as
a practical matter I wonder how in the world an employer
or his insurance company can properly compute the extent
of its liability from year to year anct how rates and
premiums can be accurately prognosticated under such
laws. Docs not every person subject to legal liability
have the right to do busi ncss anll to possess a free
conscience within some reasonable limits of time as to
the extr]nt of lhci.r lcr~al. liability? Is it proper for
a provident employer to reach the age of retirement in
the belief that he has accumulated sufficient assets to
sec him through until clcalh anct then tn be confronted
with an anci cnt ancl stale source or 1.iabili t,v?

47.

Hinorit:v Report of the lnrlustr.ial. Commission to the Legislative
Council Commi ttcc ~ Occupa lional Diseases, OJ~• cit.
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Can you visualize the problems involved in ascertaining
facts concerning the source of disease and working conditions under statutes of this character? Is it not
possible that atlenrling physicians and their records
necessary to the defense or an action would he dead or
destroyed under these proposed' periods of limitation?
llow long can a potential claimant delay in ascertaining
the cause of his disease or infirmity to the prejudice of
another and still produce an equitable result? Who can say
that the perio,ls of limitation in the present act are any
more unjust than those proposed? Unjust to whom?
It is averred that a very special Statute of Limitations shoulrl be enacted for irracliation diseases.
Someone must be clairvoyant because all of the literature
available indicates that these diseases also are subject
to considerable speculation as to cause, effect and incubation. I do not deny that ultimately these diseases
will requ.ire special trea trncnt but they now fall into
that class hercinbefore discussed in which the medical
profession docs not as yet possess sufficient knowledge
upon which to base proper legislation. The sentence
contained in the statement attached, that the Commission
has been advised by experts that various forms of cancer
can develop from irrarlia ti on exposure, I submit that other
so-called experts deny the statement and have frankly
committed themselves to the proposition that harmful
exposure in this area cannot on the basis of present
knowledge he accurately defined.
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Rehabilitation Programs
All states have adopted the provisions of the Federal
Vocational Rehabilitation Act, which p~ovides federal assistance
to injured or handicapped individuals. Most of the 20 states
which have made some provisions for rehabilitation assistance in
their workmen's compensation laws have also tied in these provisions with the state rehabilitation agencies that enforce the
federal law. (Figure 5 shows those states which provide maintenance benefits during rehabilitation.) Such laws usually
provide for the referral of all cases to the rehabilitation
agency for assistance. For example, Utah automatically refers
each permanently disabled person to its division of vocational
rehabilitation. If the person is found to be retrainable and is
cooperative with the division, he will be allowed up to $700 for
rehabilitation expenses plus maintenance allowance. If the individual is found to be retrainable but does not cooperate with the
rehabilitation division, his weekly compensation is cut to onehalf of what it would normally be.
There are many different ways to establish some kind
of rehabilitation program in a state workmen's compen~ation or
occupational disease law. The statutes of each state were
checked on this point, and it appears that such rehabilitation
provisions apply to occupational disease cases as well as workmen's compensation cases. Arkansas apparently is the only state
providing for rehabilitation for a worker with an occupational
disease lsilicosis) with no similar provisions for injury cases.
Rehabilitation Programs in Other States
The following is a brief explanation of the various
approaches to rehabilitation programs in workmen's compensation
laws. Several states use a combination of these methods. (A
state by state analysis of statutory provisions on rehabilitation programs is contained in Appendix F.)
Cost of Fmployment. A few states such as Minnesota
and Texas require that rehabilitation assistance, including
training and prosthetic devices, be provided by the employer or
his insurer as a part of the medical expenses. Wisconsin has a
very similar law, except that a maximum rehabilitative period of
40 weeks is specified. In Massachusetts, all insurers or selfinsurers are required to furnish vocational rehabilitation
services to workers declared eligible by the Massachusetts Rehabilitation Commission.
Discretion o..LJDdustrial Commission. Arizona has provided that the Industrial Commission may make such additional
awards as may be necessary for the promotion of vocational rehabilitation, to be financed from a special fund similar to a
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second-injury fund. Hawaii's law is very similar to this, except
that the maximum amount that may be allotted to each permanently
disabled person is $1,000. In addition to specified maintenance
payments, Oregon's law allows the Commission to spend such funds
as may be necessary to accomplish rehabilitation; this program is
financed by a $200,000 rehabilitation reserve.
Training and Education Behefits Only. While most states
allow both maintenance and training benefits to an injured employee
(in addition to compensation payments), a few states allow only a
specified maximum sum for actual training and travel costs, Arkansas, for example, allows a maximum of $400 for travel and retraining expenses for each silicosis victim--financed by the
employer. West Virginia allows a maximum of $800 for vocational
training (including necessary medical appliances) to each disabled employee,
Maintenance Benefits, Most of the states which have
specific rehabilitation provisions in their workmen's compsensation laws provide for maintenance benefits during the period of
rehabilitation. These benefits vary considerably. Missouri provides a maximum of $10 a week for not more than 40 weeks, Minnesota allows two-thirds of average wage, not to exceed $45 a week,
for a maximum of 52 weeks, while Utah allows $35 a week not to
exceed 10 weeks.
Unlimited Medical Costs, Over half of the states have
taken a somewhat indirect approach to rehabilitation in their
workmen's compensation laws. They do this by providing for unlimited medical benefits. In cases of permanent disability,
this practically forces the employer or insurer to make some
provision for rehabilitation of the individual, To illustrate,
in the case of a permanent-partial or permanent-total disability
case, an insurer would rather pay for an extensive rehabilitation
program than pay continuous hospital and medical costs,
Rehabilitation in Colorado
The Department of [{ehabili tation provides funds for the
cost of 7etraining and in some instances maintenance payments
are provided as well. Tl1e top limit for maintenance is :HOO
per month, but normally these payments are between $70 and $80
8efore maintenance benefits arc provided, a careful check is •
made of th<? applicant's financial situation and resources
Reha bi li ta ti on prourams a re operated in a number of ways ~i th
retraining in each instance geared to the individual's needs.
The resources u~ed i~1clude on-the-job training, technical
schools, and university extension programs •
. . Ve 7y few referrals h~ve been made to the Department of
Rehabilitation by the Industrial Commission. The most significant reason for the small numb~r of referrals is the lack of
funds to provide or assist in the provision of maintenance payments: _As !he result of the lack_ of partial disability coverage
f?r.stl?cosis and the practice of allowing first and second stage
sil1cotics to sign waivers, miners suffering from silicosis are
not referred to the rehabilitation department until it is too
late to help them.
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Figure 5
STATE WORKMEN'S COMPENSATION LAWS

Maintenance Benefits During Rehabilitation
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Source:

State Workmen's Compensation Laws,
A Comparison of Major Provisionswith
Recommended Standards, u.s Department
of Labor, Bureau of Labor ~tandards,
December 1959.

Subsequent Injury_Funds
Workers suffering from previous occupational injury or
disability often have trouble in securing employment. A number
of reasons are given by employers for not hiring these workers:
1) possible increase in compensation insurance rates; 2) lack of
flexibility and difficulty of transfer; 3) inability to pass preemployment physical; 4) inability to perform strenuous tasks;
and 5) excessive retraining costs.
Probably the greatest concern that employers have is
that a previously disabled worker might sustain another injury,
with the combined disabilities resulting in permanent total
disability. In such a situation, employers fear that they
would be liable for the total disability rather than only for
the injury occurring while in their employ.
Subsequent injury fund legislation has been developed
in workmen's compensation laws to help meet some of these fears
and objections and to assist the handicapped worker in securing
employment. Two important elements are embodied in the second
injury fund principle: first, that the injured worker who had
a previous physical impairment should be paid full compensation
to which he would be entitled for the combined disability; and,
second, that the employer should be liable only for the compensation which is payable for the subsequent injury. For example,
a worker with non-disabling silicosis contracts pneumonia in his
work and the combination of the diseases results in permanent
total disability. Both the employer and the worker are fortunate
if this case should arise in a state having a subsequent injury
fund with broad coverage. The employer's liability is limited
to the second injury and the employee is fully protected because
the second injury fund will pay the difference between the
benefit payable for the second injury and the award for permanent total disability.
Subsequent injury funds or equivalent arrangements
have been established under all but five workmen's compensation
acts. The trend in second injury fund legislation is to broaden
the coverage rather than limit the application of the provision
to workers who have lost the use of a member of the body or the
member itself. The laws of 15 states cover any previous permanent disability without limitation as to type or cause.
Figure 6 shows the type of subsequent injury fund coverage by
state.
Of special note are the provisions relating to dust
diseases which have been incorporated in New York's subsequent
injury law. The subsequent injury law in that state provides
that, for a $Ubsequent disability from injury or occupational
disease to be compensable, the resulting disability must be
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Figure 6

STATE WORKMEN'S COMPENSATION LAWS

Coverage Under Second or Subsequent Injury Funds
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State Workmen's Compensation~'
A Comparison of Major Provisions with
Recommended Standards, U.S. Department
of Labor, Bureau of Labor Standards,
December 1959

~a!erially greate! than ~ould have resulted from the subsequent
inJury or occupational disease alone. However, silicosis and
other dust diseases are exempt from this requirement. The law
provides that whether or not there was any previous condition or
disability, when the employee is totally disabled from the dust
diseases, or in the event of death, the employer is liable for
the first 260 weeks of indemnity benefits and the fund is liable
thereafter.
Subsequent Injury Fund in Colorado
Colorado is among the 30 states with narrow subsequent
injury fund coverage. Colorado's fund applies only to a limited
number of subsequent accidental injuries. If an employee who has
previously suffered the loss (or total los~ of the use of one hand,
one arm, one foot, one leg, or the vision of one eye as the result
of an accidental injury, suffers a second loss of any of these
members, the loss of the second member constitutes total permanent
disability. The employer in whose employment the second or subsequent injury occurred is liable for compensation only for the
second injury. The difference between the compensation for the
second injury and total permanent disability compensation is
paid out of the subsequent injury fund.
The subsequent injury fund is financed from payments
of $1,750 by insurance carriers for every compensable injury
resulting in death when there are no persons either wholly or
partially dependent upon the deceased. It would be necessary
to change the method of financing the subsequent injury fund if
its coverage is broadened, as the fund is not actuarially sound
at present for the limited coveraae provided.
The Use of Waiver Provisions
Very early in the history of workme~'? compens~ti?n
legislation, a number of states enacted provisions permitting
handicapped workers to ~aive their rights t? bene~its_f?r an
injury caused, or contributed to, by a previous disability.
This was done because of the reluctance of employers to hire or
keep an emp~oyee whose physical condition creat 7d_an extra ·
insurance risk. The development of subsequent inJury fund
legislation should have made waiver provisions obsolete, and
to some extent it did. However, 25 states still have waiver
provisions. Ten of these states permit waivers for accidental
injuries, while 21 permit waivers for occupational d~seases
generally or specifically for silicosis and asbestosis. Table
IX shows the type of waiver provision in each of the 25 states.
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Table tX
WAIVER PROVISIONS IN WORKMEN'S COMPENSATION LAWS
AND OCCUPATIONAL DISEASE LEGISLATION
~ ~ r m i t waivers for workmen's compensation ••••••••••••••••• 1O
Connecticut
Illinois
Iowa

Kansas
Maine
Maryland

Massachusetts
New Hampshire

Ohio
Wisconsin

Laws permit waivers for all occupational diseases •••••••••••••• 12
Colorado
Illinois
Indiana

Iowa
Kansas!/
Maine

Massachusejts
Minnesota.:!:
South Carolina

Tenness e
1
Vermont~!/
Virginia

Laws permit waivers for silicosis or asbestosis •••••••••••••••• 6
Arkansa~
Georgia.:!:/

Maryland
North Carolina!/

Okla h~mall
Texas_/

Law.§_Qermi t waivers for silicosis •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 3
Idaho.:!/

1/

Nevada!/

2/

South Dakota.:!/

In the event of disability or death following waiver, a limited
amount of compensation is nevertheless payable. In Idaho and
South Dakota, this is true for a person already employed who
executes a waiver, but not for a person seeking employment.
In Vermont the waiver may be for all or part of the compensa~
tion.

l/ In Nevada, waivers are not permitted where the employee has
been exposed for four years in the state.

In 17 of the 21 states, a worker "affected but not disabled" by a disease may waive benefits for aggravation of his
condition that may occur if he chooses to continue in the hazardous occupation. In Massachusetts, an employee who is for any
reason peculiarly susceptible to injury or who is peculiarly
likely to become permanently or totally incapacitated may waive
benefits for total or partial disability. The Iowa law provides
that the subsequent disability for which benefits are waived
must be cause "directly or indirectly" because of a pre-existing
physical defect. The laws of Illinois and Indiana permit waivers
whether or not there is pre-existing defect.
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In four of the states which permit waivers for silicosis
and asbestosis, waivers are not permitted for other dust diseases
covered by the law. Arkansas, Maryland, and Nevada are comprehensive coverage states, and the Oklahoma law, in addition to
covering silicosis and asbestosis,. covers anthracosis pulmonary
fibroses caused by the breathing of coal dust not containing
sulfur dioxide.
There has been considerable objection to the retention
of the waiver provision in the Colorado occupational disease act.
It is contended that by permitting a silicotic miner to sign a
waiver, the law, in effect, is encouraging him to sign his own
death warrant. It has already been pointed out, however, that
a miner with first or second stage silicosis is prohibited from
receiving compensation or medical benefits. With no funds available for maintenance during a period of vocational retraining, a
miner usually has no recourse but to continue in his present
occupation, which often means that he must sign· a waiver. The
argument is made on behalf. of the waiver provision that it is
unfair for an employer to have to assume full liability for the
total disability of a miner who was a first or second stage
silicotic at the time he was hired. Broadened subsequent injury
fund legislation has been recommended as the most adequate
method of eliminating the need for the waiver provision.
Re~endations for Broadened Subsequent Injury Coverage
Several recommendations were made before the committee
for expanding coverage under the subsequent injury fund. It was
specifically recommended that the subsequent injury fund be expanded to include all occupational diseases, and it was stated
that such coverage is definitely needed for dust and radiation
diseases. With such coverage, it might be possible to provide
rehabilitation maintenance payments under the subsequent injury
fund for partially disabled workers who suffer further injury or
disablement, to eliminate the waiver provisions in the Colorado
act.
The Council of State Governments included legislative
standards for subseguent injury funds in its compilation of 1959
model legislation.48 This model legislation provides for a broad
coverage subsequent injury· fund, including medical care and rehabilitation. The employer in whose employment the subsBquent
injury or disablement occurs is liable for the first 104 weeks of
disability and medical benefits up to $1,500, with the remainder
paid out of the subsequent injury fund. This fund would be
financed from two sources: l) $2,000 from an employer or insur-

48.

A copy of this legislation will be found in Appendix G
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ance carrier for the death of an employee resulting from an
accidental injury or occupational disease, when there are no
beneficiaries; 2) an assessment upon insurance carriers of one
per cent of the gross premiums for workmen's compensation (and
occupational disease) insurance wr.itten or renewed in the previous calendar year.
Amount of ComQensatiQ.!1
The total disability compensation provisions of workmen's compensation and occupational disease legislation in
Colorado and many other states are based, at least in theory,
on providing the equivalent of two-thirds of the average weekly
wage. In Colorado, as in many other states, however, the total
maximum compensation and the weekly maximum compensation provisions have not kept pace, either with wage increases, or the
inflated value of the dollar. Consequently, the maximum weekly
compensation payment may represent only 40 to 50 per cent of
the average weekly wage rather than two-thirds. In Colorado,
despite legislative changes by the General Assembly every two
years since 1949, the maximum weekly compensation of $40.25 is
only 46 per cent of the average weekly wage in the state.
Only 11 states have a lower ratio of i~ximum weekly benefits
to average weekly wage than Colorado.
Table X shows the maximum weekly compensation payment and average weekly wage for each
state.
Recommendations for increasing maximum compensation payments were contained in much of the test~mony before the committee
concerning improvement in the occupational disease act. It was
argued that it is the intent of workmen's compensation and occupa-tional disease legislation to peg maximum compensation payments
at two-thirds of the average weekly wage and that changes should
be made in the dollar amount to carry out this int~nt. Based on
the average weekly wage in Colorado of $86.78 as reported in
Table X, the maximum weekly compensation payment should be $57.85
to achieve a level of two-thirds of the average weekly wage.

49.

Alabama Georgia, Indiana, Kentucky, Louisiana, Michigan,
New Jer;ey, Oklahoma, Rhode Island, Texas, and West Virginia.
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Table X
RATIO OF MAXIMUM WEEKLY BENEFIT FOR TEMPORARY TOTAL DISABILITY
TO AVERAGE WEEKLY WAGES BY STATE 1

Alabama . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Ala1ka .. . .

Arizona ... .

Maxi1nu111

w. .tdy
lw"'f>ONl'Y lolal
di1abili1y benofil ID,
single worker Of hu
worker with depefWNftt1
where law ,naket no
provi1ion for
dopendoncy allowance,

$31.00
100.00
150.00

Maaimu,n weekly
M,nporory total

di10bility beMfit for
wOJker, wife, ond 2
dopendont chlkkon

A-ago wool.I~ in 1958
roportod

where additional
compenaatton i1 allowed
for dependent,

a,

INldor lho Slalw

o,p1a,-,

u..

lnturonce coverage

of mui,wufll

_,

lolol dioabil;ty borlellto
for worker, wit., and
2 dopondont children

-··

to ave,age W'Hklr

$70.99
132.97
85.91

$156.90

....,, . __,,

Ratio

.. 3.67
75.20
182.63

Arkan1a1 ..

35.00

59."'8

California.

58.8"'

65.00

97.38

66.75

Calarada ..

,0.25

Conneclicul .
Delaware ....

50.00
50,00

Dl1trict of Columbia ..... .

5,.oo

florida . ....

,2.00

86.78
90.88
95.53
85.22
1, ... 3

55.02
52.3"'
63.37

O.argia ..
Hawaii.

30,00
75,00
28,00

ldaha .. . . . . . . . . . .
fllinal1.

Indiana .. . . . . . . . . . . . .

"'5.00
39.00

1a-.

.. ... 00

Kan1a1.
Kentucky.

Loui1iona.

38.00
32.00
35.00

Maine.

39.00

Maryland.
Mo11ochu1ett1.
Michigan.

.. 5.00
33.00

Minne1oto ..
Mi11i11ippi ..... .

"'1.00
"'8.00

79 ... 6
81.,0
76 ... 2
78.15
70.30

,o.oo

79.6"'
80.70
102 .....
83.52
61.30
$83.67
77.66
75 ... 3
92.93
71.,0

63.00
..5.00

..5.00
35.00

, .. 5.00

Mi11ouri.
Montono

28.00

$36.50

Nebr01ka .
Nevada.

37.00
"'1.25

57.12

New Homp1hire .

New Jersey.
New Mexico.
'New York.
North Carolina .
North Dakota .
Ohio.
Oklahoma
Oregon

,o.oo

,o.oo
38.00
45.00
35.00
38.00
"'9.00
35.00
32.31
,2.50
32.00

Pennsylvania

Rhode l1lond .

35.00
35.00
34.00
35.00
37.00

South Carolina
Soulh Dakota
Tennenee
Texas

Ulah
Vermont

Virginia

Washington

We,t Virginia
Wisconsih
Wyoming

Puerto Rico
• MtUIMUM

67.,2
69.18
77.60
96.36
90,52

.. 4.00

50.77

44.50

36.00
33.00
28.85
35.00
54.00

40.00

33.46
25.00

48.46

48.46

weekly benefih boH!ld on worlutt, wift1, and 2 dependunt children.

91Rployment ln1uronctt law, for 19.58.

AY111ago ""'C1Qt1•

.. 6.38

56."'3

..... 50
108.,1
52.8"'

.. 9.81
.. 3.08
55.37
.. 6.68

"'1.87
..... 79
55 ... 8
50.23
78.06
.. 3.93
53.88

57.10
53.78
,1.00
"'9.05
61."'7
56.02

93.17
81.32
94.25
63.17
73.71

,2.93
..6.73
..7.75
55.41
59.69

93.80
80.25
86.32
83.62
74.32

52.24
..3.61
58.82
50.83
43.06

61.09
71.61
71.14
80.04
80.20

57.29
48.88
47.79
43.73
55.49

71.72
70.42
90.83
84.65
87.74

55.77
46.86
53.35
41.35
61.54

79.24
28.94

61.16
86.40

ba,ed on wn9M of worli.en covered under Slota Un-

Maximum w~oldy beneflt, m of o~cember 19.59

'..iource:

St;1te Workme11' s Compensation
Laws, 6 coiiip-::ir1son of Major
l'rov i. s i.ons with Hecommended
s'Grid.irds.
Department
of Labor, 13urea11 of Labor
Standards, December 19~9.

D.~:
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Special Problems Concerning Coverage
for Silicosis, Asbestosis, and Radiation Hazards
Silicosis and Asbestosis
The restrictions in the Colorado act which affect coverage of silicosis
and other dust diseases have already been discussed with respect to extent of
coverage, µ1rtial disability, medical benefits, statute of limitations, rehabilitation, and subsequent injury funds. Comment is needed, however, on two
other provisions of the Colorado act.
Definition of Total Disability. The Colorado act defines total disability
as becoming so physically incapacitated by reason of an occupational disease
(included in the schedule) as to be unable to .perform any work for remuneration
or profit. While this definition applies to all occupational diseases, testimony was given that this provision works a special hardship upon silicotics.
Taken literally this provision means that a man who has mined all his life
and has developed third stage silicosis may still be denied compensation
if it is determined that he can run an elevator or perform some similar task,
even though he has no chance whatever of obtaining such employment. Some
workers have been denied compensation for this reason, because theb were not
considered totally disabled within the meaning of the definition.5
Escalator Clause. The Colorado act also contains a so-called escalator
clause, which applies to compensation for silicosis. This provision limited
compensation to $500 for total disability or death resulting from silicosis
or asbestosis as of January, 1946, when the act went into effect. It was
further provided that this limit was to increase $50 in each subsequent month
that total disablement or death occurs, with this increase to continue until
the maximum benefit for silicosis or asbestosis is equal to that for other
occupational diseases. Consequently, the maximum benefit for total disability
or death from silicosis or asbestosis as of September, 1960.is $9,300 as compared with $12,598.25 for all other occupational diseases. Even if a silicotic
should be allowed compensation, he would still receive more than $3,000 less
than workers whose disablement was caused by any of the other covered diseases.
While there was a difference of opinion among the members of the Industrial
Commission on other occupational disease provisions, there was agreement that
the escalator clause should be eliminated and that silicosis and asbestosis
victims should be compensated to the same extent as those disabled from other
occupational diseases.
Radiation Hazards
The increased use of radioactive material for industrial purposes as well
as in the defense effort has focused attention on the potential hazards and
has led to consideration of measures which should be taken to provide necessary
control and protection. Not the least of the problems resulting from the

50.

According to Harold Clark Thompson, counsel, State Compensation
Insurance Fund.
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expanded use of radioactive materials is the provision of adequate protection
under workmen I s compensation and occupational disease laws for employees working
with or around radioactive materials. The U. s. Congressional Joint Committee
on Atomic Energy devoted more than a week's hearings to employee radiation
hazards and workmen I s compensation in March 1959, and this subject has also
been on the agenda in recent years at several national meetings of workmen's
compensation officials and casualty insurance officials. Two unions --the
International Chemical Workers AFL-CIO and the International Union of Oil,
Chemical, and Atowic Workers AFL-CIO--are very much concerned with this problem as are a number of the industrial firms licensed to use radioactive
isotopes and/or working under Atomic Energy Commission contracts. 51
Types of Radiation Exposure 52
There are two basic types of radiation: particles and electronic waves.
The alpha particle can cause little or no external damage because it cannot
penetrate the body eel ls, but it can cause ver;y serious harm. The beta particle
is characterized by greater penetrating ability, but can cause less body harm
than the alpha particle because of its limited energy. The gamma ray or
X-ray is similar to light except that it has no mass. Gamma rays can have
a very harmful effect on the body if there is a short exposure to high
radiation concentration or long term exposure to low radiation content.
Unlike the penetrating particles of radiation, the body damage from electromagnetic waves or X-rays is easily attributable to radiation exposure.
The severity of the radiation effect on the hun1an body depends upon
several factors: 1) duration of exposure; 2) amount of radiation; 3) type
of radiation; 4) the body tissue exposed; and 5) age of the person exposed.
The immediate physical effects of radiation are adhesions, inflammation, and
nausea. The long-range effect of radiation exposure may be acute susceptibility to other diseases or conditions, such as leukemia, anemia, cancer,
and sterility. Ftn"ther, there may also be genetic damage.
All forms of radiation are present in employment, but in many industries
the effects of radiation do not make themselves apparent for several years.
In the case of overexposure in uranium mining and milling, a claim for overexposure might arise under the workmen I s compensation laws for an injury,
but it might take several years before a disease disability would occur.
In installations using the gamma ray or X-ray, there can be injury, either
because of high concentrated exposure, or a disease that is the result of
long exposure to low radiation concentration. In business and industry the
real problem is w:i.th alpha radiation as the effects of this type of radiation
are difficult to determine and attribute to radiation exposure.

51.
52.

F~r a summary of users of radioactive material and radiation control
problems in Colorado see Appendix H.
Material in this section taken from testimony by Professor Douglas
Parker, University of Colorado Law School, before the Legislative
Council Committee on Occupational Diseases, May 9, 1960.
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Difficulty in Determining Expost.ll"e Lind ts and Relationship to Disease
While there is and has been considerable research under way concerning
the amount of radiation required to produce injury, there is still a considerable difference of opinion among the experts in this field as the
following statement indicates:53
There are two conflicting theories as to the amount
of radiation required to produce injury, whether immediate
or dela,yed. The first, based on genetic observations
on a number of forms of living plants and animals, assumes
that injury is cumulative, independent of radiation
rate, and that the probability of damage increases directly as docs the total dose received, whether it be
received at one time or at many differ~nt times. This
is called the linear hypothesis. In contrast to this
is the experience gained from observations on plants,
animals, and man that so far as a given individual is
concerned, small amounts of radiation have no observable
effect due to the reparative functions of the body and
only when radiation exceeds a certain, though as yet
unknown, point does injury appear. This is the socalled threshold theory. The truth probably lies somewhere between these points.
Dr. Russel Morgan, Professor of Radiology, Johns Hopkins University
since 1947 and Chief Radiologist since 1947, in testimony before the Joint
Committee on Atomic Energy, Congress of the United States, stated in answer
to a question as to whether or not it was possible to establish on a completely scientific basis a safe level of radiation exposure, answered,
"No, because as the dose increases, there is always SOIIX) risk associated
with it, starting from zero dose. This means automatically that you must
accept certain minimal risks with any dose no matter how small those
risks might be. Therefore on the basis of your question, 'Is there ever
going to be a completely safe level? 1 the answer to this of course appears
to be No. But of course, additional scientific data may change this view •11 54
At the same hearings, Dr. Duncan Holaday of the United States Public
Heal th Service, in conjunction with Blanche M. Zeman, presented the following: 55
In attempting to define the potential heal th hazards
in the uranium milling industry, it is difficult to make
rigid comparisons of data from one plant to another.
Indeed, as followup surve;ys in several plants have shown,
conditions vary within any given plant from time to time.
It is possible, however, to note general trends which
may point to the need for a more definite study of the

53.

54.
55.

Abstracted from prepared statement submitted by Patrick F. Kelly,
president, International Chemical Workers AFL-CIO, Local 543, to
the Legislative Council Committee on Occupational Diseases, Hay 9, 1960.
As quoted by Mr. Kelly in his prepared statement.
Ibid.
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industry from a medical as well as from an environmental
viewpoint.
Al though mc1lian concentrations of known contaminants
were all below the presently accepted. threshold limits,
these limits were exceeded with.sufficient frequency and
b;\' such factors to present an occupational hazard to the
mill employees. That such a hazard may he controlled is
evident from con1li tions in individual areas of the plants
where rigid cnginecri ng controls have been ins ti tutcd.
The fluctuations in atmospheric contaminant concentrations
- make it difficul l to cval uate the hazard by sampling the
atmosphere alone. If nothing else, the data presented
in this paper indicate the need for additional studies
using physiological reactions and bioassays as basic
criteria for control. Retention and excretion of the
various contaminants by the worker together with the
environmental studies should provide sufficient data
to institute proper controls for these hazards.

A prepared statement by Shields Warren, MD scientific director, Cancer
Research Institute, New England Deaconess Hospital, Iloston, Massachusetts,
was also presented at these hcarings: 56
The question of compensation for radiation injury
is unusually complex because the basic mechanism by
which radiation induces injury is not clearl;y understood.
Injury may be produced b;y ver;y small but often repeated
doses of radiation. Even after acute and obvious radiation injury there may be long-delayed chronic effects.
One of the oldest known industrial diseases, the lung
sickness of miners at Joachimsthal and Schneeberg, from
the ore of which HHE. Curie isolated radium decades ago,
had long been associated with some peculiar property of
these mines. This illness is now knO'lm to be cancer of
the lung, due in all probability to the high radon
content of the air in the mines and the long, though
slight, exposures of the tissues to radon and its
products. Seventeen to twenty ,years of exposure is
required to cause lung cancer, and only a fraction of
those exposed to this radiation develop the disease.
While we know more about racliati on and its effects
on living eel ls than we know about man.v injurious agents,
there arc still large areas or uncertainty. The human
race has been cxposccl lo small amounts of naturally
occurring hackgrounc\ ratlia lion since the race began
but it is only a little over GO years ago that artificial
sources of' ionizinG irratli a tion were discnvcred and only
within the last two clccacles that lari~e numbers of people
became potentially exposed to them.

56.

Ibid.
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Research results and testimony by medical experts on radiation exposure
and disease could be quoted in sufficient quantity to fill several volumes,
but the foregoing serves to illustrate some of the problems involved in
trying to establish the relationship between radiation e>..--posure and latent
diseases.
Determination of causality is not as difficult when there has been a
known overexposure on a single occasion, which is followed b~r disabling
effects. The problem arises when there has been continuous e>..--posure over
a long period of time, followed at a much later date (perhaps years later)
by the appearance of a disease such as leukemia or bone or lung cancer.
The causes of these diseases have not been fully identified as yet, and
while it is recognized that these and related diseases can result from
radiation exposure, ther may also have other causes. There has been concern that the extension of the statute of limitations to allow coverage
for these diseases when they become manifest might place an inequitable
burden upon employers and insurance carriers because of the difficulty in
determining causality. However, with the burden of proof placed upon the
claimant, the difficulty of determining causality would make it hard to
establish valid claims. While it is expected that further research will
provide some answers or at least some agreement among the experts, it is
impossible to draft legislation which would anticipate these results; but
these difficulties do not preclude current legislative consideration.
Another complicating factor is the probability that many employees
working with radioactive materials may work in one state and receive a certain
amount of exposure and then may move to another and receive sufficient exposure to place him above the maximum permissible level. This situation
suggests the need for interstate cooperation on the collection and distribution of radiation exposure records and interstate reciprocal agreements
on liability.
Provision of Adequate Coverage for Diseases Resulting from Radiation E>..1>osure
Special problems relating to coverage for radiation diseases were discussed
in the sections on partial disability and statute of limitations. Even more
basic is the need to establish some method of relating exposure and causality,
which will give adequate protection to employees and be equitable to employers
as well.
Two possible alternatives have been suggested, Professor Parker proposed
the development of a compensation schedule based on the length of time a
worker has been exposed to radioactive materials. Such a schedule would
avoid the problem of causality determination by presuming liability and
providing proportional compensation. (He suggested 50 per cent for 15 years'
continuous exposure, 75 per cent for 20 years' continuous exposure, and
100 per cent for 25 years' continuous exposure.) This approach, however,
would work a hardship on those employees who suffer complete disability in
a shorter time period than would be provided in the schedule for permanent
total compensation.57
57.

Testimony before Legislative Council Committee on Occupational Diseases,
May 9, 1960.
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The other approach was surmested both hy the International Chemical
Workers and by Leo Goodman, national Ali'f,-CIO official. 08 Accurate employment
records slnuld he kept of those working with or in proximity to radioactive
materials, including, if possible, the amount of exposure. If a disease
later appears which could have been caused by radiation exposure, such records
would cons ti tuto E!ima facie evidence or. causaii ty.
This approach is similar to tho one embodied in the Dri tish Parliament
Act of 1959, which provided that any person exposed to radiation due to
employment may register, and if he becomes victim of an attributable disease,
it is presumed to be the result of exposure. The need for radiation records
was cited as one of the points on which there was general agreement of the
Joint Committee on Atomic Bnergy's hearings on employee rarliation hazards and
workmen's compensation. 59 'lhe question arises, however, as to whether these
records arc to be maintained by an employer or by a state agency or both.
The two mC\st appropriate state agencies for this respo,nsibility are the
Indus trial Commission and the- S·tate Department of Health.
In any legislation pr0vid'ing for the maintenance of such records, some
power of supervision and enforcement should be given the responsible public
agency. Otherwise many small mine and millin~ operators might not comply
with the law. There are a large number of uranium mines on the Colorado
Plateau, employing an averag~ of three to four miners; any mine with 10 employees is considered large. 60 Many of these mines have radon gas present
in quantities far exceeding normal tolerance limits, 61 so that legislation to
provide satisfactory coverage for radiation diseases should be carefully
constructed so as to eliminate a~y possibility that the employees of these
small mines would be excluded.
There is a further problem, which may prove difficult to handle legislatively. Hany workers may he exposed to radiation without their knowledge.
That this is not uncommon especially in mining operations was pointed oui in
two studies on the occurrence of radon in non-uranium mines in Colorado. 2
Special consideration should he given, therefore, as to whether there is any
method to provide coverage, if disease should develop in this way.

58.
59.

f;O.
Gl.
62.

Ibid.
Employee Radiation Hazards an(\ lforkmcn' s Compensation, Summary--Analysis
of llcarini:s, I-larch 10-H>, 19f19, Joint Committee on Atomic ~ncrgy,
Coni~ress or the Unitcc1 Stales, p. 3.
A.H.A. Archives of Industrial llcalth, "Uranium Hininr, Operations on the
Colorado l'latcau7 .J. n. Torrey ancl l'. w. Jacoe, October 1955, p. 375.
A listing of these mines and radon gas concentrations is contained in
Appendix I.
The Occurrence of Raclon in Non-Uranium Hines in Colorado, P. W. Jacoe,
1953, and ~ Sluc\y or thc_I-:ffccts of Internal llitdiation in Non-Uranium
~ , National Cancer Institute.
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APPENDIX, A

Workmen's Compensation and Occupational Disease Insurance Rates Effective July 1, 1960
(By Industrial Classifications for Those With Rates in Excess of $1.00 per $100 of Payroll)

Industrial Classification

I

....0'J
I

Nurserymen - including drivers
Farms - incl. drivers - except in servants
Gardening, Market or Truck - including drivers
Poultry or Egg Producers - incl. hatcheries;
incl. clrivers - no farm
Landscape Gardening
Grove Caretaking Operations - farm machinery
- hay baling
Tree Pruning - Spraying
Irrigation Works Operation
Turpentine Farms
Cotton Compressing D.C.H.
Cotton Gin Operation
Coal Mining, Surface - incl. drivers
Coal Mining, Surface auger mining - incl. drivers
Mining N.O.C. - not coal - with shafts I.D.
Mining N.O.C. - not coal - surface I.D.
Oil or Gas Lease Operations - incl. D.C.&H.
Oil or Gas Wells - cleaning or swabbing of old wells
Oil or Gas Well Shooting - incl. D.C.&H.
Blast Furnace Operations
Magnesium Metal Mfg. - electrolysis of fused magnesium
chloride process
Magnesium Metal Mfg. - ferro silicon process - incl.
drivers
Magnesium Metal Mfg. - N.O.C. - incl. drivers
Smelting, Sintering or Refining - lead
Smelting, Sintering or Refining - metals N.O.C.

!/

y

Rate per $100 of payroll.
Seventy per cent of manual rate.

Industrial
Code No.

Insurance
Rate
In~ludinf/
Disease-

O. D.

Insurany
Rate 1

State Fund
Insurany Y
Rate 1 2

0005
0006
0008

$1.11
3.77
l.ll

.01
.01

.18
2.64
.78

0034
0042

2.42
1.73

.01
.01

1.21

0050
0106
0251
0301
0400
0401
1005
1009
1164d
1165d
1320
1322
1330
1421

3.16
3.88
2.64
l.13
2.17
4.01
2.90
4.06
4.67
2.96
2.38
7.59
8.55
2.68

.01
.01
.01
.01
.01
.01
.01
.01
.15
.07
.01
.01
.01
.01

1.52
2.81
2.03
2.84
3.27
2.07
1.67
5.31
5.985
1.88

142,.(

1.40

.01

.98

1428
1429
1430
1438

2.06
2.28
2.64
2.06

.01
.01
.01
.01

1.44
1.60
1.85
L.44

.01

1.69

2.21
2.72
1.35
.79

Industrial Classifications

I
0,

N

Asphalt Works - D.C.R. - Coal Pellet or Briquet Mfg.
- incl. drivers
Coke Hfg. - incl. drivers
Wood Alcohol, Charcoal, Creosote, Wood Distillation
- incl. drivers
Rock Excavation - not tunneling or street or road
construction - incl. drivers
Quarries - N.O.C.
Quarries - cement, rock limestone
Lille Hfg. Quarries - Sm-face
naster Mills
Stone Crushing, no quarrying
nint, Spar, Silica Grinding - incl. drivers
Soapstone, Soapstone Products, Hone or Oil Stone
Emery Works, incl. drivers - Talc Mills
Stone Cutting or Polishing N.O.C. - Slate Milling,
incl. drivers
Asbestos Goods Mfg.
Wire Drawing or Cable Mfg.
Die Castings Mfg.
Macaroni Mfg.
Bakeries - incl. salesmen, route supervisors, drivers
Milling of Grain
Beet Sugar Mfg.
Ice Cream llf'g.
Milk Products Mfg. N.O.C.
Butter Mfg.
Butchering, Slaughtering, Stock Yards
Packing Rouses
Heat Products Hfg. - Sausage and Sausage Casing
Fish Curing
Canneries - N.o.c.
Breweries - Malt Rouses
Spirituous Liquors Hf'g.: Distillers-incl. grain
alcohol manutacturing
Fruit Juice Mfg. - Wineries

Industrial
Code No.

Insurance
Rate
Including
Disease

O. D.
Insm-ance
hte

State Fund
Insurance
Rate

1463
1470

1.81
1.28

.01
.01

1.27
.90

1472

2.27

.01

1.59
4.21
3.33
2.14
2.14
1.07
2.58
1.785
.76
1.11

1605d
1624d
1654
1655
1703
1710d
1741d
1745
1747
1803d
1852d
1924
1925
2002
2003
2014
2030
2039
2065
2070

2081
2089
2095
2101
21.ll

6.01

.01

4.76

.Cfl

3.06
3.06
1.53
3.68
2.55
1.09
1.58

.01
.01.
.01

2.16
1.47
1.30
1.56
1.46
1.27
2.78
1.99
1.03
1.09
1.71
3.16
1.55
1.18
1.48

2121,.

1.91
1.64

2130
2143

1.40
1.76

.u

.98
.01

.m.

.66
.28
.01

1.51
1.03

.01

1.09
1.02
.89
1.95
1.39
.72

.01
.01.

.01
.01
.01

.91

.01

.76

.01
.01
.01

1.20
2.21.
1.085
.83
1.04
1.34
1.15

.01
.01.
.01
.01.
.01

.98

.01

1.23

Industrial Classifications

Industrial
Code No.

Ice Mfg.
Bottling - no carbonated liquids or spirituous liquors
Bottling N.0.C. - carbonated beverages
Cotton Batting, Wadding or Waste Mfg.
Shoddy Mfg. - Wool Separating
Wool Combing or Scouring
Hatters' Fur Mfg.
Felting Mfg.
Mattress or Box Spring Mfg.
Laundries N.0.C. - diaper service, carpet, rug, etc.
Leather Embossing
Logging or Lumbering
Sal< Mills
Veneer Mfg.
Planing or Moulding Mills
Furniture Stock Mfg.
Sash, Door or Assembled, Millwork Mfg.
Cooperage, Barrels, Last Block Mfg.
Cooperage and Barrel Assembling
Box Mfg.
Trunk Mfg.
Carpentry - shop only - excl. commercial lumber yards
Coffin or Casket Hfg. or Assembling - wood
Brush or Broom Mfg. - incl. assembling
Woodenware Mfg. N.0.C. - shade roller, wood turned
products, etc.
Billiard Table Mfg., Phon..1;ntph, Piano Case Mfg.
Veneer Products Mfg. - veneer mfg.
Veneer Products Mfg. - no veneer mfg.
Wood Preserving D.C.H. - Tie, Post-Pole Yards !>.C:.f!.
Steel Mfg. - open hearth
Steel Mfg. - electric furnace
Rolling Hills - by doubling process - D.C.H.
Rolling Mills N.0.C. - iron or steel, cold rolling, D.C.H.
Rolling Mills N.0.C. - soft metals, D.C.H.
Pipe or Tube Mfg. - iron or steel - incl. D.C.H.
Iron or Steel Works - shop - D.C.H.

Insurance
Rate
Including
Disease

0. D.

Insurance
Rate

State Fund
Insurance
Rate

2150
2156
2157
2211
2216
2260
2280
2288
2570
2585
2640
2702
2710
2714
2731
2735
2737
2741
2747
2759
2763
2802
2804
2836

1.76
1.07
1.70
2.42
2.97
1.18
1.12
1.63
1.06
1.03
3.56
18.24
6.25
2.10
2.27
1.56
2.03
2~92
1.71
2.09
1.53
2.03
1.18
1.12

.01
.01
.01
.01
.01
.01
.01
.01
.01
.01
.01
.01
oOl
.01
.01
.01
.01
.01
.01
.01
.01
.01
.01
.01

1.23
.75
1.19
1.69
2.08
.83
•78
1.14
.74
.72
2.49
12.77
4.375
1.47
1.59
1.09
1.42
2.04
1.20
1.46
1.07
1.42
.83
.78

2841
2883
2915
2916
2960
3002
3004
3017
3018
3027
3028
3030

1.28
1.12
1.76
1.43
2.84
1.35
1.30
1.31
1.48
1.18
1.21
3.45

.01
.01
.01
.01
.01
.01
.01
.01
.01
.01
.01
.01

.90
•78
1.23
1.00
1.99
.945
.91
.92
1.04
.83
.85
2.415

Industrial Classifications
Iron Works - shop - fabricating, assembling, mfg.
Iron Works - shop - fabricating, assembling decorative
or artistic brass, bronze, and iron
Elevator or Escalator Mfg.
Door, Door Frame, or Sash Mfg.
Sheet Metal Work - shop
Coppersmithing - shop
Fireproof Equipment Mfg., Metal Furniture, Bedstead
Mfg. or Assembling
Foundries, Iron
Foundries, Steel Castings
Foundries - Non-Ferrous Metals - N.O.C.
Pipe Mfg. - cast iron - N.O.C.
Enameled Iron Ware Mfg.
Pipe Mfg. - cast iron - by the centrifugal casting
process
Forging Works - drop or machine - forged clamps
Blacksmithing, Pipe Bending and Cutting
Tool Mfg. - agricultural, construction, etc.
Nut or Bolt Mfg., Spike Mfg.
Stove Mfg.
Radiator or Heater Mfg. - cast iron
Lamp or Lantern Mfg. N.0.C., Auto Lamp Mfg. N.0.C.
Aluminum Ware Mfg., sheet aluminum
Wire Rope or Cable Mfg.
Wire Drawing - iron or steel
Bed Spring or Wire Mattress Mfg.
Spring Mfg. - not wire springs
Heat Treating - Metal
Lead Works - sheet, pipe, or shot
Tin Foil Mfg.
Welding or Cutting N.o.c. - incl. drivers
Electroplating
Gal va.ai.zing or Tinning - not electrolytic
Detinning
Metal Goods Mfg. If.O.C.

Industrial
Code No.

Insurance
Rate
Including
Disease

3040

2.16

.01

3041
3042
3060
3066
3075

1.07
1.06
2.00
1.46
1.28

.01

.75

.01
.01

.74

3076
3081d
3082d
3085d
3089
3091

1.16
2.51

3093
3110
3111
3126
3132
3169
3175d
3223
3227
3240
3241
3300
3303
3307
3331
3334
3365
3372
3373
3374
3400

t.87
1.34
1.33
1.20
1.46
2.02
1.74
1.13
1.09
1.04
1.35
1.09

1.09
1.20
1.09

1.13
1.35
1.35
2.04
1.31
2.57
1.07
2.58
1.50

1.92

O. D.
Insurance
Rate

.01
.01.

State Fund
Insurance
Rate
1.51

1.40

1.02
.90

.01

.81

.15
.19
.15
.01
.01

1.76
1.31
.94
.93

.01
.01
.01
.01
.01
.01
.08
.01
.01

1.02
1.41
1.22
.79
.76
.73
.945
.76
.76

.01.
.01
.01
.01
.01
.01.
.01
.01
.01.

.84

.84

.76
.79
.945
.945

1.43
.92
1.80

.01

.75
1.81.

.Ol.
.01

1.34

1.05

Industrial Classifications

CD

en

Agricultural Machinery Mfg.!/
Pump Hfg. - Engine Mfg. N.O.C.
Boilermaking - Tan.le Building, metal
Military Tan.le Hull Mfg. or Assembling
Precision Machine Parts Mfg.
Machine Shops N.o.c.
Projectile or Shell Mfg.
Battery Mfg., Storage
Oil Still Erection or Repair
Millwright Work N.O.C.
Boiler Installation and Repair, Boiler Scaling,
Tan.le Erection Repair
Automobile Mfg. or Assembling
Automobile Dismantling D.C.H.
Automobile Bod,_y Mfg. - riveted, arc or acetylene
welded
Automobile Rody Mfg. ~.o.c.
Carriage and Wagon Mfg. or Assembling
Chemical and Dye Stuffs Ra ting Plan

Industrial
Code No.

Insurance
Rate
Including
Disease

O. D.
Insurance
Rate

State Fund
Insurance
Rate

3507
3612
3620
3621
3629
3632
3639
3647
3719
3724

2.00
1.09
1.82
1.82
1.56
1.56
1.64
1.30
2.61
2.43

.01
.01
.01
.01
.01
.01
.01
.01
.01
.01

1.40
.76
1.27
1.27
1.09
1.09
1.15
.91
1.33
1.70

3726
3808
3821

3.08
1.25
3.15

.01
.01

2.16
.875
2.205

3823
3824
3864
4800
4801
4802
4803
4804
4805
4806
4807
4808
4809
4810
4811
4812
4813
4814
4815

2.22

2.22
1.63
4.43

3.76
2.66
2.38
4.02
3.38
2.48
2.38
2.86
2.50
1.58
1.53
2.02

2.02
1.20
1.18

.01
.01
.01
.01
.01
.01
.01
.01
.01
.01
.01
.01
.01
.01
.01
.01
.01

1.55
1.55
1.14
3.10
2.63
1.86
1.67
2.81
2.37
1.74
1.67
2.00
1.75
1.11
1.07
1.41
1.41
.84

.01

.83

.01
.01

!/ Also cotton gin, locomotive, mining or ore milling, road or street making machinery, safe, steam shovel,
dredge, power, plow, etc., manufacturing.

Industrial Classifications
Chemical and Dye Stuffs Rating Plan {Continued)

Private Residence: Occasional Inservants!/
Private Residence: Occasional Outservants!/
Private Residences: Outservants - incl. private
Chauffeurs!/
Private Residences: Inservants!/
Car Wheel Mfg. - incl. drivers
Sand or Gravel Digging
Brick or Clay Products Mfg.
Brick Mfg. {fire enameled) - refractory products
Concrete Products Mfg.
Plaster Board or Plaster Block Mfg.
Glass Mfg. - sheet window glass
Glass Merchants
Pulp Mfg. - ground wood process
Paper Mfg.
Corrugated or Fibre Board Container Mfg.
Fibre Goods Mfg.
Building or Roofing Paper or Felt - preparation
Rubber Reclaiming
Rubber Goods Mfg. N.o.c.
Lacquer or Spirit Varnish Mfg.
Pyroxylin Mfg.
Plastics Mfg. - sheets, rods, tubes, etc.
Fabric Coating or Impregnating - N.O.C. - oil cloth,
linoleum, imitation leather
Acid Mfg. - hydrochloric or nitric only
Lead Mfg. - red or white
Phosphate Works - incl. drivers
!/ Per capita.

Industrial
Code No.

Insurance
Rate
Including
Disease

4816
4817
4818
4819
4820
4821
0908
0909

1.31
1.20
1.15
1.15
1.21
1.02
5.35
5.38

0912
0913
3883
4000
4021
4024d
4034
4036
4102
4130
4206
4239
4244
4263
4283
4400
4410
4439
4440
4459

10.75
10.70
1.76
3.24
2.46
1.14
3.32
1.22
1.15
1.51
1.36
1.51
1.09
1.09
1.36
1.63
1.09

4493
4536
4567
4581

O. D.
Insurance
Rate
.01
.01
.01
.01
.01
.01
.OB

.oa

.92
.84
.805
.805
.85
.71
3.745
3.77

1.10
1.10

.01
.01
.01
.09
.01
.01
.01
.01
.01
.01
.01
.01
.01
.01
.01
.01
.01
.01

7.525
7.49
1.23
2.27
1.72
.80
2.32
.85
.805
1.06
.95
1.06
.76
.76
.95
1.14
.76
.89
.77
.77

1.09
1.21
2.60
1.21

.01
.01
.01
.01

.76
.85
1.82
.85

1.27

.08

State Fund
Insurance
Rate

.OB

..
Industrial Classifications

C0

-l

Fertilizer Mfg. - incl. D.C.H.
Extract Mfg. - dyewood, licorice, or tanning
Oxygen, Hydrogen, Carbonic Acid, Acetylene Gas Mfg.
Glue Mfg. - incl. D.C.H.
Rendering Works N.o.c. - D.C.H.
Cottonseed Oil Mfg. - mechanical extraction
Cottonsiid Oil Mfg. - solvent extraction
Vegetable Oil Mfg. - Cottonseed Oil Mfg.
Oil Mfg. - vegetable - solvent extraction
Grease or Oil Mixing or Blending
Lard Refining
Butter Substitutes Mfg.
Asphalt or Tar Distilling or Refining
Gasoline Recovery - incl. drivers
Synthetic Rubber, Intermediate Mfg.
Synthetic Rubber Mfg.
Fireworks Mfg. D.C.H.
Cartridge Charging or Loading D.C.H.
Explosives or Ammunition Mfg., Bag Loading D.C.H.
High Explosives Mfg. D.C.H.
Smokeless Powder Mfg. - single base - D.C.H.
Shell Case Loading - 20 mm or more - D.C.H.
Projectile, Bomb, Mine, Grenade Loading D.C.H.
Cap, Primer, Fuze, Booster or Detonator Assembling D.C.H.
Black Powder Mfg. D.C.H.
Chimney Construction - smokestack or chimney lining
Masonry N.O.C.
Painting - steel structures or bridges
Iron or Steel Erection - frame structures
Steel Erection N.O.C.
Iron or Steel Erection - 2-story or smaller structures
Iron or Steel Erection - dwellings not exceeding two
stories in height
Iron or'Steel Erection - military reservation constr.
Door, Door Frame, Sash, Iron, Brass, Bronze Erection
Furniture or Fixtures Installation in Offices
or Stores N.O.C.

Industrial
Code No.
4583
4627
4635
4653
4665
4670
4673
4683
4686
4712
4716
4717
4741
4743
4750
4751
4761
4766
4770
4773
4774
4775
4776
4779
4799
5000
5022
5038
5040
5057
5059

Insurance
Rate
Including
Disease
2.00
1.38
1.04
1.15
2.14
3.08
3.40
1.46
2.94
1.15
1.02
1.02
2.04
1.60
1.13
1.21
5.14
1.45
4.68
10.82
7.78
6.27
9.29
7.78
17.02
9.33
l.69
6.28
9.92
9.92

0. D.

Insurance
Rate
.01
.01
.01
.01
.01
.01
.01
.01
.01

State Fund
Insurance
Rate
1.40
.97
.73
.805
1.so
2.16
2.38
1.02
2.06
.sos

8.29

.01
.01
.01
.01
.01
.01
.01
.01
.01
.01
.01
.01
.01
.01
.01
.01
.01
.01
.01
.01
.01
.01

1.43
1.12
.79
.85
3.60
1.015
3.28
7.57
5.45
4.39
6.50
5.45
11.91
6.53
1.18
4.40
6.94
6.94
5.ao

5069
5071
5102

5.82
5.82
2.28

.01
.01
.01

4.07
4.07
l.60

5146

1.03

.01

.72

NT
NT
N'T
NT
NT
N1'

NT
NT
NT

.71
.71

Industrial Classifications

CD
CD

Elevator Erection or Repair
Plumbing N.O.C.
Steam Pipe Insulation
Automatic Sprinkler Installation D.C.H.
Electrical niring - within buildings
Concrete Construction N.c.c.
Concrete Work Incidental to Private Dwellings
- 3-story
Military Reservations Construction - concrete
Concrete Work, Floors, etc.
Concrete Construction - bridges
Marble, Stone Setting--Tile, Stone, Mosaic or
Terrazzo Work, interior construction only
Hot House Erection - all operations
Carpentry N.O.C.
Carpentry - installation of cabinet work or
interior trim
Lathing, incl. drivers
Wallboard Installation - within buildings - incl. drivers
Glaziers - away from shop - incl. drivers
Cleaning or Renovating Outside Surfaces of Buildings
Painting or Decorating N.O.C.
Insulation Work
Plastering N.O.C.
Street or Road Construction, Paving
Street or Road Construction, Right of Way
Street or Road Construction, Rock Excavation - incl.
drivers
Sheet Metal Work Erection N.o.c.
Roofing - all kinds - D.C.H.
Cleaners - engaged in removal of debris--Timekeepers,
Watchmen
Carpentry - detached private residences
Carpentry - dwelling construction, 3 stories or less
Dismantling Prefabricated dwellings, 3 stories or
less, for re-erection
Wrecking,of Buildings or Structures - not marine

Industrial
Code No.
5160
5183
5184
5188
5190
5213

Insurance
Rate
Including
Disease
2.07

O. D.

Insurance
Rate

State Fund
Insurance
Rate

1.94
2.13
1.40
3.32

.01
.01
.01
.01
.01
.01

1.45
1.36
1.36
1.49

5215
5219
5221
5222

1.69
1.69
1.32
5.73

.01
.01
.01
.01

1.18
1.18
.92
4.01

5348
5402
5403

1.03
2.11
2.97

.01
.01
.01

.72
1.48
2.08

5437
5443
5445
5462
5469d
5474
5479
5480
5506
5507

1.20
1.60
1.94
3.39
13.75
1.79
1.80
1.80
2.94
4.53

.01.
.01

.01
.01
.46
.01
.01
.01
.01
.01

.84
1.12
1.36
2.37
9.625
1.25
1.26
1.26
2.06
3.17

5508d
5538
5551

6.01
1.57
5.53

.07
.01
.01

4.21
1.10
3.87

5610
5645
5651

2.31
1.94
2.57

.01
.01
.01

1.62
1.36
1.80

5697
5701

6.97
13.80

.01
.01

4.88
9.66

1.94

.sa

2.32

Industrial Classifications
Building Raising or Moving D.C.H.
Military Reservation and Warehouse Dismantling
Pile Driving, timber wharf, builrling foundation, D.C.H.
Jetty or Breakwater Construction D.C.11., Dike or
Revetment Construction
Concrete Construction - dams or locks - all types
Earth ~loving or Placing, in connection with clams or locks
Levee Construction - incl. drivers
Drilling N'.O.C.
Oil or Gas Wells - Cementing, Aciclizing D.C .II.
Oil Rig or Derrick Erecting or Dismantling
Oil or Gas Kells - Specialty Tool Operation S.O.C.
Oil or Gas Kells - perforating of casing, all
· operations - incl. ciri vers
Oil Lease Work Contractors
Excavation ~.o.c. - Land Grading
Irrigation or Drainage System Construction D.C .II.
Oil or Gas Pipe Line Construction D.C.11.
Oil Wells, Drilling
Oil Well Casing Installation
Oil or Gas Wells - instrument logging or survey
work in wells
Tunneling - not pneumatic
Shaft Sinking - all work to completion - caisson work
not pneumatic
Caisson Work - pneumatic not foundation
Sewer Construction
water, Gas Ma.ins Construction
Conduit Construction for Cables or Wires D.C.H.
Fence Construction - metal
Railroad Construction - all operations D.C.H.
Boat Building - wood - N.o.c., D.C.H.
Boat Building - constructing or repairing
Ship Building N.O.C. - iron or steel
Ship Building - battleships, cruisers, etc.
Ship Repair or Conversion D.C.H.
Painting - Ship Hulls, Ship Scaling
Railroads (Street) - all employees

Industrial
Code No.

Insurance
Rate
Including
Disease

o.

D.

Insurance
Rate

State Fund

Insurance
Rate

5703
5706
6003

5.29
10.45
8.90

.01
.01
.01

3.70
7.315
6.23

6005
6017
6018
6045
6204
6206
6209
6213

5.31
3.82
5.16
2.94
2.63
7.11
1.68

.01
.01
.01
.01
.01
.01
.01
.01

3.72
2.67
3.61
2.06
3.13
1.84
4.98
1.18

6214
6216
6217
6229
6233
6235
6236

1.68
3.73
3.73
3.03
5.31
7.59
7.59

.01
.01
.01
.01
.01
.01
.01

1.18
2.61
2.61
2.12
3.72
5.31
5.31

6237
6251d

1.29
7.91

.01
.15

.90
5.54

6252d
6257
6306
6319
6325
6400
6701
6801
6824F
6843
6845
6872F
6874F
7130

6.16
8.15
5.78
3.29
2.55
1.62
4.75
2.39
3.13
1.95
1.95
6.77
19.02
1.25

.15
.01
.01
.01
.01
.01
.01
.01
.01
.01
.01
.01
.01
.01

4.31
5.705
4.05
2.30
1.785
1.13
3.325
1.67
2.19
1.365
1.365
4.74
13.31
.875

4.47

Insurance
Industrial Classifications

ta
0

Railroads N.O.C. - all employees
Livery or Boarding Stables, Kennelmen
Riding Academies or Clubs
Truckmen N.O.C.
Truckmen, Oil Field Equipment
Parcel or Package Delivery
Truckreen - Explosives Hau.ling
Stevedoring ~.o.c.
Coal Dock Operation - Ore Dock Operation
Stevedoring - by hand or hand trucks
Stevedoring - Handling of Explosives
Freight Handlers - packing, handling, shipping
- no stevedores
Freight Handlers, Explosives
Chauffeurs, Drivers, and their Helpers N.O.C.
- commercial
Beer or Ale Dealers D.C.H.
Aircraft Operation - schedule - all flying employees
Aircraft-Operation - patrol; photography other than
mapping or survey work
Aircraft Operation - exhibition, crop dusting
Aircraft Operation - transportation of personnel in
conduct of employer's business
Aircraft Operation, Sales or Service, N.O.C.
Aircraft Operation - all employees other than flying
crew members
Aircraft Operation, Helicopter
Aircraft Operation, Passenger, Air Cargo
Oil or Gas Pipe Line Operation
Waterworks Operation
Electric Light or Power Line Construction - REA
Projects, incl. drivers
Cable Installation in Conduits
Power Line Construction
Electric Light or Power Companies N.O.C.
REA Cooperatives
Steam Heating or Power Co. - not electric - S.D.C.H.
Sewerage Disposal Plant Operation

Industrial
Code No.

Rate
Including
Disease

7133
7201
7207
7219
7222
7230
7250
7309F
7313F
7317F
7323F

2.03
3.45
3.07
2.47
2.47
2.00
4.92
22.74
4.10
7.06
22.74

7360
7362

O. D.

Insurance
Rate
.01
.01
.01
.01

State Fund
Insurance
Rate

.01
.01
.01
.01
.01
.01

1.42
2.415
2.15
1.73
1.73
1.40
3.44
15.92
2.87
4.94
15.92

2.27
2.27

.01

1.59

.01

1.59

7380
7392
7405

1.31

2.11
2.43

.01
.01
.01

.92
1.48
1.70

7418
7420

8.44
16.26

.01
.01

11.38

7421
7422

2.79
2.79

.01
.01

1.95
1.95

7423
7425
7431
7515
7520

1.24

.01

2.79
2.79
1.20
1.34

.01

.87
1.95
1.95
.84
.94

7529
7536
7538
7539
7540
7570
7580

6.26
1.40
6.24
2.76
3.56

1.50
1.05

.01

.(11

.01
.01
.01
.01
.01
.01
.01
.01
.01

5.91

4.38
.98
4.37
1.93

2.49
1.05

.735

Industrial Classifications

Industrial
Code No.

Garbage Works - reduction or incineration
Telephone or Telegraph Companies - all other
employees, incl. operation, drivers
Telephone, Telegraph, Fire Alarm Line
Construction D.C.H.
Firemen
Policenen, Detectives, etc.
Railroad Construction: Maintenance of way by contractors,
laying and relaying of track D.C.H.
Stores, Wholesale ~.o.c.
Heat, Fish, Poultry Dealers - Wholesale
H~at, Fish, Poultry Dealers - Retail
Grocery Stores, Wholesale
Fruit-Vegetable Stores, Wholesale
Wool Merchants, Clipping-Wiping Cloth Dealers
Hide, Leather Dealers and Stores
Iron-Steel Merchants - incl. drivers
Machinery Dealers N.O.C. - Oil & Gas Well Casings
Plumbers' Supplies Dealers, Wholesale and Retail
Farm Machinery Dealers
Ice Dealers - incl. drivers
Building Material Yards - Dealers in Second Hand
Materials - Oil and Gas Well Supplies
Vegetable Packing, not canneries - incl. salesmen and
drivers
Hay, Grain, Feed Dealers
Contractors' Permanent Yards - for maintenance of
equipment or storage of material
Lumber Yards, no second hand
Coal Merchants - incl. local managers, drivers
Sash, Door, or Finished Millwork Dealers - D.C.H.
Junk Dealers D.C.H.
Bottle, Rubber, Rag, Paper Stock Dealers, 2nd Hann
Iron or Steel Scrap Dealers
Milk Bottle Exchanges - all employees
Stables or Breeding Farms - Training of Race Horses
incl. jockeys, trainers, drivers

Insurance
Rate
Including
Disease

O. D.

Insurance
Rate

State Fund
Insurance
Rate

7590

2.33

.01

1.63

7600

1.63

.01

1.14

7601
7704
7720

2.95
1.25
1.48

.01

.01
.01

2.065
.875
1.04

7855
8018
8021
8031
8034
8048
8103
8105
8106
8107
8111
8116
8203

3.67
1.11
1.24
1.50
1.11
1.11
1.45
1.03
2.73
1.89
1.67
1.87
4.47

8204

.01
.01
.01
.01
.01

.01

2.57
.78
.87
1.05
.78
.78
1.015
.72
1.91
1.32
1.17
1.31
3.13

3.10

.01

2.17

8209
8215

1.92
1.79

.01
.01

1.34
1.25

8227
8232
8233
8235
8263
8264
8265
8266

1.59
2.19
3.32
1.58
7.94
2.81
7.91
1.56

.01
.01
.01
.01
.01
.01
.01
.01

5.56
1.97
5.54
1.09

8279

3.61

.01

2.53

.01

.01
.01
.01
.01

.01
.01

1.ll

1.53
2.32
1.11

Indystrial Classifications

:0
N

Livestock Dealers s.n.c.R.
Storage Warehouses - Cold
Storage Warehouses - General Merchandise
Storage Warehouses - Furniture
Cotton Merchants, incl. warehouse or yard employees
Cotton Storage, baled cotton
Grain Elevator Operation
Gasoline or Oil Dealers, incl. drivers
Liquefied Petroleum Gas Dealers
Automobile, Bus, Livery or Taxicab Companies:
Garage Employees
Automobile Accessories Service Stations
Automobile Garages or Repair Shops
Automobile Storage Garages or Parking Stations
- incl. drivers
Automobile Body Repairing - metal - incl.
upholstering and painting
Geophysical Exploration - Seismic method
Geophysical Exploration N.O.C.
Stevedoring - Tallymen and Checking Clerks
Field Bonded Warehousing - all employees
Steamship Lines or Agencies - Port Employees
Convalescent or Nursing Homes - all employees
Hospitals, Vete~inary, D.C.H.
Buildings - operation by contractors
Buildings N.0.c. - operation by owner or lessee
Buildings - Dwellings - not more than l story used
for commercial purposes
Motels, Motor Courts, etc.
Hospitals: All Other Employees
Hotels
Commissary Work
Bowling Alleys
Bowling Alleys - automatic
Colleges, Schools, Libraries, Churches - all other
employees
Parks N.O.C. - all employees, incl. drivers

Industrial
Code No.

Insurance
Rate
Including
Disease

O. D.

Insurance
Rate

State Fund
Insurance
Rate

8288
8291
8292
8293

1.84
t.66
2.27
2.47

.01
.01
.01
.01

1.29
1.16
1.59

8295
8304
8350
8353

1.45
2.92
t.72
1.72

.01
.01
.01..
.01.

t.015
2.04
1.20
1.20

8385
8387
8391

1.48
1.16
1.16

.01
.01
.01

1.04
.81
.81

8392

1.51

.01

1.06

8393
8606
8607
8709F
8710
8726F
8829
8831
9014
9015

t.63
2.91
1.31
1.20
1.09
1.02
1.01
1.33
1.90
1.90

.01

.01
.01

1.14
2.04
.92
.84
.76
.71
.71
.93
1.33
1.33

9023
9024
9040
9052
9078
9090
9092

1.90
1.90
1.25
1.01
1.44
1.15
1.09

.01
.01

1.33
1.33

.01

.71

.01.

1.01

.01
.01

.76

9101
9102

1.28
1.36

.en

.01
.01
.01
.01
.01
.01
.01

.m.

.01

l.73

.875

.805
.90

.95

Industrial Classifications
'
Window Cleaning
- D.C.H.
A.~usement Parks, Shooting Galleries
Athletic Teams or Parks: All players on salary list
Carnivals, Circuses, or Amusement Device Operators
Street and Sewer Cleaning
Garbage, Ash, or Refuse Collecting
.Rigging ~ .O .C., incl. drivers - Bell Installation
- tower bells
Awning, Tent, Canvas Goods Erection - interior and
exterior - incl. drivers
Advertising Companies - outdoor - D.C.H.
Sign Mfg., erection, repair or ~aintenance - not
outdoor
Sign Painting or Lettering on Buildings or Structures
Ice Harvesting - incl. drivers
Military Reservation Construction - Carpentry

Industrial
Code ~o.

Insurance
Rate
Including
Disease

0. D.

Insurance
Rate

State Fund
Insurance
Rate

9170
9180
9181
9186
9402
9403

9.78
2.26
2.40
4.49
1.90
2.78

.01
.01
.01
.01
.01
.01

6.85
1.58
1.68
3.14
1.33
l.95

9530

12.50

.01

8.75

9539
9549

1.93
2.71

.01
.01

1.35
1.90

9552
9553
9630
9800

3.38
3.09
10.72
2.57

.01
.01
.01
.01

2.37
2.16
7.50

1.ao

APPENDIX B
List of Participants by Meeting,
Legislative Council Committee on Occupational Diseases
October 16, 1959
1.

2.
3.
4.

5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Truman C. Hall, Chairman, Industrial Commission
Frank Van Portfliet, Commissioner, Industrial Commission
Ray II. Brannaman, Commissioner, Industrial Commission
Harold Clark Thompson, Counsel, State Compensation Insurance Fund
Paul H. Jacoe, Senior Industrial Hygienist, Occupational Health Section,
Sta le Dcp;-i.rtment of Heal th
Dr. Robert Bell, Colorado General Hospital
Dr. George W. Zinke, Department of Economics, University of Colorado
B. E. Whittenburg, Denver Fire Department
Fred Hefferly, United Mine Workers

April 8,.1960
l.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.

George Cavender, President, Colorado Labor Council, AFL-CIO
T. M. McCormick, Secretary-Treasurer, Oil, Chemical & Atomic Workers
International Union
Pat Kelly, President, International Chemical Workers, Local 543, AFL-CIO
Sim Cingoranelli, President, Climax Molybdenum Union, No. 24410, AF1,-CIO
Chris Valdez, Representative, U.S. Steel Workers, 2102, AFL-CIO
Edward Scheunemann, Counsel, Colorado State Labor Council, AF1,-CIO
R. C. Anderson, Vice-President, Colorado State Labor Council, AFL-CIO
Charles l~oster, Committeeman, International Chemical Workers Union,
Local 543, AFL-CIO
.
Michael Pasternak, Assistant to President, United Mine Workers, District 50
Robert Wherry, Legislative Chairman, Colorado Manufacturers Association
Howard W. Yates, Executive Vice-President, Colorado Chamber of Commerce
C.H. Groves, Insurance Manager, Colorado Fuel and Iron
Robert Wilson, Assistant Secretary, Gates Rubber Company
Jerome Ryan, Vice-President, Stanley Aviation Company
William Hazlett, Representative, Association of Casualty and Surety Companies
John Miller, Advisory Committeeman, Casualty and Surety Association
Robert Shutlcff, Advisory Committeeman, Casualty and Surety Association

Hay 9, 1960
l.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Professor Douglas Parker, University of Colorado Law School
Paul W. Jacoc, Senior Industrial Hygienist, Occupational Health Section,
State Department of Health
Leo Goodman, Secretary, Industrial Union Department, AFL-CIO
Dr. Gcnrge ll. Zinke, Department of Economics, University of Colorado
·Patrick F. Kelly, Presiclcnt, International Chemical Workers, Local 543, AF1,-CIO
Charles A. Foster, Committeeman, International Chemical Workers Union,
Local 543, AFL-CIO
'
Frank Van Portfliet, Commissioner, Industrial Commission

-
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8.
9.

10.
11.
12.

Professor Donald S.Jars I Uni versi t,y of Colorado Law School
Eciward Scheunemann, Counsel, Colorado State Labor Council, AFL-CIO
Warren Thompson, Director, State Department of Rehabilitation
Parnell McLaughlin, State Department of Rehabilitation
Harold Clark Thompson, Counsel, State Compensation Insurance Fund

June 29, 1!160

1.
2.
~~.

'1.
5.
6.

7.
8.
9.
10.

11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.

17.
18.
19.
20.

21.
22.
23.

Dr.
Dr.
Dr.
Dr.
Dr.
Dr.

Allan llurs t, Chest Diseases and Allergies
Osgoode Phi 1 pott, Derma tolo1~Y
Lewis C. Benesh, Industrial lleal th Section, Colorado Medical Society
Will iarn A. Re ttherg, llema tolog_y
Geor~e II. CuJ'f'man, Jr., Internal Hedicine and Hematology
D. Dixon llolland, Department of Occupational llealth, American Medical
Association ,
Dr. D. W. Boyer, Chief Surgeon, Colorar\o ~•uel & Iron Corporation
Dr. Irving Ohr, Me<lical Director, Hartin Company, Denver
Edward Scheunemann, Counsel, Colorado State Labor Council, AFL-CIO
Howard W. Yates, Executive Vice-President, Colorado Chamber of Commerce
C.H. Groves, Insurance Manager, Colorado Fuel and Iron Corporation
D.R. Robinson, Colorado Fuel and Iron Corporation
Howard J. Hilmes, Colorado Fuel and Iron Corporation
Frank Price, Ideal Cement Compal\v
s. D. Houlihan, Ideal Cement Company
Mitchell Benedict, Ideal Cement Company
A. Toffoli, Colorado Labor Council, AFL-CIO
Charles Foster, Committeeman, International Chemical Workers Union,
Local 543, AFL-CIO
Arvel W. Brewer, International Chemical l·iorkers Union, Local 543 1 AFl,-CIO
Truman C. Hall, Chairman, Indus trial Commission
f'rank G. \'an Portfliet, Commissioner, Industrial Commission
Harold Clark Thompson, Counsel, State Compensation Insurance ~·und
Paul W. ,Jacoc, Senior Industrial Hygienist, Occupational Health Section,
State Department of lloalth
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APPft;NDIX C 1
Hajority Report of the Industrial Commission
to the
Legislative Council Committee on Occupational Diseases
October 16, 1959
The Industrial Commission of Colorado desires to make the following statement concerning its views with respect to the present occupational disease disability law of the State of Colorado and give ih recc,mmemlations for what it
believes should be tho law with respect to occupational disease in this state.
Because there have been nwrierous cases before this Commission in which the employee was suffering from a bona fide occupational disease in the common acceptance of that term which could not be compensated because of the limitations
in the present law which is known as a "schedule law," this Commission desires
to go on record as favoring the passage of a comprehensive occupational disease
law which will compensato every true occupational disease which is fairly traceable to the work of the employee afflicted thereby in his employment as a proximate cause and does· not come from a hazard to which the workman would have been
equally exposed outside of the employment. In short, this Conunission believes
that occupational diseases should be placed upon the same basis insofar as compensability is concerned as accidental injuries arising out of and in the course
of the employment and that the compensation benefits for occupational disease
should be the same as those provided for compensating injuries under the Workmen I s
Compensation Act of Colcrado.

~

In exploring the matter further, the Commission desires to point out that
the statute of limitations for the filing of claims under the Occupational Disease
Act contains various limitations some of which in the opinion of the Commission
arc t,oo short. With ,respect to most of the occupational diseases now listed in
the statute, ·the claim must be filed within sixty days after the date of disablement, except in the case of poisoning from benzol or its derivatives when the
claim must he filed within ninety days after the date of disablement, and in the
case of silicosis in which the claim must be filed within one year after the date
of disahlemcnt. The limitation with respect to most of the diseases, including
benzol, is too short in the opinion of the Co111mission, as it has often occurred
that diagnosis of the disease could not be made within the time allowed for tho
filing of a claim. It is the belief of the Commission that the limitations on
the filing of claims under the Occupational Disease Act should be the same as
under the Workmen's Compensation Act, with the exception perhaps of diseases
resulting from exposure to radioactive materials or substances. With respect
to thesedisP.ases, it is the helief of the Commission that the period of
limitation should hegin to run after the claimant has been advised of the
nature of his disease. In fact, this might well be the standard rule for all
occupational diseases. While claims for irradiation disease have not been
numerous in this state, in fact, there have not been over one or two filed so
far as thr~ Commission is aware, they may present an increasing problem in the
future with th<i dcvelopmnnt of nuclear cner~y. The Commission has been advised
by experts in the field that various forms of cancer can develop from such exposures as late as thirty-five years after the exposure. Tl would therefore
SP.Cm fair that the statute of limitations in such instances should begin to
run aft.er the diagnosis has been made and the claimant has been informed of
the nature of the disease.
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Silicosis presents a special problem in this state and the Commission feels
that basically the same standards should be retained in the law if amended as
are now incorporated in the law, namely, that the last employer for whom the
claimant has worked for sixty days, and inwhose employ he has been exposed to
harmful quantities of silicon dioxide for sixty days, should be the one to be
held liable. lloucver, the Commission feels there is no longer any valid reason
for retaining the so-called "escalator clause" in the law which initially allowed
a benefit of $500 if the claimant became disabled during January of 1946 and then
the benefit was increased $50 a month thereafter. By this time the Commission
feels that an,v person who becomes disabled from silicosis should receive the full
benefits of the law.
Another matter which the Commission desires to bring to the attention of
the Committee is the question of temporary partial and permanent partial disahili ty. It is the feeling of the Commission .that, here again, occupational
diseases should be treated in the- same manner as accidental injuries, and if a
claimant is temporarily and partially disabled or permanently and partially
disabled, he should be compensated in the same manner as he would be for accidents under the Workmen's Compensation Act. Under the present Occupational
Disease Act, claimant has to be totally disabled from pursuing any occupation
of any kind for gain or profit in order to draw benefits. We think this is
manifestly unfair. We have had quite a few cases in which a man suffering from
silicosis was unquestionably totally disabled from pursuing his occupation as
a miner, or, in the case of a brickyard worker, as an employee in that employment, and was severely handicapped from pursuing any other occupation, but
hecause of the wording of tho law he was not entitled to any compensation
because he could do some simple task such as running an elevator or selling
pencils on the street.
Therefore, for these and other reasons, the Commission again recommends
that insofar as all occupational diseases are concerned they should be treated
in the same manner as accidental injuries and allowances made for partial dis~
ability, either temporary or permanent.
To swn the matter up, the Commission feels that, wherever possible,
occupational diseases should be treated in the same manner as accidental
injuries and one law and procedure should govern both accidental injuries and
occupational diseases •

.
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Minority Report of the Industrial Commission
to the
Legislative Council Committee on Occupational Diseases
October 16, 1959

The attached statement prepared by attorneys for the "State Fund" for the
purpose of' reflecting the atti tudc of the Industrial Commission concerning a
revision in the Colorado Occupational Disease Disability law is, in my opinion,
much too strong and biased to be employed as a statement by the "Commission"
particularly that portion thereof which reads as followsr
" ••• this Commission desires to go on record as favoring the
passage of a comprehensiv{l occupational disease law which
will compensate every true occupational disease which is
fairly traceahle to the work of the employee afflicted
thereby in his employment as a proximate cause and does not
come from a hazard to which the workman would have been
equally exposed outside of the employment. In short, this
Commission believes that occupational diseases should be
placed upon the same basis insofar as compensa.bi li ty is concerned as accidental injuries arising out of and in the
course of the employment and that the compensation benefits
for occupational disease should be the same as those provided for compensating injuries under the Workmen's
Compensation Act of Colorado."
In the first place, the use of the term "Comprehensive Occupational Disease
Law" is misleading and its use by the members of the Industrial Commission could
possibly innuence the enactment of ill-advised legislation. The States which
have broad form Occupational Disease Disability laws vary considerably both in
coverage and limitations and if the State of Colorado were to consider the enactment qf a broad form Occupational Disease Disability law, it would be necessary,
in JI\Y,Opinion, that a very thorough study of the advantages and disadvantages of
the provisions and limitations in each State law be studied and investigated.
The mere extension of liability for occupational diseases under the terms and
provisions of our Workmen's Compensation law would, upon reflection, be a
serious mistake. Accidental injuries are subject to prompt and more or less
accurate investigation as to causes and diagnoses as to the extent of effect
whereas the source or cause of an occupational disease may be obscure and
difficult of accurate diagnosis. It, therefore, seems to me that an occupational
disease disability law must of necessity be more limited in its scope and application in order to avoid gross injustice to one party in favor of another. The
proponents of broad form Occupational Disease laws are diametrically and unalterably opposed to those who favor a "scheduled law" with limitations as is
in effect in the State of Colorado today from the standpoint of reason and logic
favoring or disfavoring one act over the other. The Industrial Commission of
Colorado is a quasi-judicial hocly affected with a public interest - it does not
solely represent, or at least should not solely represent, one group as opposed
to another and yet if a statement is made in the context of the one attached,
the Commission unequivocally alines itself with one group as opposed to the
other. This, I hclieve should not he the position of our membership.
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One certainly cannot debate tho simple proposition that a workman diseased
from circumstances inherent in his employment is as much entitled to compensation
benefits as ono who sustains injury from accident arising out of the employment no person with humanitarian instincts would deny the efficacy or tho desirability
of such a situation. Unfortunately, one must not lose sight of the necessity to
balance good against evil, as it were. The Executive, Legislative and Judicial
branches of Government must not impose undue burden upon one person or group of
persons merely for the purpose of providing recoveries to another person or group
of persons. Such a procedure violates the American sense of justice. The sources
of disease are still in many instances a mystery to the medical profession, notwithstanding, that substantial r,ains in knowledge have been made in the past few
years and for this reason the danger of attributing unknown sources of disease to
a condition of employment is manifest under the liberal construction accorded by
Commissions and Courts to claims arising under industrial disability acts. It is
acknowledged, for instance, that the cause of cancer is unknown today but it is
not infrequently that Comntlssions and Courts have found the cause of cancer in
circumstances arising out of and in the course of industrial employment. There
is at least one such instance among our own files. When is an employee ill from
conditions in employment or simply from the infirmities of old age or a confusion
of both? !low can <lisabili ties arising from multiple sources antl multiple diseases
be separated and benefits paid upon an equitable basis? llow many times is a
disease or an infirmity incorrectly diai~nosed and the real cause of illness or
disability determined only upon post mortem examination? The answers to these
questions arc obvious but under a broad form Occupational Disease Act numerous
mistakes would be rewarded with handsome awards against an employer. This is
especially true as respects diseases, the cause and source of which are little
knnwn. My inv'.!stigation of the manner in which the present Colorado Occupational
Disease Disabi lit:-,• law was developed forces me to conclude that those who made
the original study were convinced of the desirability to proceed with caution
an•! to year by year add specific diseases to the schedule or those covered under
the law, those diseases about which the medical rrofession had advanced in
knouledge. This procedure has in the past and will in the future enable employers in industry to institute loss 11revention programs or to eliminate
entirely the hazards which arc the cause of specific diseases. This approach
seems to me to he the logical anrl sensible approach to the problem. Individuals
by the mere fact of having been bnrn must accept as their own responsibility
some of the hazar,ls of exis tencc. Employment is not only for the hcnefi t of
the employer but also the workman who deri vcs wages for daily effort. It is
true, and I adort the philosorhy, that industry should bear the known burdens
of operation but T cannot concede that it must bear the unknown burr\cns of
operations for which it cannot conceivahly inclwle as a part of costs to the
consuming public.
It is su1mcsled that our Occupatinnal Disease law shnulci compensate for
partial disability, both temporary and permanent, ancl the arguments therefor are
plausible and utopian hut it shoulcl he rcmem'iered that man,y States which have
spent-vast sums of money in stwly ancl invcstii~ation of this problem have failed
to find a proper answer of equitable compensation. The State of New York has,
perha11s, studied this situation far more extensively than any other State of the
Union - Commissions have been aprointeo, numerous rerorts have been made and the
~cw York Lcr,islaturc has consiclered the problem percnniall,v over a long period
of ti me. It has not found a satisfactory method or manner in which to compensate
partial disah1Uty under an Occupational Disease Disability law. Representatives
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of States which provide benefits for partial disahi t ity un1ler Occupational Disease
laws have statctl that il is one of the most difficult sections of the law to
acirninistcr ancl causes more problems ancl injustices than any provision contained
in either a Workmen's Compensation or Occupational Disease Disability law. It
seems to me, in view of this fact, that partial disabilities are more the subject
of disability insurance, both occupational and non-occupational, than to be included under an Industrial Di.sahi li ty Act.
Reference has been made to the periods of limitation under the Occupational
Disease law and I think without sufficient reasoning it has been recommended that
the limitation period for filinr, claims be substantially expande,t even to the
point of computing the inception date of such periods of limitation from the date
of diagnosis rather than from the cla tc of disablement. I do not quarrel wfth the
social aspects of such thinking but as a practical matter I wonder how in the
world an employer or his insurance company can properly compute the extent of its
liability from year to year and how rates and premiums can be accurately prog•·•
nosticated under such laws. Docs not every person subject to legal liability
have the right to do business and to possess a free conscience within some
reasonable limits of time as to the extent of their legal liability? Is it
proper for a provident employer to reach the age of retirement in the belief
that he has accumulated sufficient assets to see him through until death and
then to be confronted with an ancient and stale source of liability?· Can you
visualize the problems involved in ascertaining facts concerning the source of
disease and working conditions under statutes of this character? Is it not
possible that attending physicians and their records necessary to the defense
of an action would be dead or destroyed under these proposed periods of limitation? llow long can a potential claimant delay in ascertaining the cause of
his disease or infirmity to the prejudice of another and still produce an
equitable result? Who can say that the periods of limitation in the present
act are any more unjust than those proposed? Unjust to whom?

It is averred that a very special Statute of Limitations should be enacted
for irradiation diseases. Someone must be clairvoyant because all of the literature available indicates that these cliseascs also arc subject to considerable
speculation as to cause, effect and incubation. I do not deI\v that ultimately
these diseases will require special treatment but they now fall into that class
hcrcinbcforc discussed in which lhe meclical profession does not as yet possess
sufficient knowledge upon which to base proper legislation. The sentence contained in the statement attached, that the Commission has been advised by experts
that various forms of cancer can develop from irraclia tion exposure, I submit
lhat other so-called c,-.-perts deny the statement and have frankly committed themselves to the proposition that harmful. exposure in this area cannot on the basis
of present knowledge be accurately defined.
I ar,rcc that there is no longer any valicl reason for retaining the ~a-called
"cscala tor clause" in the law an<I it shoulcl he eliminated.
In conclusion, I strongly urge that before the Comrnission submits or
publishes any statement rdaling to the Cot.or:-aclo Occupational Disease law,
contact shoul ,t be maflc with proper rcprcsen ta ti vcs of other Sta tcs who have
accumula teci vas tty more experience lhan has hccn avai lahlc to us under the Colorado law an1l that if as a rcsul t of those contacts some changes in our law are
indicated that we make known lhc fact!; of our invcs ti~a tion without a dcfi ni te
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recommendation as an impartial State Agency. I believe that my attitude on this
matter may be summarized from a quotation from a work entitled "Workmen's Compensation", authored by Somers and Somers, published by John Wiley and Sons in
1954, wherein it was stated at page 50:.

"It is asserted that a schedule statute, with specific
dcsigna tion of onl~r those occupational diseases which
arc compensahle, reflects more intensive legislative
study and consi<loration of the incidences and exposures
causing industrial diseases than comprehensive type
statutes. Under a schedule statute, it is possible for
an emplo~•er to initiate more adequate safeguards to pro•
tect the worker from harmful exposures causing the
designated occupational diseases. Under comprehensive
type statutes, employers are forced to protect their
workers against all diseases, whether they can be
reasonably antic!paterl or not. Comprehensive coverage,
it is art!Ued, makes the cost of such protection excessive bqcause compensation may be claimed for
diseases not industrial in origin, thereby permitting
the compensation laws to become general heal th insurance
programs."
There is attacherl to this memorandum a copy of the June 1959 issue of the
Rocky Mountain Law Review, Volume 31, No. 4, containing an article "Worker Protection Under Occupational Disease Disability Statutes", a reading of which will
provide some conception of the magnitude of this issue. I heartily recommend
to you this article for a better understanding'of the complicated nature of any
judicious amendment. to the Colorado Occupational Disease Disability law •
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APPE~IX D
?-Ir:DICiL BE:-i'EFITS UNDER STATE WORKlIEN 'S COHPElISATIOU IJiJlS

A--Jurisdictions which provide full medical benefits, by law
or by administrative authority, for both
accidental injuries and occupational diseases
Alaska
Calil'ornia
Connecticut
Delaware
District of Columbia
Florida

Hawaii
Idaho
Indiana
Maryland
Massachusetts·
Michigan

M;i.nnesota
Mississippil/
Missouri
Nebraska
New Hampshire
New Jersey

New York
North Dakota
Ohio
Oklahoma
Oregon
Pennsylvania

Puerto Rico
Rhode Island
South Carolina
Washington
Wisco~

Wycmi

1

Federal Employees' Compensation Act, Longshoremen's and Harbor Workers' Compensation Act.
B--Jurisdictions which limit medical benefits
Benefits limited generally
Benefits limited in special cases
Limited by time
Limited by a.mount
Limited by time
Limited by amount

6 months

Alabama

$1,200

Arizona

$1,000 for total
disability from occupational diseases
generally; $500 ii'
employee able to continue work while being
treated for specified
diseases including
radiation diseases.

Arl:ansas

Y

90 days for
silicosis and
asbestosis; may
be extended for
an additional
90 days.

$500 f'or hernia.

The workmen's compensation lavrs in these States do not provide coverage of occupational diseases.

Source:

~

u.

Workmen's Compensation~'! Comparison of Major Provisions with Recommended Standards,
S. Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor Standards, December 1959.

Jurisdictions
---.

which liui t ~edical benefits
Bencfi ts limited i'.ener~ll:r
n~nefi ts limited in s~zc~al cases
Limited by time
Limited by runount
Limited by time
Limited by amount
Colorado

6 months

~1,50~. Additional
$500 ma,y be authorizeJ. for occupational disease cases
if the worker's condition "rill ce
materi'll-¾v i:nproved.

Georc;ia

10 weeks; period
may be extended
for additional
time.

$1,125, plus ~375 in

Illinois

discretion of Board.

6 months for
silicosis or
asbestosis or
either complicated by
tuberculosis.

,...
-::::

Iowa

$1,000 for medical
and surgical services; ·$2,000 hospital
services and supplies;
full payment for special
nurses and ambulance
charges. Commission
may authorize an
additional $2,000.

Jurisdictions which limit medical be~efits
1:!::nefits limited in sp1::cial cases
5,.:nefi ts l:.i.mi ted gener.:: l }:y
Lim.i ted by a!!i.J'..lllt
Lic.i ted by time
LiD!_i~~-~r.__~ount
Kensas

120 days; in ex-

$2,500

treme cases,
Commission~r may
extend time.

Kentucl..y

$2,500

Louisiana

$2,500

Maine
Montana.

For silicosis
Ccrra:rlssion~r may
extend the 120day limit by 90
d~ys if' there is
substantial prospect that such
contin~ed treatment
will ruatcrially
improve eoployee's
condition.

$1,000 f'or silicosis.

36 months for
accident cases.
No time limit
for occupational
disease cases.

$2,500. In cases
of total disability
where the $2,500 is
in3u.fficient to
meet all hospital
c;::penr:c3, a.ddi tional
hos pi t.:;.l ancl medidal.
e,;pen:::es may be
aJ.loved in special
cases.

$1,000 for an employee
suffering Zrorn an occupational disease who
is able to continue in
his enployment while
being treated.

.Jurisrtictions which limit medical bene..:'i t::;

Bene:l"its limited generall.v
Li:ni ted by time
Limited by amount

Benefits li:ni.ted in 1:;pecial co.ses
Limited by time
Lim.i ted by amount
Total payable for compensation,
medical nursing, and hospital
benefits tor silicosis may not
exceed $14,250; the amount
payable for hospital, medical
or nursing benei'its shall not
exceed $50 per month.

Nevada

Nev Mexico

5 years

$1,500. The
court may order
additional
amount. Total
amount not to
exceed $15 ,ooo.

I

1-l
0

3 yea.rs for
asbestosis
and silicosis.

north Carolina

en

South Dakota

20 weeks

$300 for medical
and surgical services; $700 for
hospital benefits
including prostheses; additional
$1,000 may be
authorized.

Tennessee

1 year

$1,800.

$1,000 in any one year for
asbestosis and silicosis.

Jurisdictions which limit medical benefits
.
limited generally
Benetits 1imited in special cases
Lirai ted by t ~
Li.mi ted by a-:iaunt
Limited by time
Li.mited by amount

~ t1 ts

91

Texas

days :for

silicosis or
asbestosis.

$1,283.33 for occupational

Utah

diseases; Commission may
increase to $1.,925.01 in
cases of prol.onged
hospitalization.
$5.,000-

Vermont

3 years for
silicosis or
asbestosis.

Virginia
I
~

0

0)

west Virl:;inia

~00 £or silicosis or
asbestosis.

6o days; may be
extended for two
years including
the first 6o days.
No limit in hernia
cases.

$1,6oo; additional $800
may be

authorized

No al1owance for medical treatment for
silicosis.

APPENDIX E
Missouri Legislation Relating to Loss of Hearingl
287.201. 7. Loss of hearing due to
occupational disease for purposes of this
a loss of hearing in one or both ears due
in employment. Harmful noise means sound
deafness.

industrial noise is recognized as an
chapter and is hereby defined to be
to prolonged exposure to harmful noise
capable of producing occupational

287.202. 1. Losses of hearing due to industrial noise for compensation
purposes shall be confined to the frequencies of 500, 1000, and 2000 cycles per
second. Loss of hearing ability for frequency tones above 2000 cycles per second
are not to be considered as constituting disability for hearing.
2. The per cent of hearing loss, for purposes of the determination of
compensation claims for occupational deafness, shall be calculated as the
average, in decibels, of the thresholds of hearing for the frequencies of
500, 1000, and 2000 cycles per second. Pure tone air conduction audiometric
instruments, approved by nationally recognized authorities in this field, shall
be used for measuring hearing loss. If the losses of hearing average 15 decibels
or less in the three frequencies, such losses of hearing shall not then constitute any compensable hcarinr, disability. If the losses of hearing average
82 decibels or more in the three frequencies, then the sa~c shall constitute
and be total or 100 per cent compensable hearing loss.
3. Th,re shall he payable.as permanent partial disability: for total
occupational deafness of one ear seventeen (17) weeks of compensation; for
total occupational deafness of both cars, one hunclred (100) weeks of compensation; and for partial occupational deafness in one or both ears, compensation
shall be paid for such periods as are proportionate to the relation which the
hearing loss bears to the amount provided in this subsection for total loss of
hearing in one or both ears, as the case may be. The amount of the hearing
loss shall be reduced by the average amount of hearing loss from non-occupational causes found in the population at any given age, according to the
provisions hereinafter set forth.
4. In measuring hearinr! impairment, the lowest measured losses in each
of the three frequencies shall be addcrt together and divided by three to
determine the average decibel loss. ~·or every decibel of loss exceeding
15 decibels an allowance of one and one-half (l*) per cent shall be made up
to the maximum of one hundred (100) per cent which is reached at 82 decibels.
5. In determining the binaural (both ears) percentage of loss, the
percentage of impairment in the better car shall be multiplied by five (5).
The resulting figure shall be adctcd to the percentage of impairment in the
poorer ear and the sum of the two divided by six ( 6). The final percentage
shall represent the binaural hearing impairment.

1.

Abstracted from Senate Bill 167, Missouri 70th General Assembly, 1959.
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6. Defore determining the percentage of hearing impairment, in order to
allow for the average amount of hearing loss from non-occupational causes found
in the population at any given a e, there shall be deducted from the total
average decibel loss, one-half(?) decibel for each year of the employee's
age over forty at the time of last exposure to indus tri,al noise.

7

7. No claim for compensation for occupc1.tional deafness may be filed until
after six months separation from the type of noisy work for the last employer
in whose employment the employee was at an;v time during such employment exposed
to harmful nnise, anrl the last day of such period of separation from the type
of noisy work shall he the date of disability.
8. An employer shalt become tiahl.e for the entire occupational deafness
to which his employment has contrihute1l; but if previous deafness is established
by a hearing test or by other competent evidence, whether or not the employee
was exposcci tn noise within G months prececiing such test, the employer shall
not he liable for prC'vi ous loss so established nor shat l he be liable for any
loss for which conpensation has previously been paid or awarded.
9. ~o consirleration shall he given to the question of uhether or not the
ability of an employee tn understand speech is improved by the use of a hearing
aid.
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APPENDIX F
in lhe workmen's compensation laws relating to the rehabilitation of injured workers (these provisions are in additi<m to the
provisions of the Federal 'Vocational Rehabilitation Act, which has been accepted by all the jurisdictions)

Statutory prmnsicma

State

Maintenance and other benefits

-------1 Ma.nm.nm
S50 a month for maintenance for permanently disabled

.-\laska 1

persons. Total maxim.nm $3,000
for "additional compensation.
treatment, Instruction. and necessary transportation." The lndustrtal Board is authorized to pro-

Method of financing
From that portion of the second
Injury fund that exceeds Sl0,000.

Special provlsions

Rehabllltation center·

---

vide vocstional rebabilitatton by

making cooperati.e arrangements
with insurance carriers, private

organizations,
ag.mcies.

Arizona

,.....

:.::::

I The

and government

lndusmal Commission is nrrthorized to provide "snch additional awards as may be necessary" for the promotion or vocational reh3bilitn.tion.

Arkansas-- - - Maxi.r:l.am !400 for training 3.Ild tnclden tal tr:i.,el expenses fa. persoru disabler! from silicosis or as-bestosia. Employee required to
obtain ar-pro,al of Commission
before e c.gagin g again in a tra '!e
Involving exporure to silicosis or.·
asbestosis.
District orcolmnbla __ _ Msximum $25- a week for mainte- Rehabilitation benefits, Including
·nance of permanently disabled
prosthetic appliances and necespersons during vocational rebabilsnry services not available other.ttation as directed by the U.S.
wise, payable from half of special
Secretary of Labor (in addition to
fand financed by Sl,000 payments
compensation).
Secretary of
in no dependency death cases, and
Le.bot may furnish prosthetic apfines and penalties collected.
pliances or other apparatus.

Source:

1---------------1

From a special fund, used 1n part for
vocational rehabilitation. (Sl,150
to be paid into snch fund by employer in no · dependency death
cases. Also during any year, the
Industrial Commission is authorized to direct payment Into the
State treasury, far this fund, ofnotmore than 1 percent of premiums
received by thir State. eompeI!Slr
tion rund.) -____________________ ,_. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ._ _ _ _ _ _
Byemployer

1

Selected Materials£!!_ Employee Radiation Hazards and Workmen's Compensation,
.Joint Conunittee on Atomic Energy, Congress of the United States, February 1959.

,.....
,.....
C

Florlda_ __________________ f__________________________________ f_____________________ . __________ ---1 The Inriustrlal Commission .Is rllrected to RSSlst pertn'lnently dtsahl!!d workers to obtain approprlaro trainln,z. e•lucatlrm, and emi:7loymrnt, and Is authorl7.cd to
cooperate with the proper Federal.
State, and other publlc or private
agencies In the ">ocatlonal rehabilitation of 1njur1ld workers, and
may pay for such services out of
admtnlstrntl.e !ands.
Ir the
worker, without reasonable cause,
refuses to undertake tralnlng1 the
Commission may smpcnd, reance.
or limit benefits.
Hswa.ll________ l The Director of Labor and Indm- Special oompensatlon fund. ($2.000
trial Helatloras Is anthorizetl to
p:ild to such fund by cqiployers
make an expenditure ur to $1,000
In each no-dependency death
for any (lermanently dlsahled rercase.)
son ro. n-trnlnlng and rehnbllltatton, fncludlng evaluation, Instruction,· ncet>.ssary transportation, ond maintenance.·
~Iassacbasetts,_ _ __
Insurers or selC-lnsurers are required By lnsun-r _________
The Rehabllltatlon Commbslon ls
to furnlsh rchahilltatfon servlce11
autborlzefl. to study the problems
by qualified physicians or faclllof rehabilitation for workers a.nd
tles, and also to furnish vocational
otber persons; establish and operate rehabIUtatlon faclllt.les and
rehabllltatlon services to workers
workshops; rnpervlse small busl•
declared ellc:Ihle by the Massachusetts Rehahilltatlon Commisness entervrlses established to be
conducted by handicapped persion. Such ser">lccs Include mainsons; enter into agreements with
tenance. transportation. training, other agenc:!es In connection wlth
guidance, and pl:tcemrnt services,
rehabilltatlon or placement nf
as well BS "other goods and !ler'V·
handicapped persons.
Ices necessary to render a. handfT11e Rehabllltatlon Board i'I authorca.ppcd pe~on fit to engnge in a
ized to establish a list of physiclaas
remunerative occnpatlon or ln the
to render rchahl!ltatlon servfces
occupation of homemaker."
for Injured workers; appoint physicians BS rehabllttatlon emmlners
Cor snch workeni; study problems
~f rebabilltatlon and examine reiiabllitatlon facllitles; and declde
questions of rehabilltati(ln payments by insurers o. self-Insurers.
1 A special "Fishermen's Fund," financed by appropriations and by 30 percent of
rcw,nues from all commercial flshermen's licenses, provi1es medical care an1 assistance
during convalescence _to commercial llshennen not coverej by workmea's compensation.

The Board administering the fund ls directed to provide tn!stment to rebabnttste the
worker U possible and Is authorized to cooperate· with Territorial, State, Federal, BDd
private agencies for this purpose.

Statutory provision, in the ioorkmen'• compensation laws relating to the rehabilitation of injured u,orkera (these provittiona are in addition to the
provision.a of the Federal Vocational Rehabilitation Act, which haa been accepted by all tl,,e juriadictiona)-Continued
State
MlDDesota

....
,.....
:--"

Method of flnancl.og

Maintenance and other benefits

----

Bureau of Workmell'1 BehabWtaUon, under the eontrol ,or the
Division or Workmen's Compensatlon, Js authodzed to study each
notice ol IDjury IDcurred by a
-worker and ll rebabWtation Is IndJcat.ed, IDform the Injured worker
ol available (oc.llWea and also
DOtlfy the Division of Vocational
BehabWtatlon o( the Department
or Education. Also to keep a list
or adequa&e racwtles and personneL Advisory Council or Rebahllltation authorized to advise
OD the edmlnJstratJon and !Wist
ID developing adequa&e lactllUes
and procedures.
_
Commission to coopen.te with rebabWlatioo agencies and to report
cases of needed reualnlog.
J'rom 18C011d-lu.Jury fund __________ BOBl'd
or ReiuwUUatloo, consisting
of the Industrial Commission and
the director or the Dlvisloo or
Workmen's CompensaUon, to
atndy problems of rebabilltatloo,
Including methods through wWeh
rehabilitated workmen may be
returned to employment wUbout
undue delfm. Board also to cerUfy rehab tat1on facllltles and
doctora qualified to glve rehabWtatlon set"Tlccs to lnjared workers;
also to cooperate with the D~tment of Education and the lvialon of Em~ent Security l11
lllllllstlng .
Ultated Worltlbcu
&o aecarw aultable emploJmeat.

66¾ percent or wages. mulmum $45 _
a week, not beyond 62 weekl (ID
addition to compenaatton).

MlsslsslppL •• -~---------- Maximum s10·a-week, for-not more
tban 52 weeks, (or maintenance (ID
addition to compensation).
!.fL-;:;ourL -· ______________ Maximum
$10 a week to Injured
employees while receiving physlcal rebabllltatton. Period or such
rehabllltaUOD llmlted to 3> weeks
except that the Board may, In
unusual cases, extend the ~od
for not more than an add looal
3> weeks.. Board may order employer to pay (or tranaportaUon to
rehabilltaUon ladllty.

Special provlslona

-------------------

RehabWtatlon center

New l&raeY---~--1

New York _____________ _

A worker totally or partially Incapacitated, who Is receiving rehabllltation, "may receive addition.al compensation necessary for
hl.s rehabilitation, not more than
$30 per week or which may be expended ror m1UI1tenance."
North Dakota.._~-------- Maximum S26 e. week ror 72 weeks
payable Cor dependents duriDg
period or rehabilitation.

........
N

Ohio _______________ , Maxim.am $20 a week tor 52 weeks
ror maintenance, 11 authorued by
Industrial Commission. Commission may also pay cost or artUlcial appllanees.

Oregon ________________ _

From $50 a month if single, to $100 a
month If married wtth 2 or more
children; ror r e ~ . Commission authorized to expend such
tnnds es may be necessary to accompllsh rehabilitation.

From special vocational rebabllltatlon rand. ($000 pald to such rund

b}' employers In each no-dependency death case.)

Law specifies that arter 4li0 weeka of
receiving permanent total benefits
($40 weekly maximum), such compensation shall cease unless the
employee shall have submitted to
such rehabllltaUon as may have
been ordered by tho Rehabillta,tlon CQrnml.sslon. (For future
benefits ln cases where . workers
have accepted such rehabllltatlon, see Appendix E-17.J
The Labor Department authorized
to cooperate wltb the Department
o( Education.
·

Workmen's compensation fund ____ _ Workmen's Compensation Buroou
to ooopemte with Federal vocational rehabilitation agency to obtain
appropriate traln1ng, educatlon1
anil employment ror lnJurea
workers.
SI0,000 transrerred semiannually Course of Instruction must be underfrom surplus Insurance rund to votaken within 60 days from date
sufficiently recovered or as soon
cational rehabilitation fund or
State board for vocational rehabll1thereafter as Bureau of Vocational
tation, for maintenance payments
Rehabilitation shall provide opportunity.
and cost otarWlclal appliances.

The State Industrial Accident Commission Is authorized to set aside
from the Industrial Accident
Fund, and maintain a reserve In
the amount or not leM than 1200,000
to be known as the Rehabilitation
Reserve. · Also 2~i percent or
monthly receipts of the Commts·a1on from all sources. When. nnexpended balance or the rohabllltatlon rund Is greater than $200,000,
the monthly transfer la reduced or
suspended.

St:ite Rehabilitation. Center (Ohlo
State University) authomed to restore, train, and reeducate, and
place In productive employment
physically handicapped worken.
Industrial Commlssion authorized
to make advance payments to theCeuter up to $50,000 each 3-month
period as a credit for rehabilitation
services for Injured workers.
Rehabilitation. et>nter establlshoo
within the Industrial Accident
Commission under tbe medical aid
provision to make available to in·
Jured workers modem techniques
roe rehabllltation.

Statutory provisions in the workmen's compensation laws relating to the rehabilitation of injured workers (these provisions are in addition to the
provisions of the Federal V'ocati('nal Rehabilitation Act, which has been accepted by all the jurisdictions)-Continued
State

~

I'-'
~

Maintenance and other bene1lts

· Method of financing

Spec1al provisions

Rehabilitation center

Puerto Rico _______ -· - -- __ , ___ -- -- -- ----- _-- ---------------------1-------------------------------------,----------------------------------- Rehabilitation center established
within the State fund under the
medical aid provision to make
available to injured workers the
best in physical medicine and rehabilitatkn services$750
In
no-dependency
death
cases;
Curative
center established within
Rhode Island.. ____ ------ -1-----------------------------~-----I percent of gross premiums; penLabor Department to make avail•
alties collected for any violation of
able to injured workers "all possible
the Workmen's Compensation .A.ct
modem curative treatment and
except violation of the Second
methods-''
Injury Section..
1
Utah.--------------------1 Ma.xi.mum $700 for use in rehabilita- From a special fund, which Is fi- Where employee cooperates bnt cantion and training In permanent
nanced by payments of $2,566.67
not be rehabilitated, manmwn
total disability cases and certain
$35 a week for life if permanently
In no-dependency death ca.5e5second injuries of a permanent parand totally disabled.
tial nature arising from accidental
lnjmies, as well as permanent partial and permanent tJtal disability
cases arising from occupational
diseases- In addition, employees
suffering from permanent partial
disability arising from an occnpatlonal disease are granted $35 a
week for not to exceed IO weeks.
Medical services to fnclade treatments necessary for physical rehabilitation, lncluding training
in prosthetic devices_ . In addition, the Industrial .Accident
Board Is to analyze each notice of
Injury and if rehabilitation is Indicated, Inform the injured worker
of the facilities available to him
under the Vocational Rehabilitation Division of the Texas Education Agency, and also notify the
Division of snch case..
Washlngton.. _ _
Rehabllitatioo. center- e.,mbllshed
withJn labor department under
·
tlle medicsl aid provision to make
available to Injured workers the
best fn phys1cal medJc1ne 1111d
rehabllitatlml servtces. '

T~----·----1-------- ·-------11-~-------------

~-11------------1---·

· -----!

· I

Ws.,I Vu-gL'lis .••••••••••• Afaximwn $800 (or each permanent-

..:,..
""""

ly disabled worker, plus temporary total P3yments for vocational
traiutug, tucludtug the u..<e or
crutches, artificial Umbs, or other
appliances or rue,lical treatment
1lS necess11ry. Each case to be authorized by the Co1umlssionor.
Wi.si:,msi.u ••••. __________ _ Actual and ne1'tlssary· m11.lntcna11ce
11.nd travel costs during maximum
or 40 weeks of rehabilitation, l(
tralnlug provide.! elsewhere than
11t place or r~idence. Employer
shall supply training In use o( 11rt1ficial members or a()l1lla11Cl':I. (Iu
addition to full comJ)tln.sation during training p1>riod, lnciuding rehabilitation period.)
United 8t11.tes: Federal Ma:l.imum $50 a mouth for malntenant-c. Also provides for cost o(
ewi,lo1·ees.
rehabilitation services. (In addition to compeusation.)
Lun;::.horeweu lllld har1.>or workers.

M:aximwn $25 a week for rualutenance o( permancnLly dL..abled
persons during vocational rehabilitation as directed by the U.S. Secretary or Labor (111 addition to
oompcnsatiou). Secretary o( Labor may Curnl:ib prosthetic appliances or other apparatus.

Workmen's compensation (Ulld ....•• (••••••••••••..••.•...••..••••••••. ~--·

By Insurer •••••.•••••••••.•••••••••• Cour.;e or Instruction must be undertaken within 00 days Crom date

sutliclently recovered or as soon
U1ereafter as agency In charge provides opportunity.

Appropriation o( Congress ...••.•••• Where employee fulls to undergo rehabilitation, the benefits may be
reduced Uthe rehabilitation would
have increased the employlltl's
Rehabilitation benetlts, lncludlug
prosthetic appliances and necessary services not available othl'rwlse, payable rrom half o( special
Cund tlnanced by $1,000 payments
Ju no-dependency death CllSeS, and
fines and penalties collected.

earnings.

APPENDIX G
Suggested State Legislation
Relating to Broad Coverage Subsequent Injury Funds
(Council of State Governments, 1959)

lt ls sug-gested that a second or subsequent injury fund cover all types__2!
££_rmanent physlcal lmpalnnents that a re likely to be a hlndrance or obstacle to
employment,
The second or subsequent injury fund served to reduce the fear of employers that they may be assessed a heavy compensatlon cost lf the handicapped
worker suCCe rs a subsequent lnju ry. To meet th ls problem subsequent injury funds
have been establlshed ln all but flve states (Georgia, Loulslana, Nevada, New
Mexico, and Vlrginia),
A subsequent lnjury fund ls a special fund to insure that an employer who
hires a handlcapped worker wlll not, ln the event such worker suffers a subsequent
lnjury on the job, be responslble for the payment of compensation for a greater
dlsablllty than that actually resulting from the subsequent injury by itself, Under
the New York and Minnesota laws, the employer ls only Hable for compensation for
a maximum of 104 weeks. But the employee ls fully compensated, The subsequent
injury fund pays the difference between what the injured worker receives from the
employer and what the law provides for the actual dlsabillty resulting from the comblned lnjurles.
Exlsting second or subsequent lnjury fund provlslons of state workmen's
compcnsatlon laws may provlde for coverage of any type of prior dlsablllty -- such
as poll,?, epllepsy, arthrltls, heart disease, or diabetes; or lt may be so llmlted
that lt applles only to such handicaps as the 'loss, or loss of use, of a hand, arm,
foot, leg, or eye, The great majority of these funds are llmlted ln coverage to the
loss of a member of the body.
A worker who has suffered a radlatlon injury may flnd lt dlfflcult to retaln hls present job or to obtain other employment lf a subsequent injury fund does
not cover such lnjurles. Less than one-third of the laws have subsequent injury
funds that cover radlatlon lnjurles.
As to the methods of financing such funds, the International Association of
lndus.trlal Accident Boards and Commlsslons Second Injury Fund Subcommittee reported ln 1958 as follows:
"Where a broad coverage ls provlded, based on the flrst injury
rcsultlng from a non-lndustrlal traumatic lnjury or a congenital
condlllon, the llabillty for financing of the Second Injury Fund
should be shared by Industry und soclety at large, In other
words, where a pre-cxlstlng conditlon ls the result of a nonoccupatlonal accldent or dlseasc the State should be required to
cont rlb11te lts proportlon of the cost of the case thus reducing
the cost to the employer. lt ls believed that by so rellevlng the
employc r from the entire cost of all second lnjury cases, the
employment of handicapped persons wlll he encouraged."
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This Committee also suggested:
"The limitation of the medical liability of the employer in
second injury cases to a specific amount with the balance
payable by the Second Injury Fund is a further consideration
to encourage the employment of the handicapped."
Section 1 of the suggested legislation is designed to make it possible for
a state to cover radiation injuries under its currently existing second injury fW1d.
Section 2 suggests a possible method a state might use to finance a second injury
fund where none exists or where a state contemplates changing its present method
of financing.
Suggested Legi~lation
[Title should conform to State requirement~
(Be it enacted, etc • )
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

Section 1. Whenever an employee who has a permanent physical impairment due to previous accident or disease or any congenital condition, which is
or is likely to be a hindrance or obstacle to his employment, incurs a subsequent disability by reason of a personal injury, for which compensation is required by this Act, resulting in permanent partial or permanent total disability
that is substantially greater by reason of the combined effects of the impairment
and subsequent injury than that which would have resulted from the subsequent
injury alone, the employer or his insurance carrier shall in the first instance
pay all awards of compensation provided by this Act, but such employer or his
insurance carrier shall be reimbursed by the [State treasurefl from the fund
created [;y section ~ for all compensation subsequent to that payable for the
12 first [one hw1dred and four week~ of disability and for all medical benefits in
13 excess of [$150Q].
14
If the subsequent injury of such an employee shall result in the death of
1~ the employee, and it shall be determined that either the injury or the death
16 would not have occurred except for such pre-existing physical impairment,
17 the employer or his insurance carrier shall in the first permanent instance pay
18 the compensation prescribed by this Act, but he or his insurance carrier shall
19 be reimbursed by the [state treasurer]from the fund created (py section 2]for
20 all compensation payable in excess of[one hundred and four weeks]and for all
21 medical benefits in excess of [$1500] .

22

The word "compensation" as used in this section for the purpose of re23 imbursement means all payments to the injured worker or to his dependents
24 in case of death, and payments for medical, hospital, burial and other serv25 ices, made under the provisions of this @hapte!'.) •

1
2
3
4
5
6

Section 2. There is hereby established in the (?tate Treasury] a special
fund for the purpose of making payments for subsequent injury in accordance
with the provisions of[section l] . Such fund shall be administered by the
[workmen's compensation agency] . The [State treasurei:] shall be the custodian of such fund and all moneys and securities in such fund shall be held in
trust by such[trf.-!asurer] and shall not be the money or property of the State.
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SuggcHtcd State Legi slatlon
7
8
9
10
11
12

(a) The [treasurer] ls authorized to disburse moneys from such flUld
only upon order of the [workmen's compensation agenci], He shall be required to give bond in an amotmt to be fixed aud with the securities approved
by the [workmen's compensation agenci] conditioned upon the faithful performance of his duty as a custodian of such fund, The premium of such bond
shall be paid out of such fund.

13
(b) Two separate accow1ts shall he established W1der the special fund
14 created under this section, One account shall be designated Item A. The
15 other shall he designated Item 8.

16

(1) Payments shall be made into Item A of the special flUld as follows:

17
(A) The State Legislature shall appropriate an amoW1t necessary
18 to meet the payments provided under this section from Item A of the special
19 fund,
20

(2) Payments shall be made into Item 8 of the special flUld as follows:

21
(A) Each employer shall pay [$2,000] as indemnity benefits for
22 the death of an employee of such employer resulting from injury where the
23 [workmen's c0mpensation agency] determines that there ls no person en24 titled W1der this [title] to indemnity benefits for such death. Whether there
25 is such a person shall be ascertained as of the time of the determination.
26
27
28
29
30
31

(B) Each insurance carrier shall annually under regulations prescribed by the [workmen's compensation agency] make payments to such fWld
in an amount equal to [one] percentum of the gross premium received from
workmen's compensation insurance written or renewed by it during th~ preceding calendar year on risks within this State or subject to the jurisdiction of
this State.

32
33
34
35
36
37
38

(C) Each self-insurer shall annually, under regulations prescribed
by the [workmen's compensation agency), make payments to such fund in an
amount equal to [onQ] percentum of the premium which such employer would
have had to pay to obtain workmen's compensation insurance for the preceding
calendar year (or proportional year if a self-insurer has not been authorized
for tl1e full year), which amount shall be determined by the 5vorkmen's compensation agency],

39
40
41
42

(c) Payments from Items A and I3 shall be made as follows:
(1) Item A shall be used to reimburse employers or insurance carriers
for all payments due under this section to any employee whose prior permanent
physical impairment was not incurred as the result of an employment injury,

43
44
45

(2) Item B shall be used to reimburse employers or insurance carriers
for all payments due under this section to any employee whose prior permanent
physical impairment was incurred as tl1e result of an employment injury.
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APPENDIX H
Users of Radioactive Material in Colorado
and Radiation Control Problems 1
Statistical Summary
X-ray machims registered - 2152
It is estimated the x-ray machine registration by the Occupational
Health Section is 90 per cent complete. New registrations are
averaging about 10 per month, indicating an increased use at
this rate. In addition to an increased use of x-ray machines
at the present rate, one new x-ray machine will be registered
for a population increase of each 800 citizens.
Radium registrations - 31
Since radium has been in common use for over 60 years in
medicine, it is known that many more sources than this exist in
Colorado. Although a request was made for registration of radium
along with machines, it will be necessary to send out questionnaires for a special radium registration program.
The number of licenses in Colorado cannot be determined at this time.2
Licensed reactors - 1
Number of uranium mines - 495 (1959)
Number of uranium mills -

8 (1959)

Isotopes shipped into Colorado in curies
(One curie equals one gram of radium.)
1959---6,161
1960--10,208
Number of individual shipments into Colorado
1959 - 186
1960 to date - 115
In addition, a great number of isotopes were shipped (and are
still in use) prior to 1957, of which the Occupational Health
Section has no records from the AEC.
1.

2.

Excerpted from an unpaged memorandum of the Occupational Health Section,
State Department of Health, September 19, 1960.
Many Colorado licensees had their licenses prior to 1957 1 which was before
the Occupational Health Section had information from the AEC on isotopes
shipments; therefore, a check will have to be made of these licensees to see
if they are using radioactive material and wish to keep their licenses active.
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Radiation Control
Ur,inium }lines. Problems in uranium mining have not changed appreciably
during.the past year. Probably the number of operating mines has decreased,
al thou1~h the mines themselves are undoubtedly larger than they were a few years
back. A continuous monitoring and inspection program in the mines is necessary
in order to assist the mine operators in reducing concentration levels as low
as possible. According to a report in the New York Times, February, 1960, a
large number of lung cancer cases have beenfoundin Canada caused by exposure
to radon and radon daughters in mines. Also, a relatively large number of cases
were discovered among miners in non-uranium mines who were exposed to small
amounts of these materials.
Uranii.lll\ Mills. At the present time, control of the radiation problem in
uranium mills is entirely under the jurisdiction of the AEC. All other problems,
inclurling exposures to gases, dusts, and other hazards, are within the jurisdiction of state agencies. The Occupational Health Section's work in uranium
mills has not been established on a routine basis and is done only at the request
of the Colorado Bureau of Mines. Division of responsibilities over matters of
occupational health between state and federal agencies is confusing, particularly
to milling operators, and less effective than if under the jurisdiction of one
agency.
Isotopes. It is evident that the AEC program of inspection has been
inadequate and must be stepped up in order to establish more effective control.
In 1959 there were 186 shipments of isotopes into Colorado, and in 1960 to date
there have been 115 shipments. However, 1959 total shipments amounted to
6 1 161 curies, and 1960, so far, over 1,0,000 curies of materials have been
shipped.
There is no way, at this time, of estimating the amount of isotopes
licensees in Colorado. Notification of licenses granted has been received
from the AEC since l 9S6. Han.v licenses granted prior to that time are still
effective, and although these licensees have received no materials recently,
in many cases they are still using the long-lived isotopes originally purchased.
Since licenses can be revoked by the AEC only at the request of the
licensee or for non-compliance with regulations, there are a great number of
licenses still in effect that should be inactivated. These licenses belong
to installations that are no longer usinr, isotopes or that, for some reason
or other, have no n(!ed for adrli tional purchai,r s. All licenses issued by the
AEC in Colorado since the AEC program was first instituted should be checked
and those no longer necessary should be inactivated. This will clear the
record system of the great amounts of "dead ti'tnber" that exists and insure
a more effective monitoring and control program.
In addition, there arc 158 licensed out-o[--state users who may, and do,
use isotopes in Colorado at any time. Since the AEC inspection branch for
this area is in Idaho Falls, Idaho, inspection and monitoring of these users
must n<:cessarily he a state responsibi l.:i. ty. These users transport the materials
into Colorado for rnor<i or less short periods of time on specific project sites
and in Many cases it is i mpossj h le tn gi vc more than a few days advance _notice,
so that it is ir~pn'.isihl.e to .:;ewl inspectm·:; frPrn Idaho Falls.
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X-Ray Machines. There are currently 2152 x-ray machines registered in
Colorado. Inspection of th~se facilities is proceeding slowly due to personnel
limitations. A minimum inspection program would require the inspection of all
x-ray machines at least once each year. In some cases, isotopes inspections
could be done at the same time, inasmuch as some x-ray machine owners are also
isotopes licensees. A necessary part of x-ray machine and isotopes inspection
is education on safe practices. This is entirely a state responsibility as
the AEC assumes no jurisdiction over x-ray ma.chines, even though isotopes
are being used simultaneously. Here, too, divided responsibility between state
and federal agencies is confusing and inefficient.
Miscellaneous Radiological Health Activities. Monitoring programs for
air-borne radioactivity should be stepped up. In addition to the extensive
monitoring program currently in effect in Denver and the research programs in
Grand Junction, Durango, and Cortez, spot checks in other areas in Colorado
should be made. This type of survey work has become a necessary part of radiological health programs throughout the world. Participation in federal-agency
sponsored projects such as the milk and food radiation survey are necessary
to insure the people of Colorado of safe supplies. The information gathered
from research projects of this type is of extreme importance in our changing
environment.
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APPENDIX I
Presence of Radon Gas in Colorado Uranium Minesl

Mine

District

Bitter Creek
Diana VCA
Burro Shaft #3
Burro Shaft

1/7

County 2

Multiples
Date of
No. of
of Tolerance
Inspection Samples Concentration3

Bitter Creek--East
Paradox
Montrose
12- 9-59
Bull Canyon
MontroseSan Miguel
9-15-59
Burro Canyon-Slick Rock
San Miguel 10-23-59

2
1

o.a --

2.2

11.2

6

.65 --12.2

Burro Canyon-Slick Rock

San Miguel

10-22-59

5

1.34 -- 6.80

Burro Canyon-Slick Rock

San Miguel

10-22-59

6

.63 -- 4.70

Blue Ribbon #2

Calamity Mesa

Mesa

9-23-59

1

61.0

Arrowhead #6

Calamity Mesa

Mesa

9- 3-59

3

18.6 -- 30.0

Arrowhead #5

Calamity Mesa

Mesa

9- 3-59

2

6.85 -- 18.7

Blue Ribbon #2

Calamity Mesa

Mesa

5- 2-60

2

5.7 -- 16.0

Matchless

Calamity Mesa

Mesa

9-22-59

1

14.4

Arrowhead #10

Calamity Mesa

Mesa

9- 3-59

1

8.25

New Verde VCA

Calamity Mesa

Mesa

8-11-59

3

0.1

6.8

Arrowhead #20

Calamity Mesa

Mesa

5- 2-60

2

2.1

3.2

Doghole West of
Calamity #1

Calamity Mesa

Mesa

10-20-59

1

2.2

Arr,,trhead #21

Calamity Mesa

Mesa

9- 3-59

1

1.89

Duckhorn

Carpenter Ridge

Montrose

9-14-59

1

1.94

1''raction Shaft

Charles T. Group

San Miguel

2- 4-60

1

0.45

Swnmi t Claim

Charles T. Group

San Miguel

2- 4-60

2

0

Burro Shaft #5

L
2.
3.

Dasecl on inspections made by the Occupational Heal th Section, State
Department of IIP-alth, 1959 anrl 1960.
Snme mines and/or districts arc in more than one county.
llit~h and low shr,wn, i r more than one sample taken; toler..ince equals 300 ndcrorii c:rocuriPs pr.r liter of air.
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Presence of Radon Gas in Colorado Uranium Mines
(Continued)

-Mine

District

Countr

Multiples
Date of No. of of Tolerance
Inspection Samples Concentration

Mill #2
Govt. Block 1&4 Club Mesa

Montrose

11- 3-59

1

80.0

Mill /11 (UCN)

Club Mesa

Montrose

12-23-59

3

29.6 -- 60.0

Commodore UCNC

Club Mesa

Montrose

5-14-60

2

0

Mill #2

Club Mesa

Montrose

11- 3-59

3

9.5 -- 15.9

LaSalle Mine

Club Mesa

Montrose

10-29-59

4

4.7 -- 11.7

Joe Junior (UCN)

Glub Mesa

Montrose

12-29-59

2

5.4 -- 7.3

JH (UCN)

Club Mesa

Montrose

12-29-59

2

0.63 -- 6.2

Eastern Utah
Better Be

Club Mesa

Montrose

10-19-59

2

4.65 -- 4.85

Ram (UCN)

Club Mesa

Montrose

12-29-59

3

0.3 -- 4.4

Beaver (UCN)

Club Mesa

Montrose

12-29-59

1

1.59

LaSalle AEC Lease

Club Mesa

Montrose

5- 4-60

3

o.a --

Mill #2
Govt. Blocks

Club Mesa

Montrose

3- 8-60

2

0

Picket Corral #2

Corral Draw

Montrose

11-24-59

1

6.0

Picket Corral #2

Corral Draw

Montrose

3- 3-60

2

o -- 1.a

Big Dick

Dolores Bench

Montro~e

10-11-59

3

17.0 -- 59.5

Worcester Mine

Dolores Rench

Montrose

10-12-59

8

19.9 -- 54.0

Red Sox VCA

Dolores BenchAtkinson Mesa Montrose

4- 5-60

2

9.1 -- 45.5

-- 27.0

1.0

-- 0.69

Red Sox

Dolores Dench

Montrose

10-11-59

2

1.2 -- 32.1

Renegade Shaft
Rex Uranium

Atkinson MesaDolores Bench• Montrose

4-27-60

1

18

Club Sandwich VCA

Dolores Bench

Montrose

3-21-60

4

6.85 -- 11.2

Austin - UCN

Dolores Hench

Montrose

10-14-59

1

7.8
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Presence of Radon Gas in Colorado Uranium Mines
(Continued)

Hine

District

Town House

County

Date of
No. of
Inspection Samples

Multiples
of Tolerance
Concentration

Dolores Bench

Montrose

10-14-59

1

Dolores Bench

Montrose

3-31-60

3

5.7

7.4

Lucky Dog

Dolores Bench

Montrose

9-28-59

2

1.0

7.1

Joe

Dolores Bench

Montrose

10-14-59

2

3.1

6.2

Dolores Bench

Montrose

1-26-60

2

o.5

5.6

Little Dick

Dolores Bench

Montrose

9-24-59

2

4.62

4.62

Old Cliffdweller VCA

Atkinson MesaDolores Dench

Montrose

4- 7-60

1

2.6

Cliff Dweller

Dolores Bench

Montrose

12- 7-59

1

2.3

Fox

Dol:>res Bench

Montrose

10-13-59

1

1.1

Ophir

Dolores nench

Montrose

9-28-59

3

o.7 -- 0.8

Dolores Bench

Montrose

10-14-59

1

0.6

Atkinson MesaDolores Bench

Montrose

4- 5-60

1

0.2

Sandy

Dolores Bench

Montr0se

9-28-59

2

Fawn Springs #5

Fa,m Springs

MontroseSan Miguel

3-23-60

3

MontroseSan Miguel

9-17-59

1

2.0

MontroseSan Higuel

9-17-59

2

o.82 -- 1.45

MontroseSan Higuel

9-17-59

2

0.16 -- 1.14

MontroseSan Higuel

9-17-59

2

0.51 -- 0.65
0.1!)

Big Dick

UCN

UCN

Nucla

VCA

Lucky Dog
North Star

UCN
VCA

Fawn Springs #18
li'awn Springs #9

Fawn Springs
Fawn Springs

Fawn Springs #13

Fawn Springs

Fawn Springs 1/l.2

Fawn Springs

Peanut /,i:l

Fawn Spr.in 1~s

MontroseSc1n Miguel

8-18-59

l

//')

Fawn Spri nw,

lhnlrosc'.i,,_n ltir~uel

9-17-5!1

:l

l'!:anu t

,1{"'
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Presence of Radon Gas in Colorado Uranium Mines
(Continued)

Mine

District

Jody #11

Gateway

Jody #10

Gateway

Elizabeth #17

Gateway
Gateway

Jody #10

County

Date of
No. of
Ins,eection Sam,eles

Multiples
of Tolerance
Concentration

MesaMontrose

11-25-59

1

34.4

MesaMontrose

11-25-59

1

1.7

MesaMontrose

12- 4-59

3

MesaMontrose

12- 4-59

1

o.a

o.a --

1.4

Carnation

Gypsum Gap

San Miguel

5-16-60

2

33.0 -- 38.0

Magpie

Gypsum Gap

San Miguel

5-16-60

1

27.0

Lower Uncle Sam
UCNC

Gypsum Gap

San Miguel

5-19-60

1

0.8

Upper Uncle Sam
UCNC

Gypsum Gap

San Miguel

5-19-60

1

0.4

Pond

Gypsum Valley

MontroseSan Miguel

2-18-60

1

48.0

MontroseSan Miguel

11- 4-59

2

10.7 -- 11.'i

MontroseSan Miguel

9-16-59

1

5.94

MontroseSan Miguel

9-29-59

2

.o4 -- .oa

MontroseSan.Miguel

2-18-60

1

0
<0.1

American Eagle
lfi-tfd Swept

UCN

Pitchfork
Windswept

Gypsum Valley
Gypsum Valley
Gypsum Valley
Gypsum Valley

SB #9

Horse Shoe

San Miguel

12..;.16-59

1

Yellow Bird

La Sal Creek

Montrose

11-25-59

3

12.9

36.0

Yellow Bird VCA

La Sal Creek

Montrose

5- 5-60

2

27.0

3,1 .o

Sage #11

Legin Group

San l-figuel

5-19-60

2

37.0

67.0

Strawhcrry Roan
VCA

T.,e,!in Group

San Hi.gucl

5-19-GO

1
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Presence of Radon Gas in Colorado Uranium Hines
(Continueu)

Hine

District

Countr

Date of
No. of
Inseection Sametes

Hut tiples
of Tolerance
Concentration

Sunbeam (VCA)

Long Park

Montrose

1- 5-60

4

58.4 -- 82.0

Haggie C VCA

Long Park

Montrose

5-13-60

1

67.0

Dusty AEC VCA

Long Park

Montrose

5-17-60

6

0.4 -- 56.0

Sphinx (UCN)

Long Park

Montrose

12-22-59

1

34.0

Sunbeam VCA

Long Park

Montrose

5-17-60

4

Happy

Long Park

Montrose

12-10-59

Long ParkUravan

Montrose

First !'la ti onal
Bank

Long Park

Mucker UCN

O•1

29.0

3

11.2

22.2

4-29-60

4

0

Montrose

12- 9-59

3

3.4 -- 21.2

Long Park

Montrose

10-19-59

1

15.6

Mucker UCN

Long Park

Montrose

10-20-59

1

15.2

Guadalcanal UCN

Long Park

Montrose

10-30-59

1

15.0

Honeymoon

Long Park

Montrose

3- 2-60

2

7 .8 -- 11.8

Production

Long Park

Montrose

2- 3-60

2

3.1 -- 11.7

Blue Bell UCNC

Long Park

Montrose

5-13-60

1

8.4

CFC North

Long Park

Montrose

1- 5-60

1

7.9

TNT #3 - ML 15

Long Park

Montrose

3- 2-60

1

7.5

Cripple Creek #2

Long Park

Montrose

1- 5-60

5

0.1 -- 7.5

Coloradium

Long Park

Montrose

1- 8-6©

4

0.3

6.8

JJong Park #6

Long Park

Montrose

12-22-59

3

2.4

6.7

Long l'ark #3

Long Park

Montrose

12-28-59

4

2.9 -- 5.7

Long Park #1 UCN

Long Park

Montrose

10-30-59

1

5.63

AEC-VCA Hidden
Ilasin

Long Park

Montrose

12-22-59

3

1.85 -- 5.5

UCN

Dusty AEC VCA
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Presence of Radon Gas in Colorado Uranium Mines
(Continued)

Hine

District

Count;)'

Daite of
No. of
Inspection Samples

Multiples
of Tolerance
Concentration

Guadalcanal

I.ong Park

Montrose

12-15-59

1

5.25

Virgin Hine

Long Park

Montrose

10-30-59

7

o.6 -- 5.2

Long Park #17

Long Park

Montrose

12-15-59

4

1.4 -- 4.3

Dorothy UCN

Long Park

Montrose

12-11-59

5

.13 -- 3.5

Fire Cracker #1

Long Park

Montrose

12- 9-59

1

3.4

Long Park #12

Long Park

Montrose

12-22-59

3

1.6

3.0

Hidden Basin

Long Park

Montrose

3- 2-60

2

1.8

3.0

#9

Long Park

Montrose

1- 5-60

2

2.9

2.9

Fire Cracker #2

Long Park

Montrose

12- 9-59

2

2.6

2.9

Henry Clay

Long Park

Montrose

1- 5-60

1

2.0

Long Park #2

Long Park

Montrose

12-29-59

4

0.6 -- 1.6

West Happy-

Long Park

Montrose

2- 3~

1

o.a

Moonbeam &
C!i'C South

Long Park

Montrose

1- 5-60

2

o.45 -- o.63

ML 23 #2 VCA AEC

Long Park

Montrose

12-10-59

2

.36

.46

Bliss - UCN

Long Park

Montrose

12- 7-59

2

.24

.40

Ground Hog

l.ong Park

Montrose

1- 5-60

1

Vanadium King

Long Park

Montrose

12-29-59

2

Florence Nellie
North UCNC

Long ParkUravan

Montrose

4-29-60

1

0

Vanadium Queen

Lower Group
McIntyre Canyon San Miguel

12-15-59

1

.85

Betty Jean

Martin MesaParadox

Montrose

4-28-60

2

32.0 -- 51.0

Red Rock #5

Martin Hesa

Montrose

12- 8-59

1

5.9

Long Park
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Presence of Radon Gas in Colorado Uranium Mines
(Continued)
Date of No. of
Inspection Samples

Multiples
of Tolerance
Concentration

Mine

District

County

Wildcat #8

Martin Mesa

Montrose

12- 8-59

1

.98

Wildcat #3

Martin Mesa

Montrose

10- 1-59

1

.27

Red Rock #5

Martin Mesa

Montrose

10- 1-59

3

.lR -- .27

Red Rock #2

Martin

Mesa

Montrose

10- 1-59

1

.21

Wildcat #8

Martin Mesa

Montrose

10- 1-59

1

.18

Cannon T, #2 UCNC

Martin MesaParadox

Montrose

4-28-60

1

0

Mexico GroupHamm Canyon

San Miguel 11-12-59

2

.94 -- 1.7

Mexico GroupHamm Canyon

San Miguel

11-12-59

1

.08

North Hummer

Monogram Mesa

Montrose

12- 8-59

3

11.2 -- 256.0

Anna May UCNC

Monogram Mesa

Montrose

5- 3-60

2

65.0 -- 150.0

Uranus

Monogram Mesa

Montrose

10-28-59

2

5.75 -- 101.0

Monogram Mesa

Montrose

5- 3-60

1

Hummer

Monogram Mesa

Montrose

11-15-59

4

East Opera Box

Monogram Mesa

Montrose

12- 3-59

2·

19.9

62.2

Paradox D

Monogram Mesa

Montrose

10-26-59

6

0.9

46.2

Canopus

Monogram Mesa

Montrose

10-27-59

3

32.3

40.3

Opera Box

Monogram Mesa

Montrose

12- 3-59

2

o.4

40.0

Deer Shaft

Monogram Mesa

Montrose

11-13-59

4

1.0

32.6

Thunderbolt UCNC

Monogram Mesa

Montrose

5- 4-60

2

1.2

32.0

Vaden View VCA

Monogram Mesa

Montrose

5-12-60

1

31.0

Mineral Joe #2
Climax Uranium

Monogram Mesa

Montrose

5- 5-60

7

2.0 -- 27.0

Chile #5
Mary Jane

Bobtail

UCNC
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100.0
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Presence of Radon Gas in Colorado Uranium Mines
(Continued)

Mine

District

Mineral Joe #2

Countl

Date of
Inspection

No. of
Samples

Multiples
of Tolerance
Concentration

Monogram Mesa

Montrose

11- 6-59

6

3.1 -- 21.5

Happy Thought UCN Monogram Mesa

Montrose

10-28-59

2

8.35 -- 15.9

Capella

Monogram Mesa

Montrose

10-27-59

3

1.33 -- 14.0

Aztec

Monogram Mesa

Montrose

12-15-59

3

0.4 -- 13.4

Lower Oversite

Monogram Mesa

Montrose

11- 5-59.

4

3.63 -- 10.2

Mineral Joe Shaft

Monogram Mesa

Montrose

3-21-60

5

2.17 -- 8.5

Opera Box D

Monogram Mesa

Montrose

12- 3-59

3

1.4 -- 7.8

North Hummer

Monogram Mesa

Montrose

12-10-59

1

Mary Ann #4 UCNC

Monogram Mesa

Montrose

5- 3-60

3

0.3 -- 4.7

Monogram Mesa

Montrose

12- 8-59

2

2.4

3.9

Monogram Mesa

Montrose

5-12-60

5

0.1

2.0

Outlaw Mesa

Mesa

5-20-60

1

Outlaw Mesa

Mesa

8-10-59

4

.25 -- 20.7

Outlaw Mesa

Mesa

5- 2-60

2

12.5 -- 17 .3

Outlaw Mesa

Mesa

9-22 ... 59

2

10.8 -- 12.7

#8

Outlaw Mesa

Mesa

10-21-59

3

2.8 -- 9.7

Mesa #5 - #2
Incline

Outlaw Mesa

Mesa

10-22-59

2

5.5 -- 7.5

Trc jan #20 UCN

Outlaw Mesa

Mesa

10-16-59

3

0.5 -- 4.8

Mesa #5 #1 Incline

Outlaw Mesa

Mesa

10-21-59

2:

3.9 -- 4.6

G-1

Outlaw Mesa

Mesa

10-21-59

2

2.2

3.4

G-4 Climax

Outla,: Mesa

Mesa

10-15-59

3

1.0

2.8

UCN

Paradox #5 &
Pluto

#6

UCNC

Ronnie #1

5.7

<

37.o

G-3, Climax

Uranium
G-3 AEC Lease
Climax Uranium

Economy
Mesa

/11
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Presence of Radon Gas in Colorado Uranium Mines
(Continued)

Mine

District

1/1

Outlaw Mesa

Econom;y

Thunderbolt
Mineral Joe Shaft
Climax
Mineral Joe IIClimax

County
Mesa

Date of No. of
Ins,eection .1?am,eles

Multiples
of Tolt'!rance
Concentration

5- 6-60

1

2.3

Paradox Valley Mesa•
Montrose

9- 4-59

2

16.8 -- 26.2

Paradox Valley MesaMontrose

8-19-59

6

1.33 -- 18.4

MesaParadox Valley Montrose

8-19-59

4

o.59 -- a.a

Radium #9 Dulaney Radium GroupSlick Rock
Mining Co.

San Miguel

8-13-59

3

1.4 -- 3.55

Radium GroupStick Rock

San Miguel

3-24-60

1

o.91

Radium #4 Dulaney Radium GroupStick Rock
Mining Co.

San Miguel

8-13-59

1

0

Rimrock BluesMontrose
Bull Canyon

10-28-59

2

4.4 -- 13.0

#2

Rimrock BlpesMontrose
Bull Canyon

12- 2-59

1

2.0

Rim.rock Blues #5

Rimrock BluesMontrose
Bull Canyon

12- 2-59

3

All Stars

San Miguel
Bench

San Miguel

9-29-59

1

Star #3

San Miguel
Bench

San Miguel

9-29-59

2

Rock Raven

3an Miguel
Bench

San Miguel

9-30-59

1

3.7

Little Has in

San Miguel
Bench

San Miguel

9-29-59

1

1.5

Wright

San Miguel
Dench

San Miguel

9-29-59

1

1.0

Bean #3 Dulaney
Mining Co.

Rimrock Blues #6
Rimrock Blues
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Presence of Radon Gas in Colorado Uranium Mines
(Continued)

Mine
Sesma

UCA

District

Countl

Date of
Inspection

No. of
Samples

Multiples
of Tolerance
Concentration

Saucer Basin

Montrose

12- 7-59

1

25.2

Rattlesnake

Saucer Ba.sin

Montrose

3- 3-60

1

2.8

Raven

Saucer Basin

Montrose

11- 9-59

1

2.5

Buckshot

Saucer Basin

Montrose

11-24-59

1

1.4

Shamrock

N. Saucer Basin Montrose

12- 9-59

1

0

Frenchy Incline

Slick Rock

San Miguel

8-25-59

2

80.0

94.5

Sage #11

Slick Rock

San Miguel

8-25-59

2

26.7

85.5

Strawberry Roan

Slick Rock

San Miguel

8-25-59

1

43.3

Bean #3 Dulaney
Mining Co.

Slick Rock

San Miguel

8-13-59

2

.125 -- 35.7

Canfield J,ease,
Incline #2

Slick Rock
Egnar

San Miguel

8-20-59

3

May #2

Slick Rock

San Miguel

8-25-59

2

5.3 -- 18.2

Dermo Shaft

Slick Rock

San Miguel

2-23-60

9

.80 -- 12.0

Veta Glad

Slick Rock

San Miguel

10-21-59

1

King #2

Slick Rock

San Miguel

8-24-59

#3

Slick Rock

San Miguel

8-21-59

1

Dermo Shaft UCN

Slick Rock

San Miguel

9- 1-59 &
9-10-59

8

Mickey

0

-- 26.6

10.9
.92 -- 6.3
3.74
.22 -- 3.58

Hangover-Burwell
Mining Co.

Slick Rock

San Miguel

9- 2-59

1

2.54

Veta Had

Slick Rock

San Miguel

10-21-59

1

2.37

Bean Patch-Durwell Mining Co.

Slick Rock

San Miguel

8-13-59

2

.07 -- 1.78

Hawk

Slick Rock

San Miguel

8-21-59

1

.63

~orthern #6 UCN

Slick Rock

San Miguel

9-30-59

4
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.21 -- .45

Presence of Radon Gas in Colorado Uranium Mines
(Continued)

Mine

District

County

Date of
No. of
Inspection Samples

Multiples
of Tolerance
Concentration
<0.1 -- o.25

Sitten Shaft

Slick Rock

San Miguel

10-21-59

3

#6

Slick Rock

·san Miguel

9-30-59

1

.19

Pcnigal

Spud Patch

San Miguel

8-20-59

1

a.a

Starlight Group
Bull Canyon
Montrose

10-28-59

2

Silvey's
Pocket

MontroseSan Miguel

11- 4-59

1

0

Tenderfoot
Mesa

Mesa

11-23-59

1

3.9

Tenderfoot
Mesa

Mesa

11-23-59

l

1.2

Tenderfoot
Mesa

Mesa

11-23-59

1

.54

MontroseSan Miguel

11-10-59l

Montrose

11-24-59

2

5.8 -- 16.4

Lion Creek La Sal Group

Montrose

11-24-59

1

6.4

October Tunnel

October Point

San Miguel

10- 6-59

3

2 0 -- 5o5

La Salle

Jamestown

Boulder

7-16-59

1

0

La Salle

Jim Creek Jamestown

Boulder

1-22-60

2

0

0

Fall River

Idaho Springs

Clear Creek

7-14-59

2

0

.33

Last Chance

Tallahassee

Fremont

1-25-60

3

Gunnison Mining Co. Tallahassee

Fremont

7-21-59

2

Glen Hilliams

Fremont

1-25-60

1

11.2

Fremont

7-21-59

l

.1

Cone

Starlight

1/7

Modene
Black Mama #1
Protector
Black J.f.ama

#3

Rimrock #2

Wedding Bell

Evening Star #1
Lion Creek 4-corners Uran. Co. La Sat Group
Wedge - UCN

Tallahassee

Hi 1.liams Hi ning Co. Tat lahassee
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12.5 -- 13.3

2.85

0

12.1 -- 16.9
!).9 --

12.0

Presence of Radon Gas in Colorado Uranium Mines

(Continued)

Mine
Pinnacle

District

County

Date of
No. of
Inspection Samples

Multiples
of Tolerance
Concentration

Gunnison Marshal Pass

Gunnison

1- 8-60

4

29.6 -- 287.0

Thornburg #1,
8780 Level

Gunnison

Gunnison

1- 7-60

6

0.85 -- 109.0

Thornburg #1,
8720 Level
(Saltwash)

Gunnison

Gunnison

1- 7-60

2

0.3 -- 6.4

Gunnison Stone City

Gunnison

1-26-60

2

o.48 -- o.63

Denver-Golden Oil
and Uranium

Front Range

Jefferson

8-21-59

11

Swartzwalden Denver-Golden

Front Range

Jefferson

11- 4-59

10

0

Grapevine

Idledale

Jefferson

7-13-59

3

4.5

Foothills Mine

Idledale

Jefferflon

7-15-59

1

Foothills Mine

Idledale

Jefferson

1-21-60

3

Cliff's Creek
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0.10 -- 298.0
4.3
290.0

247.o
36.4 -- 162.0

